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Croatian Observer To Attend CSCE Session 

AU US0807 1491 Vienna Oesterveich Eins Radio 

Network in German 0500 GMT 8 Aug 91 

[Text] The CSCE members will meet for the second time 
within a few weeks for an emergency session in Prague 
today. The session will mainly focus on the crisis in 
Yugoslavia. According to the Ferrign Ministry. Croatia 
will be represented with an observer in the Ausinan 
delegation. 

Government Urges Talks To Resolve SFRY Crisis 

LDOTUS 182691 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 
in English 1736 GMT 7 Aug 91 

[By PRESS ASSOCIATION diplomatic correspondent 
Tom Mecmullan] 

[Text] Britain 1s spearheading a drive to increase inter- 
national political pressure on the warring partics in 
Yugosla~ sa to settle their differences by negotiation 

A semor British diplomat said today: “The Yugosiavs 
must be told clearly that this 1s no way for a European 
country to behave at the end of the 20th century.” Pan of 
the campaign 1s to raise the Yugoslav issue at every 
possible mternational forum. And an attempt will be 
made to hammer home this message at a mecting in 
Prague tomorrow of officials of the 34-nation Confer- 
ence on Security and co-operation, [passage indistinct} 
should be solved in an opposed landing in Yugoslavia 

A peace-keeping force could only enter Yugoslavia at the 
invitation of the parties when there was a ceasefire 

Ambassadors from the Western European Union, the 
nine-nation defence organisation drawn from the i? 
European Community countnes, concluded an emer- 
gency meeting in London today without agreement on 
what measures would be taken to help preserve the 
cease-fire. According to officials the 2-hour mecting was 
mainly engaged in “stocktaking” and plans for a peace- 
keepeng force were carned no further forward. 

The nine countnes—Britain, France, Germany, Luxem- 
bourg. Belguum, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain and Por- 
tugal—agreed to continue their reflections “on possible 
concrete contributions they might make to the mainte- 
nance of an agreed ceasefire”. 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

Sertian President Slobodan Milosevic told Sky News he 
had ruled out any forcign intervention to solve the 
Yugoslavian crises. In hes first English-speaking mnter- 
view. to be screened tonight, and only the third interview 
of hes career, President Milosevic sand: “Yugoslavian 
people must solve problems themselves. “We are an 
independent country. all foreigners are welcome but not 
soldiers. We lost half our population in the First World 
War and very nearly the same in the Second. We don't 
hike a military presence m our country. We can clean our 
own house ~ 

President Miloses i added: “We are ned trving to create 
a Greater Serma Croatians have the nght to self- 
determination. but Sermans un Croatia should also have 
the mght to choose where they want to live.” 

Kurdish Fave, \ccuses EC of ‘Double Standards’ 

LDOSUSTIESY! Hambure DIP 1 in German 1046GMT 
S tug ¥/ 

[Text] Bonn (DP A}—The spokesman for the European 
representation of the Kurdistan National Liberation 
Front (FRNA) Ab Sapan. sad to journalists in Bonn 
today that Kurdish covihan residential areas are being 
attacked by the Turkish Army 40 kilometers beyond the 
Turkish border More than SO fighter planes and 
armored beloopters have been deployed. A total of 

40.000 Turkish solders have been taking part wm the 
operation Hrs representation has been advised that the 
air attacks yesterday on a market in the Naxurde region 
and on refugee camps near to Diyana killed over 200 
people 

According to hes information, the Kurdish resistance 
groups managed to push back the Turkish attackers im 
several places. Two Turkish fighter planes and a heli- 
copter were shot down 

Sapan accused the alled “rapid deployment forces” im 
the Gulf war. who were to protect the Kurds im northern 

Irag. of appros ing the attacks made by the Turkish Army 
and supporting them by providing the Turks with com- 
menications He accused the countnes of the EC of 
having double standards. The massacre of the Kurds was 
berng ignored with a conscious silence while the EC was 
reacting swiftly to the events in Slovenia and Croatia. He 
pointed out that the weapons which the Turkish Armed 
Forces were getting from the West were berg used 
directly on the attacks against the Kurds 
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Kohl To Run Again for Chancellor in 1994 

41 O808073891 Hamburg BILD in German & Aug 9! 
pi 

[ Text] Bonn—Chancellor Kohl plans to run again for the 
office of head of government in 1994, he announced m 
an interview with ARD [First German Televisson]. Fur- 
thermore. Kohl rs for a change un the article on asylum of 
the Basic Law. “We anced very quickly an asylum law that 
18 generally exemplary m the EC” 

Foresees F conomic Improvement 

LDO7U8 144191 Hambure DPA on German 1306 GMT 
> dug Yl 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—Chancellor Heimut Kohl docs not 
wont to change the course of German unification chosen 
by humself and his government. “I am convinced and I 
know that this 1s the mght way, that with the means of the 
social market economy we can continue after 40 years of 
socialist-communist mismanagement im the former 
GDR.” he said on an nterview for the ARD TV program 
“Farbe Bekenncn™ to be broadcast this evening. 

The chancellor admitted that im the economy there are 
“oertamn turbulences”, but he opposes any kind of pess- 
mism The unemployment in eastern Germany 1s “nat- 
urally depressing.” Kohl sara, “but this 1s an 
ment figure of the old SED [Socialist Unity Party of 
Germany| regime.” It will “of course..fall by thes tome 
next vear ” The current extent 1s “below the limit.” The 
special measures and “many other things” have pad off 
“In one year's tome we will see respect.bie results,” the 
head of government predicted. 

Kohl referred to the economic boom im western Crer- 
many. which would not have taker. off without German 
unification. No country, apart from Japan, has had 
comparable growth rates. Since the end of 1989 two 
million new jobs have been created in castern Germany 
and hundreds of thousands of small businesses have 
been established. Western Germany and also Western 
Europe are “genuine beneficianes of German unifica- 
thon.” 

The chancellor again guaranteed that the additional tax 
of 7.5 percent of the mcome tax introduced to finance 
the budget will only apply for one year. “We have said 
$0, and that 1s that.” The deficit mn the federal budget this 
year has been limited to 66 bilhon German marks [DM]. 
and on 1995 it will be reduced to DM25 bilhon. “We will 
keep to this.” Kohl promised, even though there will be 
trouble “because we will have a number of subsidies and 
other things.” 

Views Political Asylum Rights 

LDOCOR1ASS91 Hambure DPA in German 1324 GMT 
> Jue 9! 

[Text] Bonn (DPA)}—Chancellor Helmut Kohl has 
spoken out decisively for a constitutional amendment to 
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solve the political asylum problem and announced nego- 
tuatrons, to include all partes, with polstecsans at federal, 
Land. and community levels. In an interview with First 
German Televisvon (ARD). Kohl said today from his 
Ausinan vacation home on W . that the gen- 
uine mght to asylum must be sacred all Germans. it 

should never be called into question. 

Anyone who 1s persecuted for polriecal, racist, or semilar 
reasons must be able to find a home im the Federal 
Republic. Kohl repeated hrs demand made at the last EC 
summit for a binding night of political asylum 
throughout the EC. Internor Minister Wolfgang Schac- 
uble (CDU) [Christian Democratic Unson] 1s currently 
working on a draft with his European colicagucs to be 
compicted by the next summit in Maastricht (the Neth- 
erlands) in December. 

Kohl cxpressed no understanding for considerations that 
the pmmuigration of German emigrants be included in the 
discussion on political asylum. Someonc. for cxampic. 
who had lived as a German in Romani, had suffered 
under the Ceausescu regime just because he was a 
German. This person could not possibly be refused the 
right to come to Germany. 

Chancellor Kohl Views SFRY, EC, Economy 

41 0708140091 Lienna ORF Telewson Network 

im German 2000 GUT 6 Aue 9! 

[interview with Chancellor Helmut Kohl by Roland 
Adrowrtzer in Kohl's holiday resort of St. Gilgen, Aus 
Ina. on 6 Augusi—recorded] 

[Text] | Adrownzer)] Mr. Kohl, at thes very moment, the 
EC foreign ministers are meeting to discuss Yugoslavia 
once again What guidelines does your Foreign Minister 
Hans-Dhretrich Genscher have for these negotiations” 

[Kohl] Our position has always been the same. First, 
negotiations are necessary. Those who shoot and use 
tanks or aircraft against defenseless people. have lost the 
argument that they want to live im peace. The prerequi- 
site for everything «s a peaceful solution. You cannot 
keep & Country or a state together using tanks. guns, or 
aircraft. So the most mmportant thing 1s for us to imsst 
that the troops return to ther barracks, that the partisans 
stop them terrors! operations, and that the parties sit 
down at the negotiating table 

Second, that means that what we agreed upon im the 
Pares CSCE Charter still apphes—civil nghts, the nght to 
freedom. and the nght to self-determination. Those who 
beheve that they can keep a country together with brute 
force must know that thes will never work. It has never 
worked om the past, and it does not work at all in 199! 
What we must now say with great regret 1s that we do not 
have European political umon. The Europeans have 
been accustomed to relying on the Americans for too 
long. whenever there was a conflict mm the world, the 
Americans—if possible, together with the Soviet 



measures— have bs | : 
the b 

should the EC arrive at unity now” 

[Kohl] To begin with, these are two questions We do not 
have political union. We are currently negotiating on 
economic and monetary umon and on political union in 
two EC government conferences. | assume that we will 
be able to sign the documents at the EC summit im 
Maasincht in December. | think we will have coonomic 
and monctary umon and political unson within a pernod 
of six, seven, or caght years. Those who want a single 
European currency. those who want to aches ¢ economic 
and monctary unron—and most EC members want such 
a umon because of the German mark and Cerman 
economic might—must also want political unvon 

I do not accept one of the two options. | only accept both 
options. We need them for Europe. and we. the Cier- 

mechanism, to achieve a solution at the 
lith hour 

Those who want to maintain the Yugoslav state as a 
whole and believe they can use force against the citizens 
in ther own country, however, must know that thes state 
cannot be maintained on this way 

[Adrowszer] The recognition of Slovenia and Croatsa 1s 

yesterday. Are you m favor of recognition at thes pount” 

[Kohl] I think that we should hold talks now. I have 
already sard what I think about a. it makes a difference 
whether 1 1s my collecagucs in the Bundestag or me as the 
chancellor commenting on this topic. | repeat my 
demand that the use of force. bloodshed. and the killing 
be stopped now and that peaceful dialoguc be resumed 
Above all, dialogue must be held between the parties 
concerned. | do not, however, rule anything out 

{Adrowitzer] Is your patience regarding Serta 
exhausted” 

[Kohl] 1 do not think that I should answer this question 
now, because the pom now 1s to create peace and to 
prevent bloodshed, and we must not lose patience. We 
need to have a lot of patience. 

[Adrowszer] Are you not comsidering the option of a 
peacekeeping force” 

[Kohl] A peacekeeping force would only make sense if 
the parties soncerned wanted such a force to be 
deployed. Otherwise, 1 would be imiervention m a 
military conflict. Judging by what the Sertian side has 
sand om thas respect, | do not thenk that they wish such a 
peacekeeping force to be present. | think we will have a 
development there that will make decisons by the 
country itself necessary, because | am still hoping that 
they have enough common sense to sce that decrsons 
must not only be made for today but also for the future 
How do the many peoples of Yugoslavia plan to solve 
their huge cconomic problems that nobody i talking 
about nght now’ How do they plan to gct ahead and 
reconstruct their country without outside help’ Outside 
help 1s European help 

{| Adrowstzer] European cconomic pressure 

[Kohl] I thenk that the economic challenge of coonominc 
pressure, as you call 11, 6 a very emportant factor 

[Adrowrzer] In an article speculating on Ausina’s pos- 
sible EC membership, FRANKFURTER ALLGE- 
MEINE writes the following Perhaps the EC would have 
pursued a better policy toward VY ugosiavia if Austria had 
already been taking part in the decisionmaking process. 
Is that realistic” 

[Kohl] Yes, but I think that the sdca 1s strange because 
the Austrians took a long time, and there were comsider- 
able domestic policy controversies in connection with 
EC membership. | always told my Austrian frends in the 
OcVP [Austrian People’s Party]. just as | told all Aus 
tinans who asked me. that Austria will cither isolate 
itseif—and I do not wish the Austnans such a develop- 
ment, I hke Austria very much. as everyone knows—or it 
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will embark on the road toward the European Commu- 
nity. As matters stand now. | thenk that Austria will be an 
EC member by 1994 of by carly 1995. Thank God, we 
have finally acheeved that 

[Acrownzer] The EC msucd its positive statement on 
Ausina’s membershop last week. with the proviso that 

something must be dence about ncutrality and the transi 
rsue resolved. Is neutrality a difficult rssuc” 

[Kohl] Look. your televison statron has been asking me 
thes question for years. | sand wears ago—and | suppose 
that many people mocked me at the teme—and I ren- 
crate today What will the sstuateon be lke when Ausina 

becomes a member’ We have been talking about Aus- 
tras EC membership for years. If you had imterviewed 
me three or four years ago. and we had said that the 
Germans would be united as of 3 October 1990. our 
audience would have sad that we were crazy. If | had 
told you. or you had told me. one year ago that the 
inhabitants of Leningrad would vote on thei city’s name 
and would decede, by a large majority, that 1 should be 
renamed St. Petersburg. we would both have said that 
was totally absurd. If 1 had told you, or you had told me. 
that Mokhail Gorbaches and George Bush would agree to 
reduce thew mrssiles by SO percent, and that the Soviet 
troops would withdraw from Germany $0 years after the 
end of World War Il—somehow ut 1s all like a dream. 

Let ws wart another two years. In 1993. detailed negotr- 
atvons will begin. because the real negotiations cannot 
begin before the single market enters into force as of 31 
December 1992. Then we will have to answer the ques- 
thon as to what neutrality om Europe really means. Then 
| would ask the Austnans how they imtend to jon the 
political umon—the united states of Europe of which 
Austra will be a member Then the question about 
foreign and security policy will come up. then others like 
the Swedes will ask themselves the same von. I 
think that the Austrians and the Swedes will become EC 
members at the same teme. 1 do not have to be a prophet. 
(ince the Swedes move im the direction of the EC, ut will 
have an effect on Norway or Finland. By the way. 
Finland could be compared with Austria. Some people 
say that thes 1s out of the question. 

When | forcefully advocated Spain's and Portugal's EC 
membership sii of seven years ago. many people in my 
own country reproached me for giving the EC a southern 
direction, and for not giving northern Europe a chance. 
So what’ | am clarming now—and knows that 
it 1 correct—that Sweden will be an EC member by 
1995. therefore, | would not rack my brains over this 
problem im Vienna. | would use a bit of old Austnan 
expervence. Let us talk about the matter when the teme 
comes to discuss it. Everything else 1s speculation and 
has nothing to do with reality. 

| Adrownzer] Chancellor, you broached the subject of 
German unification, the unification of Germany as of 3 
October 1990. The euphoria over unification has largely 
disappeared im both parts of Germany. You said at the 

tume that no onc would be worse off. on the contr’’s. 

real breakthrough. in the following years. people talked 
about the German cconomn muracie and the 
were much higher We now have |) percent a 
transition period. Of course, | take thes percentage very 
seriously because the average rate 1s 5 percent. We have 
cies with unemployment rates of 40 of even SO percent. 

In view of the fact that the OECD has confirmed that the 
basic onentation of our policy 1s correct. and the fact 
that the German Federal Bank says that we see a light at 
the end of the tunnel, | have no douht that, if we take 
stock of things a year from now—as | hope we will—we 
will arrive at the conclusson that ("the development has 
been positive) 

Let me give you an example. The difference between 
1948, 1949. and 1950—when I was 18, 19. 20 years 

old—1s that we were a totally destroyed country. we were 
finished, t was the year zero of German history. At that 
tome. in the fiftres. the Federal Republic had $$ millon 
inhabitants. Then more than 10 millon refugees and 
expelices came to us. The Americans helped us, pust as 
they helped Austria, with the Marshall Plan We received 
800 German marks [DM] per head of the population. 
That was a boost in those years. 

We are now about DM100 billhon between | 
July 1990 and 31 1992. mm other words, 
DM6.800 per head of the population. The people in 
Saxony, Thuringia. and clsewhere in the new lacnder arc 
diligent people. They have a chance now, and they will 
cope. These are difficult tomes, however, and now 1s the 
tome of the demagogucs. By the way, | was no different 
im those years. In 1950. some people sand that Ludwig 
Erhard should be fired because of incompetence. We see 
now that Ludwig Erhard vs alive, and Karl Mars 1s dead. 
We will have Bundestag clections in 1994, and they will 
resemble the 1953 clectroms 

[Adrowrtzer] You will feel mm Germany, just as I feel, that 
the readiness for sacrifices has decreased im western 
Crermany 
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[Kohl] it has newer been great. poopie just sand tf was—if 

Germans worked excellently and hard Our compatnots 

with that [The problem 1s] human relations. meeting 
cach other after having been divided for more than 40 
years, an education system that forced the peopic into a 

were told everything. whether they could can university 
studies, and there was the State Security Service. We had 
the Gestapo. which was bad. however, the Gestapo 
disappeared after 10 to 12 years, whereas the GDR State 
Security Service life the a tumor for 40 
years—from the cradle to the grave. That has deeply 
harmed people. We nced to show more understanding 
for cach other. Above all, we, the western Germans, must 
be more willing to meet our compatnots. That 1 where 
the real difficultees are 

[| Adrowitzer] You mentioned the huge sums that western 
Germany will have to set aside thes year and probably for 
many years to come. There  apprehenwon that cco 
nomi development in western Germany 1s also seriously 

quote FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE that says that 
the stability of the German mark 1s om danger, Germany 
18 about to overreach itself financially. and the faslure of 
financral policy has become a test of currency policy 

[Kohl] | do not accept this assertion. even though was 
published by FRANKFURTER ALLGEMEINE. Not 
everything that 1 written there 1 mm keeping with the 
Slogan that only intethgent people read this newspaper 

the matter itself, however, we do have prob- 
lems But let us first tatk about the ads antages—that the 
Ausinans derive from i too, by the way 

German unificatron is the greatest cconomn driving 
force in Europe We would all have had had growth rates 
im Our grows national products. the Germans im partu- 
ular, of the Germans had not been wnned. In the first wn 
months, we had a 4.5 percent growth rate We will have 
more than } percent—possibly 3.5 percenti—thy year 
because we have a huge boom om the new laender All our 
neighbors export more to Germany because of Croerman 
unification. otherwise. the coomormn growth rate would 
decrease 

Second. the economic growth rate 1s decreawng world. 
wide, for instance m the Unnted States, Great Brita, 
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tali—to mention just a few We have had quite 2 
powtive development. We will also have good ( qures 
nest yc wr when COOMOT™ME growth well agar speed up. I 
have no dowlt about that. The problem s thal we must 
finance German unification. | mentioned the sum 
because you asked about a. That means that ec must 
accept the fact that state borrowing well temporarily 
merease. The OLCD savs. however—and | quote—the 
imicgration of the former GDR ito the social market 
coonomy 1s being carred owt eithout general ccomome 
Stability om the western part of Germany beng pcopar- 
dived. That ss the truth 

We have had to mncrease our detts. We have lomited new 
borrowing to DM66 bullhon thes year We have sand that 
thes 1s a one-tome affair, and we are about to drastically 
reduce new borrowing every year untel 1995. The most 
important only for the Geermans—remains the 
Stability of the German mark. However, of German 
unification cannot be financed now. ot will never be 
financed 

[Adrowszer] The financeng of unification and the tas 
moreases involved do not cxplam the situatvon of the 
CDU., which 1s currently not very good. above all im the 
new laender, but m the old lacnder as well Your own 
Secretary General Volker Ruche has described the 
party's sstuation as disastrous. Vou do not have young 
people on your staff The former bearers of hope. Lothar 
Spacth. Ernst Albrecht. Wakter Walimann. have all 
reugned from politics In addition. there 1s the tragedy of 
Wolfgang Schacuble. How do you mitend to renew the 
party on terms of personne!” 

[Kohl] To begin er h, 1 do not agree with Volker Ruche 
The party does have problems. but the situation rs by no 
means disastrous. We still have by far the largest stu 
dents association on Crermany, Nobody talks about the 
woul students aveocuston The Christan Denno 
cratc students are by far the largest growp at Crerman 
emiverwies Of course. we have problems and we have 
clear ugns of fatigue. 1 wntend to deal with the problem 
thoroughly 

Regarding the age structures——ehen vou go into oppos- 
thon, an entire staff leawes That was the case when the 
Social Democrats took over mm the seventies. and we were 
mn our mid-fortiics Now we are older and are witnessing 
a wmuilar process with the Social Democrats Let me give 
a few cramples Eberhard Diepgen. the current mayor of 
Berlin, just SO. Baden-Wuertiemberg Miniter. 
Preudent Erem Teufel 1 om hes carly S's. It seems that 
we have been talked rmto a mood that has nothing to do 
with realety. 1 1 ren om the 1994 electrons, I will be 64 
but | am beading the youngest Federal Crovermmen ever 
m our hestory In additeon. there have never been as 

many women in a Federal Govermment The youngest of 
them 1s 35. So I do not sce that these are profiles that 
cannot be solved. We only have to keep an cve on this 
development To that extent. you are nght 



Csermany on ycur partecypation on the 
sebvasiah of Poedesich and bis tcheren 17 Anaet, fom 
a castle m southern Germany to Sanssouc: Palace im 
Potsdam. Critecs om Germany, the opposstion, peopic 
lke Gobo Mann. and some CDU members have said that 

and if I were to ask them. | doubt whether they would be 

lard to eternal rest where he always wanted to be 
We call bom Frederick the Great. and you call him 
Frederick U1 for other reasons 

and The head of the Hohenzollern famaly 1s my frend. 
he mmvited me to take part. | will attend two church 
services, and then | well attend the funeral ceremony 
itself on an intemate corcle. That 1s all. | am goung there as 
Helmut Kohl and as German chancellor because | want 
to show ety tg wg ste | ye pee 
and European histor). a figure of much hhght and much 

enlightened mind If you read what Joseph Il wrote on 
thes sulyect and published it im the Vienna newspapers 
today. you would also have an entirely different reacts on 

There was much hight and much shadow with those 
princes. Prussia’s hestory has ended. Prussia will not 
come again. therefore. there 1s no reason to pretend that 
we do not have to take the era into account. By the way. 
my foreign colleagues are rather surprised at this 
(rerman debate A people that does not know its history. 
does not know the present and 1s unable to shape the 
future 

Frederick the Great forms pari of our history. | come 
from southwestern Germany. | do not come from the 
Prussan tradition, but | am aware that there 1s light and 
shadow | am also aware that essential and good things 
have come from the Prussian tradition, beside the things 
that | absolutely reyect and do noi accept. 

Whai | find strange about the discussion in our country 
18 the fact that those who admired the royal household of 
the SED [Socsalet Unity Party of Germany], Prince 

that © all I am doug 

Government Wants To Impose Sanctions on Serbia 
LDOCUSIS 1691 Hambure DPA in German 1350 GMT 
* due ¥! 

anacunced today. Ways of helping the victions must alee 
be supulated 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl appeaicd to Serbia to return to 
peaceful dialoguc. otherwise, there will be no German 
support for the country's ecomomuec future, he sard mm an 
mmterview for the ARD program, “Showing Onc's Hand” 
[Farbe bekennen] broadcast this evening. Whoever 
reyects dialogue now must also realize that the question 
of recognitron for Slovenia and Croatia will then be on 
the agenda. Those im positions of responsibility must 
realize that a state built on bayonets and tanks can not be 

kept together 

Foren Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher described the 
results of the EC foreign ministers m The 
Hague on VY ugoslavia as a “clear success.” He noted that 
the involved parties have ummediately comphed with the 
appeal for a cease-fire. he sard on western German radio 
Thes % more than could have been cupected a few days 

ago [passage omitted] 

Genscher on EC Mediation 

11 COROROSORY) Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ILLGE MEINE in German 8 Aug 91 p 2 

[Excerpt] Bonn. 7’ August—{passage omitted] em 
Minister Grenscher talked on ye telephone wi 
Croatian President — yy 
Miniter Loncar on 7 
announced that both 
their berg om favor of the swift stan 
between Sertua and Croatx Before the emergency 

i 
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cupects VY ugorlaves to (ok the EC on 8 August to provece 
help ‘© segotuauons t) solve the conflct. The V agosias 

Csemecher assessed the acgotuatooms of the forcygn munrs- 
sty Poswtewels. The decrwon to order the EC commmwon 
to prewem proposals for cconmcema and financial mca- 
sures against those who reyect a cease-fire provedes a 
potential opportuni, for cconomn sancthoms Crone her 
sand, refereomg to Sertua. The fact that the foreygn men- 
imters appeal ici achseve a cease-fire had been observed ms 
a “clear success” for the EC. mm hes oprmon. The foresgn 
moneicr cxplammed that mcrnational pressure on Scrtma 
mui be caned further after having already been 
maoreect by the foreign minssters decrwonms Thes 
Thurs‘¢. 9 emtermensstenal working growp will mect on 
Boar » db. «> “German measures—thal 1s. not those 
that av) te take: @ethen the framework of the EC —so 
we have c! -o@¢ruments available of our goals cannot be 
enforced, which not what | am hoping for ~ The FRG 
Government could also provide guarantees with the 
“termes Insurance Company for cconomn cooperation 
asth companies on Slovema ond Croatia 

Grenscher sand that the EC muenisters decrwon that a 
forced change of Yugoslavia’s internal and external 
borders = not acceptable « an appeal to Serima not to 
make any attempt to create established facts by shifting 
the border between Sertua and Croatia The decyson has 
nothing to do with the question of recognizing ( roatia 
Crenscher repeated that the EC wants a solutvon to the 
conflict by means of negotiations. “However, of militar. 
operations prevent solutions through negotiations. if the 
basis for negotiatrons 1s destroyed. then onc also has to 
consider recognition without warteng for a result of the 
negotiations.” Genscher sod. [passage omitted) 

Croatia's Tadjman Sends Messege 

LDOS808 110691 Hambure DPA in German 102° GMT 
S Aug 9! 

[Test] Bonn (DPA}—Croat capects mternational rec- 
ognition of its state sovereignty soon This rs the quickest 
way to end the conflict and create preconditions for 
negotiations in Yugoslavia on an association of sover- 
exgn republics, writes Croatian Prevdent Franjo Tud- 
pman im a message to Foreign Minister Hans-Drctrich 
Grenscher today 

According to Foreign Miunwiry ‘nformation, (Croatia 
accepts the agreed cease-fire in the letter and the start of 
talks between all the parties in the conflict. It is of great 
mmportance that the EC officially declared that the 
solution to the crises rust be based on recognition of the 
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cursing mmtcrnal and cutcrnal Vugoslay oo eters. Tud- 
yman comtenucd. Al the same tome. all creel and natronal 

SPD's Engholm Demands (Action 

11 OUR 35491 Frank turt/Micim FRANAFURTER 
ILLGE MEINE om German ~ Aue Yi p> 

[“dre™ report: “Engiim Calls for More Resolute Action 

—SPD [Social Democratec Party, 
has called for more resolute 

action by Bonn im the Yugoslav conflict. It was a maticr 
of course for the Germans to call for thew mght to 

— who a ofa a of “Lebanomzation™ 

Engholm spoke — “European 

aa The U'nrted 

Engtolm staicd. According to the decision adopted by 
the SPD C in Bremen om June, German partic 
pation om missions will not be possuble before an 

amendment to the Ras Law 

ago and in favor of EC activities falling short of Slove- 
ma's and ( roatia’s recogn.tron 
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Release t florts for Citizens in Lurkes ( ontinge 

41 ORO8 10008] Frank tort /U pn FRINAS TU RTI 

1.108 WVEINE om German * tee Vln * 

[“VZ™ copor: “Kerds Offer Help for Release of Ger- 
mans] 

[Twat] Bonn, 7 Augusi— Acco ding to the Foreign Min- 

miry. the “framework conditonms” — 1 currenth hemg 
created for the relcaw of the 1 Grormams eho were 
abducted by Kurdish scparatints 4 spokceman for the 
muonestry sand that the “Kurdistan ( ommitice” had an 
Opportunity, now to fulfili its promise and mabe surc that 
the abducted Germans are releawd The spokesman 

refused to give any further information to avo pcopar- 
dizing the success of the operatron. however. the Turkesh 
security organs have apparentl) reduced thew search 
operations im the region Reported!) tor organizatvonal 
reasons, the German authors have. for the moment 
suspended the plan to send tracker dogs to Turkeys. bat 

the dogs can be sent there at any time The Foren 
Ministry spokesman said that the life and security of the 
abducted Germans 1s ct highest preornty for the Federal 
Government. The German authoritres comtonuc to be on 
close contact with the Turkish authorrtres 

Ina telephone conversation on ~ \ugust Foregn Min- 

mter Hans-Dictrich Genscher asked fala! al- Talabani, 
the ieadcr of the Kurdistan Patriotx | neon. to use bes 
influence to gct the Germain who were kadnapped mm 
Turkey released immediate!. and without condoms 
According to the Foreign Minwtry. Al-lalabam agreed 
to send a representative to the reg: on emmediatels to 

exer influence on the Kurdish groups with thes arm mm 
mind Al- Talabani intends to tray ! to the regrom homself 
so he can use bis personal influence to bring about the 
release. Al-Talabanm: had met Crcnecher mm the latter's 

holiday resort lav Thursday {! “ceust! to capressls 

thank him for the Federal Crovrrnment’s o moprchensive 

aid for the Kurdish refugees from iraq He sand that the 
abduction hurt the cause of brs pool 

A spokesman fut the Kurdistan Natrona! Liberation 

Front (ERNK) called upow the Turkish authorities to 

drsconmtinuc the search for the hidnacped Crormans and 
then they would be released (Mherwrnse thew scowrrts 

could not be guaranteed The five Crermans who exaped 
the kidnappers on | August. are permitted to leave the 
couciry, according to Turkisn authorities Representa. 
tives of the Turkish pudscuary sad that they were not 
forced to stay in Turkey however thes had to answer 
some questions of the mvestigating authorities The 
Coermans are viaying at a hote! The Turkish authorrtees 
took away their passports. which they have fot yet 

returced. The Foren Ministry spokewman sand that 
three of the five towrnts planned to comtenwe thew 

vacation m Turkey Phichard Eachhofl, the Grereian 

ambassador to Turkey protested the erthdrawal of the 
passports with the Turkish Foren Menrtry on 6 

August 
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Keler se Imminent 

1 DO808094191 Hamta ¢ DPA om German W0GUT 
S twe 9 

[Text] Bonn (DPA}—The 10 Germans who were bod- 
napped om casiern Anatcha a weck ago will be released 
around 1700) today This was announced by a spokcwnan 
tor the European represemtation of the Kurdistan 
National Liberatron Organizatoon mn Bonn today The 10 
Crermans will be havc. d over to representatives of the 
Geerman Embassy close to a town. He did not want to 
name the location. He stressed that all the kidnapped 
(rermans were om good health 

Kurdish Spokesman Briefs Pres. 

11 0808131491 Cologne Deutschlandtunk Network 
mm German 1100GMT & Aue 9! 

[Werner Schroeder report 

[Text] It became -tear once agar today that the Kurd. 
stan Commiutice « a effective public relatrons agency 

for the mararnst Wecrkors Party of Kurdistan, PAK 
Before the numerous journalists were bricfed on the 
place und date of the release of the 10 Germans 
abducted. they had to listen te a lengthy statement on 
Turtrsh military operations agarnst the PKA guerrillas 

The news, however, 1s thes The 10 German tournts— 
three men. four women, and four children—shose 

names have still not been published. will be home soon 

Al) Sapan. the spokesman for the Kurdistan Natrona! 
Liberation Front. spoke about the release 

| Begin Sapan records. g in Crerman] They will be released 
todas, & August. mm the eveneng hours. They will be 
released mm the sentral region of Mus. Diyarbakir, and 
Bingol In definite terms. these German citizens will be 
released near a villagr or town about which we have not 
been onformed. From that place. they will contact the 
Crerman Embassy directly. [end record:-g) 

Al Sapan warned the Turkish state agarnst lawnchong- - 
as he pul t—any mad attacks m connection with the 
release, beoause bes organization docs net want the 
towrrts to su“ter harm resulteng from arrests or somelar 
measurcs The spokesman sharply creticized the Turkish 
Mates barbarw attacks 1). ‘ were carreed m full ew of 
the world’s public. The European countries were also 
demonstrating double standards sand Al: Sapan 

| Begir Sapan recording) Whereas the European ( omn.u- 
nity reacting quickly to the events m Siovema. ns 
reacteon to the Turkish state's terrorist operations 1s one 
of delyberate whence Moreover. the tolerance that the Ef 
has demonstrated toward the Turkish state encourages 
such attacks. By the same token, the cconomn and and 
the arms supplies to Turkey hawe been used im these 
attacks Gerectly We expect those w bo respect human life 
to also comuder the Kurcs as heman herngs and to act 
accordingly ,end recording] 
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Ali Sapan, one of 16 defendants in the Duesseldorf 
Kurdish trial, where he 1s accused of membership in a 
terrorist Organization and deprivation of liberty 
appealed to the inicrnational public to immediately take 
Steps to halt the increasing terrorist campaigns waged by 
the Turkish state against the Kurdish people in southern 
Kurdistan. 

Genscher on Asylum Changes for Eastern Europeans 

LDO70817479! Berlin ADN in German 1556 GMT 
7 Aug 91 

[Excerpt] Bonn (ADN)}—Asylum seekers from Poland, 
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Romania are, 
with reference to the political situation in their coun- 
tres, evidently no longer covered under the German 
laws on political asylum. The relevant procedure should, 
therefore, be reduced as much as possible. This opinion 
was expressed by Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Gen- 
scher in an exchange of letters with Justice Minister 
Klaus Kinkel, which was made available to ADN. [pas- 
Sage omitted] 

SPD Criticizes Turkish Acts Against Kurds 
AU0808 102891 Frankfurt/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 8 Aug 9/1 p § 

[Report by “VZ": “Fellermaier Criticizes Brutality of 
Turkish Special Units”) 

[Text] Bonn, 7 August—Afier his return from Turkey, 
SPD [Social Democratic Party] politician Felix. maier 
criticized the special units that Ankara has set up to fight 
the Kurdish insurgents. Fellermaser said that it 1s above 
all owing to the brutality of these troops, which violate 
human rights and carry oul operations in southeastern 
Turkey under the cover of night, that the Kurds join the 
radical separatist Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). Fell- 
ermaier is the chairman of the coordination group on 
Turkey in the SPD presidium. He also met Prime 
Minister Mesut Yilmaz in Turkey. He said that, among 
other things, they also discussed the “bloody massacre” 
at Diyarbakir, where three persons were killed and many 
others injured during funeral ceremonies for the assassi- 
nated Kurdish opposition leader Vedat Aydin. A 
German journalist was tortured by Turkish special com- 
mands. Fellermaier said in Bonn that Yilmaz had not 
agreed to the dispatch of special troops. In addition, he, 
Yilmaz, had described the events differently from the 
way the Turkish Interior Ministry described them. 
According to Yilmaz, the “provocations” had come from 
among the crowd, presumably PKK members. The Inte- 
rior Ministry had claimed that the shots at a police post 
had been fired from a bus carrying HEP [expansion 
unknown] deputies and journalists. Fellermaier learned 
from interlocutors of the Turkish Social Democratic 
People’s Party that the security forces first “beat them 
out of the bus,” then “beat them back into the bus,” and 
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finally threw tear gas grenades into the bus. They said 
that Kurdish deputies were brutally tortured by the 
special units. 

Prime Minister Yilmaz said that the authonties are 
intensively investigating the murder of Aydin. According 
to Fellermaier, he said that the perpetrators could be 
members of the PKK. but they could also be members of 
the Turkish security forces. Aydin was a regional 
chairman of the HEP. 

Fellermaier welcomed the fact that the Kurdish language 
iS NOW permutted in Turkey. He said that this marked an 
amazing change, however, the situation of the Kurds 
must be considered “desolate.” He said that there are 
sull feudal conditions particularly in the mountain 
regions in southeastern Turkey. As many as 57 percent of 
the Kurds there are illiterate. Hnteracy among Kurdish 
women 1s even 75 percent. According to Fellermaier, the 
SPD's position on the Kurdish problem 1s this: “The 
problem of a separate Kurdish state 1s not at issue.” The 
Kurds are distributed in too many countries, however, 
they must be given cultural autonomy. Shortly before the 
summer recess, the SPD Bundestag group set up a 
“working group on the Kurds.” which 1s chaired by 
former Bremen Mayor Hans Koschnik. When its discus- 
sions are concluded, ut wall present a paper suggesting 
ways of dealing with the Kurdish problem. 

Stasi Laws for Harrassment of Would-Be Emigrants 

11 U8OS8093591 Hambure DIE WELT in German 
SAug Yipd 

[Eberhard Vogt report: “The Stas: Did Not Leave the 
Would-Be Emigrants Any Chance™} 

{Text} Berlin—Would-be emigrants in the GDR were 
subjected by the SED [Socialist Unity Party of Germany} 
regime to personal harassment and disadvantages in 
their jobs. How the “sate organs” cooperated on this 1s 
shown by so-called guidelines for the “unified treatinent 
of labor law problems that result from applications by 
citizens for permanent emigration.” The strictly confi- 
dential guidelines, which are presented by DIE WELT 
here for the first time, were drawn up in spring 1989 on 
the basis of a Politburo decision made on 9 November 
1988 by Guenter Sarge, president of the GDR Supreme 
Court, Prosecutor General Guenter Wendland, the state 
secretary for labor and wages, as well as the FDGB [Free 
German Trade Union Federation] National Executive 
Council under Harry Tisch. 

That the wave of emigration made it urgently necessary, 
in the view of the SED leadership, to have “unified 
coordinated actions by the state organs” 1s shown by a 
confidential statement by the Politburo of 19 April 1988, 
according to which, of the approximately 112,000 
“applications for emigration” im 1987 (10.420 were 
approved in the end! more than half were made by highly 
qualified skilled workers and university graduates. For 
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the would-be emigrants the “guidelines” first envisaged 
“differentiated influence” by the collective and the 
“heads of other central state organs”’—which means 
primarily the Stasi. 

“Violation of One's Duties™ as Official Justification 

If the would-be emigrant stuck to his application, he had 
to expect, at best, a transfer within the company, very 
often there was “dismissal within the required period 
because of unsuitability for the agreed work” or imme- 
diate dismissal. The authors of the “guidelines” recom- 
mended “serous violation of work discipline or civic 
duties” as justification. “The application for permanent 
emigration” must not be referred to, however, because 
“the possibility of abuse abroad” of the so-called final 
assessment “1s to be taken into consideration.” 

Report System for Ideological Control 

In the same way “reports by enterprises that do not 
correspond to this demand” are “not” to be made “part 
of the procedural files” in labor law conflicts. Con- 
cerning potential proceedings on appeals against labor 
law measures, it 1s said, the kreis courts have the duty to 

report to the bezirk courts and the bezirk courts to report 
to the Supreme Court: “This duty 1s to be fulfilled bei. re 
(') the verdict 1s passed.” 

This juridical-political contro! of success by the higher 
court was carned out within the FDGB by a “highly 
formalized report system for ideological control.” Hans- 
Hermann Hertle, sociologist and FDGB expert (Free 
University of Berlin), says, which characterizes the 
GDR's FDGB as a “labor Stasi.” The reports of the 
FDGB nomenklatura in the enterprises were sent to the 
FDGB National Executive Cou xcil in East Berlin via the 
kreises and bezirks. There they were summarized to a 
nationwide “ideological control report” and passed on to 
the SED Central Commiutice and the Ministry of State 
Security. 

Guenter Sarge, former president of the Supreme Court, 
and ex-GDR Prosecutor General Guenter Wendland, 
who also called for “unified action” in internal service 
orders (030-103-8), are now licensed lawyers, according 
to the Lawyers’ Chamber in Berlin. 

Bundesbank President on Discount Rate Issue 

LDO708155291 Hambure DPA in German 1515 GMT 
7 Aug 9! 

[Text] Duesseldorf (DP A/VWD)—In the view of the new 
president of the Bundesbank, Prof. Helmut Schlesinger, 
futher monetary braking measures will not endarger the 
economy and labor market. In an interview for the 
HANDELSBLATT (Duesseldorf, Thursday edition). 
Schlesinger refused to comment specifically on the 
expectations of the domestic money markets, which are 
already starting to adjust to a marked increase in the 
discount rate and in many cases also to a raising of the 
Lombard rate on 15 August. 
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The Central Bank Council has made ut clear through its 
measures, which included the latest adjustment of the 
money supply targets, that for the Bundesbank there can 
ultumately be no conflict in aims betwee:: the economy 
and employment on the one hand and stability in the 
money supply on the other. In the interview Schlesinger 
fucled expectations that an increase in the discount rate, 
at least, 1s in the offing. The great gap between the 
discount rate and the market rates (discount 6.5 percent, 
one-day money rate nearly 9 percent) constitutes a 

subsidy that can no longer be justified and which more- 
over 1s not being passed on in full to the people at the end 
of the borrowing chain. 

* CEO Discusses Sony's Expansion Plans 

YIGE0308A Duesseldorf HANDELSBLATT in German 
25 Jun 91 p 13 

{Arucle by Stephan Gruechsem and Georg Weishaupt 
based on discussion with Klaus Zimmermann, chict 
executive officer of Sony Deutschland GmbH on 24 June 
1991: place not given: “Service Capacity Must Be Sub- 
stantially Improved in the Future™] 

{Text} Starting 16 July the majority of the approximately 
300 Sony dealers in the new laender will be able to take 
shortcuts. At that time, service, logistics, marketing, and 
administration for the southern part of the former GDR 
will be taken over by the newly established branch in 
Engelsdorf near Leipzig. Together with the base in 
Berlin, which was expanded after Germany's unifica- 
tion, the company has two branch offices in the new 
laender, Klaus Zimmermann told the HANDELSB- 
LATT. 

The chief executive officer [CEO] of Sony Deutschland 
GmbH in Cologne had this to say: “We would have 
preferred to erect our own premises in Leipzig, bul since 
we could not find an appropriate property we are leasing 
the 1,500 m? area for three years for the time being.” 
Things are different in Berlin, here the people in Cologne 
reached an agreement with the Senate regarding the 
construction of a branch on an area of 30,000 m°* at 
Potsdamer Platz, which shall also become the location of 
the Europe headquarters under Jack Schmuckli, pres- 
ently still in Cologne. 

Development of Marketing Network in the New 
| aender 

The development of a marketing neiwork in the new 
laender was among Zimmermann’s most important 
management responsibilities during the past year. All of 
the technicians from eastern Germany have been trained 
in Cologne, and a number of sales personnel have 
assumed “sponsorship” for their east German col- 
leagues. The board director said that “there were natu- 
rally mayor deficiencies in knowledge in electronics or in 
the area of scanning technology because of lasers.” The 
new Sony employees take part in marketing and psycho- 
logical training courses the same as the field personne! in 
the former FRG. 
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In combination with its eastern commitment, Sony con- 
tinued to intensify the selective distribution policy of 
past years. The company 1s aliempting to use restrictive 
distributionto counteract the “dilemma™ (Zimmer- 
mann) of being represented on the market with reason- 
ably priced mass products, on the one hand, but also 
with hightech, and thus high-priced prime products, on 
the other. In actual practice this means that products of 
the upper category will go strictly to those dealers who 
meet a stringent set of criteria. “Not only communica- 
tion but distribution also must address the proper target 
group in cach case,” marketing expert Zimmermann 
declares. He calculates the expenses for trade shows, 
advertisement, public relations, and sales promotions to 
be 4 to 5 percent of net sales. 

In the meantime, the marketing strategy 1s yielding 
initial good results. With the exception of television sets 
and video recorders, where not until 1988 Sony belatedly 
changed from its own Betamax system to the popular 
VHS standard, the company dashed ahead in entertain- 
ment electronics and with an | i-percent market share 
that even forced Grundig, the branch leader, out of first 
place. The leap to the top was a success not only in 
Germany. Except for the Scandinavian countries, Zim- 
mermann says, Sony holds the top position in all of 
Europe's major national markets. 

In view of this success Zimmermann, who has led the 
company since | April 1990, does not find it necessary to 
modify the basic onentation of Sony Deutschland. How- 
ever, he does have the none too easy task of “securing the 
sustained success. We are not anxious to experience a 
Boris Becker effect in our market leadership, in other 
words being out of the game again after only a short 
time.” In his opinion, this also includes the development 
of a solid financial strategy from the company’s own 
resources. 

In the meantime, he frankly admitted that problems still 
have to be solved in everyday business. “We have to 
adapt our service capacities to the enormous jump in 
sales and must improve them substantially.” One goal: 
24-hour repair service for Sony dealers, which is not 
about to become a reality this year, however. 

As CEO of a company that claims to be a pioneer in 
product development, Zimmermann must look further 
ahead into the future. In the 1990's, he foresees two 
major growth areas in entertainment electronics: The 
recently announced minidisc (a digital storage medium 
for music) and the laser disc, which allows the playback 
of movies and music. 

Sony also wants to take part in the rapidly growing 
telecommunications market. In the future, the company 
will offer mobile radio terminals for the two digital 
networks Di (DBP Telekom) and D2 (Mannesmanp 
Mobilfunk). Does Sony want to wait at first until the 
market volume has reached a reasonable magnitude in 
order to enter the mass market at low prices? “That is 
not necessarily a question of large numbers as far as we 
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are concerned.” Sony has demonstrated rather fre- 
quently that the company 1s prepared to enter the market 
with new technologies (Walkman, Video 8) as long as 
management 1s convinced of the products. 

Initial Experience With Car Phones for C-Network 

With the sale of car phones for the C-network the 
company 1s currently starting to gather experience on the 

telecommunications market, which 1s new to Sony. The 
producer of entertainment clectronics must turn to a 
completely new way of thinking on technical questions, 
in marketing, and in sales. 

Zimmermann also has high hopes for the multumedia 
sector, which already has become a big topic in the US. 
The catchword 1s “home theatre.” This refers to a system 
which, by combining a hi-fi system, personal computer, 
telephone and television screen/ projector, provides all of 
the storage and playback options. Ccdlaboration between 
the individual product departments at Sony's would 
have to be more concentrated than 1s the case al present. 
A rethinking would also be necessary where marketing 
and service at the dealer's are concerned. 

ht is Zimmermann’s opinion that both new arcas— 
multimedia and telecommunications—fit into the com- 
pany concept. “Our self-perception 1s that of a commu- 

nications company and not only of an enteriainment 
electronics company.” Afier all, Sony produces software, 

production systems, and receivers. Sony is not yet a 
media concern, though, because music and TV program 
broadcasts are a mussing link on the chain. 

Is Sony permanently sworn to the one-brand strategy” 
No, Zimmermann could perfectly well envision another 
brand. He 1s contemplating a revival of the Wega brand 
whose recognition level for design-orented products 
remains quite high. “It might become a product line for 
special target groups supplementing Sony's supply of 
products.” 

* Credits Ease Pain of Lost Soviet Contracts 

YIGE0369C Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 6 Jul 91 pp 33 

[Andreas Oldag article: “Stay of Execunon for Trade 
With East; Generous Special Treatment for Firms in 
Former GDR" } 

[Text] Berlin—Even last year the Niles Werkzeugm- 
aschinen GmbH [Machine Tool Company], Berlin, sold 
about 40 percent of its exports to the Soviet Union and 
to Eastern Europe. Now it 1s only one percent. “Our 
Eastern market has completely collapsed.” they say in 
the former parent company of the Werkzcugmaschinen- 
baukombinat 7 Oktober [7 October Machine Tool 
Building Combine]. The situation in the former socialist 
showpiece plani is symptomatic: The drastic reduction 
of the exports to the East has brought the already 
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crisis-Shaken east German industry, which has to hold its 

ground in the biting wind of the market economy, into 
additional difficulties. 

Experts estimate that the entire trade of the former GDR 
enterprises with the East will shrink this year to roughly 
one third of nts 1990 volume. Especially the Soviet 
Union, which even last year received half of the east 
German exports. could scon be completely lost as a 
potent customer for lack of foreign exchange. 

Closely Linked 

The collapse of the trade with the East has accelerated 
the decline in the labor market of the new laender. About 
1.5 milhon people of the vanous GDR enterprises once 
produced [goods] for the CEMA export. But also, the 
other way around, there existed strong ties between 
Soviet industry and agriculture and the exporters from 
the GDR. As a result of the specialization among the 
CEMA countries, up to 90 percent of the Soviet imports 
of individual product groups, for example, railroad pas- 
senger cars and microelectronic components, came from 
the GDR. Up to the end of 1990, east Germany's foreign 
trade with the Soviet Union and the other East European 
countnes was settled on the basis of so-called transfer- 
able ruble, a purely artificial currency. Here, after the 
currency union, the east German exporters first still 
profited from the relatively favorable rate of exchange (| 
transferable ruble equals 2.34 German marks [DM)}). 
The transferable ruble business concluded at the end of 
1990 shows an active balance relative to the Soviet 
Union of roughly 5 billion transferable rubles for the 
united Germany as legal successor of the GDR. 

So far the offset modalities are still completely unclear. In 
the coming negotiations Bonn and Moscow will haggle 
about amounts in the billions. Soviet government represen- 
tatives have already stated that they want to offset the 
mountain of debts against indemnification claims which 
will arise after the departure of the Red Army and the 
relinquishment of its immovable properties in the former 
GDR. Such ruble poker is unlikely to be to Federal Finance 
Minister Waagel’s taste, for negotiations will still have to be 
conducted with other East European countnes. 

For the east German enterprises, the shift of trade to 
hard currency and world market prices at the beginning 
of 1991 led to a drastic drop, particularly since the 
deadline for additional deliveries expired on 31 January 
1991. But a glimmer of hope emerges at any rate after 
tough negotiations of the German-Soviet Economic 
Commussion, which recently met in Bonn. Accordingly, 
the USSR wants to purchase goods for a total of DM12 
billion. Orders for a total of DM6 billion from the new 
laender have already been secured by contract, they say 
in the Federal Ministry for Economics. 

The east German railroad car builders can breathe a little 
easier. They are to make deliveries for DM1.2 billion to 
the Soviet Union. The manufacturers of agricultural 
machines secured a DMI billion chunk for themselves. 
The Soviet Union also seems to be prepared to meet its 
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payment obligations with respect to shipbuilding orders 
of about DM900 millon. Moscow finally wants to 
decide on that carly next week. 

But the drastic change in the case of the Soviets 1s not by 
chance. For above all at the instigation of Bonn’s Ministry 
for Economics, the deliveries are being financed at 
extremely generous credit terms of German banks. which 
the Federal Government guarantees through Hermes export 
credit guaranties. According to these special terms there 1s 
the possibility of providing credits of up to 100 percent of 
the total order. In addition to an extension of the penod of 
the credit up to 10 years, a redemption-free period of a 
maximum of three years 1s being granted. 

Thus the Soviet foreign trade partners are able to obtain 
delivenes from the new laender immediately without any 
available converuble currency. But the Soviet customers 
must provide a guarantee of the Foreign Trade Bank in 
Moscow. So that these special terins do not develop into a 
bottomless pit in financial respect for Bonn, the Trust 
Agency plays an important role. It 1s to examine the capa- 
bility for rehabilitation of the east German exporters and to 
confirm it to the Hermes credit insurance 

Threatening Slump 

But the special terms apply only to deliveries that will be 
completed by 31 December 1991. The cast German 
enterprises should use this “temporary reprieve” to open 

up new export markets and to reduce their dependence 
on the Eastern trade. Otherwise a new slump 1s inevi- 
table as early as 1992. 

* Bundesbank, Government ‘Dilemma’ Reported 

YIGEO3924 Duesseldort WIRTSCHAFTSUOCHE 

in German 19 Jul 91 pp 16-18 

{Article by Konrad Handschuh and Martine Kessler: 
“Tighten the Belt Strap, Inflation Pitting Bundesbank 
Against Bonn: Huge Public Debt Forcing Central Bank 
on Reverse Course, Stability Threatened” ] 

[Text] Hans-Jochen Vogel cannot shake the suspicion: 
“The resignation of Bundesbank [central bank] president 
Karl Otto Pochi,” said the chairman of the SPD [Social 
Democratic Party] caucus im the German Parlhament, 
“may also have something to do with the fact that the 
government has lost control over its finances.” Vogel 
remembers well how something like that can end. 
Among other things, the end of the social-liberal coal- 
tion at the beginning of the 1980 also began because the 
financial policy at the time came into conflict with the 
German Bundesbank’s efforts for stability. 

The memory of the turbulences of the carly 1980's 1s also on 
someone cise’s mind. For then-Economics Minister Otto 
Graf Lambsdorff, who in 1982 left the cabinet because of his 
harsh criticism of the financial management of Schmidt's 
government, “important structural budget data” are “simi- 
lar today, or even worse than at that time.” The FDP [Free 
Democratic Party) chairman analyzes today. as he did nine 
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years ago, that “monctary and financial policy are no longer 
pulling together.” And, “continuous high state deficits make 
it more difficult for monetary policy to pursue a clear policy 
course of stability.” 

Those governing in Bonn succeed only with difficulty in 
concealing the smoldering conflict with the Bundesbank 
Truc. Bundesbank president-designee Helmut Schies- 
inger praised the future budget policy of the finance 
minister, arming at lower deficits (Schlesinger “I 
strongly agree”). True, Theo Waigel acknowledges that 
the Bundesbank, with its most recent decision to lower 
the moncy supply by one percentage pornt, 1s continuing 

tS present course aiming at stability. But the unity 
exhibited rs decerving Hagen’s economics professor and 
member of the Council of Experts for the Apprarsement 
of Overall Economic Development (SVR), Rucdiger 
Pohl, thinks that the conflict between monctary and 
financial policy 1s “basically already here.” 

A more thorough look at the 1992 budget and the 
Federal Goovernment’s medium-term financial planning 
shows that the reduction of state deficits rs un a bad way 
The Bundesbank knows it, too. Its Cecrson, to let the 
moncy supply grow by at most 5 percent on the future, 1s 

a clear response 

(Quite a few in the Central Bank Council would have 
hiked to react even more strongly to Bonn’'s finance 
policy decrsion—such as rarsing key interest rates, some 
of which even now are perceptibly below ma. ket interest 
rates. But thes tougher course did not seem opportune to 
the Bundesbank people shortly before the world cco- 
nomic summit—international criticrsm of Germany 

would only have increased. Bul postponed 1s not can- 
celed. After the summer recess, when the moncte’y 

policy hardliner Helmut Schlesinger will for the first 
time preside over the Bundesbank, many dealers in the 
capital market expect noticeably higher key interest rates 
at the Frankfurt finance center 

The finance minister, on the other hand, checked off his 
consolidation program “in absolutely record tome” (Wai- 
gel). If the cabinet had taken a little more time over the 
budget draft for 1992 and the medium-term financial plan- 
ning up to 1995. the ministers might perhaps have felt some 
doubt about the soundness of the figures presented Because 
reduction alone of the Federal Budgets net borrowing— 
from SO bilhon German marks [DM] im 1992 to DM25 
dillon in 1995—1s not enough. Rather, the state, including 
all special funds and shadow budgets. will burden the capital 
market with DM206 bilhon in 1991. and with DMI8S 
billion the following year 

A noticeable rehef is not in sght’ New public indebtedness 
will drop only marginally by 1995—to not quite DM160 
bilhon. That 1s how it still stands mm the medium-term 
financial planning But even these figures quite evidently 
have been embellished. Faithful to the motto. “what | don't 
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know won't hurt me,” the finance minister, on hes planning, 
has only taken into account those capendiures which even 
now can be calculated to the last penny. Possible risks, such 
as higher expenditures for the new federal laender and for 
the Trust Agency, additional assistance for Eastern Europe 
and the Sovict Union, or higher burdens duc to federal 
guarantecs—all that Wangel Ieft out. And so Graf Lambs- 
dorff cited “sound estimates.” according to which the 
volume of budget risks, “must be corrected b, up to DM 100 
billion.” 

A further move on the moncy throttle would then be very 
expensive for the finance minister, SVR member Pohl 
already fears a “shde into recession.” Even if ut should 
not turn out that badly, higher interest rates and weaker 
growth would be disastrous for Waigel’s budget policy 
The finance minister would have to cxapend even more 
for debt servicing than up to now, while important tax 
revenues are lacking. 

Interesy capenses of the Federal Crovernment and publn spending 
overall according to medrum-term financial planning (1m billron DM) 

— | Federal Crovernment | Publix Spending 

( verall 

199) t 425 Hitt 

1992 | ‘se 143 
ive | 18 1420 

iva $$$ 161 

199 : 00 my 1745 
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* Federal Government laender and communities as well as all other 
special federal funds including ERP [European Recovery Program} 
Crerman ! nity Fund loan settlement funds state housing (cast) and 
Trust Agency 
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Debts: Burden on the Capital Market 

Nee Public Indedtedness (in billon DM) 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Federal Government (accord- oo 4 $0 45 w 25 
sng to finance planning) 

Western laender 21.5 21 185 135 6 

Eastern laender 195 16 235 ws 75 

Western communities 2 i) 25 25 os 

Eastern communities 35 a5 iF 16 i$ 

ERP [European Recovery ? ? ? as 4 
Program} 

German Unity Fund we 4 is $ 0 

Loan Settlement Fund 5 2 os 

Other special federal funds 22 ae] 26 28 w 

State housing (eastern) 7? 4 45 b $5 

Trust Agency 208 w 3s 35 3s 

Totai 205.6 iss 188.5 170 185 

Source Federal Ministry of Finance 

Despite all economic risks, however, a tougher course by 
the Bundesbank may soon prove to be inevitable if the 
Bundesbank wants to preserve credibility for its policy of 
Stability. At present, droves of foreign capital investors 
are turning their backs on the DM. The hard German 
currency, which provides about 20 percent of global 
currency reserves, in only five months lost almost 20 
percent of its value vis-a-vis the dollar. And ut would 
have dropped even further, had the German currency 
authority not massively bought up its own currency. The 
Bundesbank’'s foreign currency reserves this year alone 
shrank by more than the equivalent of DM10 billion. 

But the Bundesbank leadership 1s most of all concerned 
about the rapid rise of inflation. In June alone, currency 
erosion accelerated in western Germany by half a per- 
centage point—that 1s, 6 percent per year. The : 
of the currency will still “wait for the July figures,” says 
Hermann Remsperger, chief economist of the Frankfurt 
BHF-Bank. According to Remsperger, if consumer 
prices then jump at a similar rate, without higher con- 
sumer taxes, “the Bundesbank must intervene.” 

The guardians of a stable DM will then pay little atten- 
tion to the difficulties of the federal finance minister. 
After all, the excessive deficits of public budgets have 
long been a thorn in the side of the Frankfurt guardians 
of the currency. “Here burdens are postponed to the 
future and initially financed through borrowing,” Schies- 
inger said, recently castigating the government's unbri- 
died spending. His designee for vice president, Hans 
Tietmeyer, already thinks out loud im public that, “in 
case of a policy of refusal by the central bank, in an 
extreme case, the insolvency of the state could threaten.” 
Central bankers such as the president of the Hamburg 
Central Land Bank, Wilhelm Noeclling, therefore quite 
openly demand further tax increases. 

expensive, almost a third of which flows into the inflation 
rate 

Under no circumstances does the Bundesbank wish to 
nourish Bonn's debt incurrence by a policy of easy money. 
Almost all observers are agreed that the Bundesbank lead- 
ership would rather msk an economic and budget crisis than 
foster a relapse into accelerated inflation. 

The government would have to passively watch such a 
development. Even now its financial maneuvering space 1s 
zero. As the finance minister had confirmed by the cabinet, 
new expenditures are possible only if cuts are made some- 
where else. And with the rising costs for interest [payments]. 
there 1s no room for economic support programs. 

Under these circumstances, there 1s only one way out of 
this dilemma: The Federal Government carrics out its 
promise of strict belt-tightening in the future. 
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Former Iranian Prime Minister Murdered in Paris 

AU 0808124291 Paris AFP in English 1153 GMT 
8S Aug 9! 

[Report by Bon: de Torhout]} 

[Excerpt] Paris, Aug 8 (AFP}—Former Iraman prime 
minister Shapur Bakhuar and an aide were stabbed to 
death on Thursday at Bakhtuar’s home in a fashionabic 
Paris suburb despite a police guard. 

Former lIraman President Abol Hassan Ban: Sadr said 
that he saw a “clear link™ with the killing and the release 
of British hostage John McCarthy by his pro-lranan 
captors in Beirut. “They freed the hostage to cover the 
assassination.” Bani Sadr told French radi. “The 
murder was ordered by the mullahs (Iraman clerics)”. 
Ban: Sadr sard. 

Bakhtiar, 76. who had been the target of an assassination 
attempt in 1980 was known as the “most protected cxuile 
m France”. The killing comes four months after a key 
aide, who took over the exiled opposition movement 
founded by Bakhtiar was murdered on a Paris street. 

Thursday's murder was not rmmediately claimed. 

Bakhtiar was the last prime minister of the Shah of Iran 
and a symbol of the opposition to the fundamentalist 
regime of the late Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeiny. His 
body was discovered on a sofa in a ground floor room 
Thursday morning by police, alerted by Bakhtiar’s son. 
Bakhtiar’s assistant lay a few metres (yards) away. 

Police sand there were no signs of a struggle nor of the 
house being broks:. into. Prior to the assassination, onc 

FRANCE 1s 

polhoeman had been on guard mm front of the house. 
another at the rear and two in an adjomning room. 

Pohce and a forensic pathologist were imvestigating at 
the house located im the western suburb of Suresnes. 
They scaled off the area surrounding the house. 

The French Intenor Ministry ummediatcly stepped up 
border controls. 

The Frerch government condemned the murder saying 
it was awaiting results of the police mquiry. Relations 
between the two countries had recently umproved, with a 
planned visit to Iran scheduled later thes year by French 
President Francors Mitterrand following the settling of a 
dispute over a bilhon-dollar loan. [passage ommitied] 

Mitterrand, Dumas Advocate Compromise in SFRY 

LDOTOR122991 Pans France-Inter Radio Network 
im French 120O0GMIT ALG 9! 

{Text} France favors a consultation of the people im 
Yugoslavia: During the cabinet meeting [thrs morning] 
Francorw Mitterrand and Monister of Foreign Affairs 
Roland Dumas advocated an honest compromise 
between the different sides in Yugoslavia. They pro- 
posed rapidly holding a consultation. The president 
added that 1 would be a good thing to have recourse to 
such consultations wherever there are conflicts. 

Mission To Promote Serb-Croat Dialogue 

LDO708221591 Panis France-Inter Radio Network 
in French 2200 GMT 7 Aue 91 

[Text] The secretary of state for humanitarian affairs has 
announced the sending of a French humanitanan mis- 
sion to Yugoslavia with the aim of laying the foundations 
for a dialogue between Serbs and ~ roats. 
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Some Albanians Reach Italy; Others Sent Home 

AL OSOBO7 1991 Paris AFP in Enelich 
0654 GMT 8 Aug 91 

[Excerpt] Otrante. Italy, Aug 8 = 4° P)}—About 1.000 
Albanian refugees sailed into thes port in southern Italy 
carly Thursday [8 August] and up to 7.000 more are 
crossing the Adnatic in a desperate bid to reach the 
West. port officials sand. But 98! Albanians. who 
reached Italy on Wednesday. were also heading back to 
Durres in Albania after Italian authorities put them on 
the ferry “Tiepolo™ from Brindisi overnight 

The Albanian cargo vessel “Skenderberg” arrived as part 
of the third wave of refugees following the first mass 
flight into exile by Albamans in February and the second 
im June. 

After at first trying to sccommodate the cules. the 
government announced on Wednesday that illegal imms- 
grants would be repatriated immediately [passage 
omitted] 

Ships To Be Barred 

AL OS08092091 Paris AFP in Enelish 

O839 GMT 8 Aug 91 

{Excerpts} Otrante, Italy, Aug 8 (Ari) —Italy acted 
Thursday to stop two ships carrying a to. al of 11,000 
Albamans from docking in Otrante and Bari as another 
980 refugees sasled back to Albania after being denied 
permission to land. [passage omitted] 

A delegation of Itahan officials was duc in Tirana on 
Thursday to reassure the Albanian government of Italy's 
readiness to “pursue and intensify” tis programme of 
food assistance to Aitbasica. laterior Minister Enzo Scott: 
sand. 

Italy has notified shipping that vessels of whatever 
nationality carrying refugees will be barred from Italian 
ports. The government has threatened to impound the 
ships and prosecute the captains for smuggling ilicgal 
immigrants. 

Mr. Scott: sand the Albaman authorities had cxpressed 
full support for the Italian policy. [passage omitted] 

Nearly 1,000 Jump Overboard 

AL 0808111991 Paris AFP in Enelish 

1100GMT 8 Aue 91 

[Text] Bari, Italy, Aug 8 (AFP)}—A merchant ship car- 
rying 10,000 Albamian refugees forced a way through a 
naval blockade to enter port here on Thursday [8 August] 
and close to 1,000 of the passengers jumped overboard, 
port authorities sand. The Albamian ship Viore forced is 
way past Itahan navy patrol boats after its captain told 
port authorities he had lost control of the shop 

Eve-witnesses said an estimated 1.000 of the refugees 
jumped into the waters of the port m a desperate bid to 
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gct ashore. Police and customs launches tred to pick up 
the refugees and take them to an outlying quay. 

The captain of the Viore carher said many of the refugees 
were sock and that children among them were scriously 
ill. 

* Treasury Minister Facing Difficult Future 

VIESOVS 14 Rome L ESPRESSO in Italian 
21 Jul 91 pp 12-15 

[Artucle by Tulho Fazzolari:: “The Twilight of Bancor™) 

[Text] The government finances are increasingly falling 
apart. Gwho Andreott'’s team no longer controls them. 
Gundo Carli, the man who was supposed to restore them 
to health, 1s now only a fig leaf for a natsonal disaster. 
Defeated on pension reform, not listened to on privati- 
zations, he nevertheless continues to stay on his position. 
Why” 

Yesterday he was the implacable scourge of bad manage- 
ment in the government. today he 1s the grand almoncr 
of a government always searching for moncy to fill the 
holes in the budget. The descending parabola of Guido 
Carh, minister of the treasury since the summer of 1989. 
1s all here. The same intransigent person who 20 years 
ago. when he was governor of the Bank of Italy, suc- 
ceeded all by himself in opposing the follies of ministers 
and parties ignorant of economics, now has to use his 
wits to patch up the deficit of the Andreott: government. 
And in the next budget law that he will present at the end 
of September, Carl 1s ready to dd even more: He 1s going 
to propose advancing the pension change by onc year. 
All in order to scratch together 5 tnlhon more to throw 
into the vortex of government expenditures in 1992. 

A mark of distinction that 1s not in the style of the 
minister of the treasury. As governor, and later as 
president of the Confindustna [General Confederation 
of Iltahan Industry}. Carh always preached austerity. He 
always opposed risky decisions on economic policy: 
from the time when. behind the pseudonym of Bancor. 
he was the inspirer of corrosive articles on the pages of 
L’ESPRESSO, until in the 1980's when he was on the 
benches of Parhament as a Christian Democratic sen- 
ator. But Carl's intransigence now seems to be a thing of 
the past. And his new attitude 1s being considered a bad 
omen for the future: “lt ss precisely Carl who is the 
murror of what will happen to the Itahan economy.” said 
Giorgio La Malfa, secretary of the PRI [Itahan Repub- 
hean Party], who has been a great admurer of the min- 
ister of the treasury. “The autumn of a man of his 
prestige presages the decline of this country. They have 
destroyed a personage who had something to say. They 
have taken away from him even the will to oppose” 

La Malfa’s words are almost a technical knockout deci- 
svon against Carl. The minister of the treasury's chances 
of berng the champion of government finance recovery 
are crumbling. And most of all. the iliusrons of those who 
put ther confidence un Carh's providential intervention 
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have mvested mm BOTs [Treasury bills] and CCTs 
[Treasury ceruficates) 

Worse vet. Carh’s international prestige has not sufficed 
to prevent grievous humiliations for the Italhan 
cconemy MOODY's analysts have downgraded 11. con- 
sedering us a debtor to be trusted less than im the past 
Above all. the EEC has branded us as people who do not 
pertorm. mcapable of respecting the tumeframes estab- 
lnshed for the process of the cconome unification of 

Europe 

That seems sufficient for declaring that im these two 
years at the Ministry of the Treasury Carh has not 
obtained the success hoped jor In addition. there 1s also 
a long complaimt list relative to the large and small 
deteats suffered by the cx-governor. A year ago. when in 
light of possible carly clectons the whole Parhament 
decided to improve the pensions of businessmen and 
artysans. he was not abic to oppose tt. Additional cost for 
the state treasury: 10 tnlhon, which then fell to the 
menester of the treasury to find. Carl's attempts to 
introxtuce a little austerity also got strangled in Junc of 
thes year Without any struggic, the senators canceled his 
proposal, already approved by the cabinet. for a cesing 
on the transter of funds to local authorities 

The government did not react. nor did Carl. But he was 
indignant about several even more sensational faslures 
And he reached the pot of threatening to resugn when 
the deputy prome minister, the Socialist Claudio Mar- 
tel, desowned the minister of the treasury’s plan for 
lomiting government capense by cutting pensions and 
contracts. Giulho Andreott's suppor sufficed to make 
the resignations a purely verbal cxpressson And still 
nothing that Carl has pomted out as an indispensabic 
goal rs getting taken into consideration Labor Minister 
Franco Marim presented a pension reform, and Carl) 
could do no more than comment that 11 1s not the law be 
wanted, adding “I feel like the Russian commanders 
who retreated before Napoleon's army.” But the much 
awaited reprisal 1s not even in sight: Carh had insistently 
asked for a halt on government employee contracts Ht 1s 
already certam that hes vouwe will remam that of a 
preacher om the desert. It 1s precisely these defeats that 
have tarneshed Carl's prestige and undermined his up to 
now unquestionable authority Through fault or mabulity 
of the muenester of the tree*ury” Or again because ( ark 
the techorcian has ended up by becoming a “hostage” in 
the hands of the government” 

“From the beginning.” recounts the Republican Adolfo 
Battagha, cx-minester of industry, “Carh realized how 
difficult rt 1s to oppose the decrssons of the politicians | 
remember the first meeting of the cabinet im which we 
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partupated together Kaoweng bes past. | urged him to 
repent a proveson that ded not have coverage for the 
expenditure It was a maticr of a few tens of Dilhons, but 
il #28 EmMportant to reaffirm the principle. Carh did not 
want to do i. mamtanmnong that ot was better not to spend 
onescit on little hattics and to concentrate one’s strength 
for lymiteng gov crament capenduures on the large gcn- 
cral laws When all « sand and donc, at the end of two 
vears hes “actec has not worked ~ 

Hence. a too accommodating € arh. (fr at least a not very 
combatrve one “Carh has done whal was possibic~ 

comments Gaovanm Gora. one of hes predecessors at 
the Treasury and now muenester of agnculture, But Gora 
immecdiatel) adds “The problem s whether what 

possible os sufficrent om such a dramatic situation. And 
above all one has to ask whether Carh has fully used all 
the freedom that by reason of hes cxpenence, hes micth- 
gence. and hrs entornational prestige he has mm contradis- 
tuncthon to all the other monsters of the treasury. me 

included ~ In other words. Carh has not really done all 

that was possiblc 

Gona’s pedgment rs not an rsolated one On the contrary. 
even though with different moth ations. the operon is 
ever more widespread that precisely because oc‘ hes 

exceptional Capatulitics. more might have been cap: cted 
of the muenrster of the treasury There are those who. tke 

the coonemest and IX [OC hrstan Democratx Party] 
senator Bemamene Andreattia. grant Carh particular 
atienuating corcumstances “Tt ns bevond comprehension 

to have pul hem onto the government and now not to use 

the decrseon made to the lumet ~ And there are those who. 
he the secretary general of the UIL [ltahan Federation 
of Trade U neons| Crorgeo Benvenuto. reach the pomt of 
msinuating a suspooron of “plagiarinm™ “My capenence 
mm the last two veers” says the Soctalest unson leader, “ns 
that the real menester of the treasury 6 Paolo Cinmo 
Pormmo ( arh « the sholarly esteemed, and exper 
enced wmage But then « 1 always the tactical mancu- 
vering of Minister of the Budget Pomicmo that pre- 
vail.” 

“Carh «© mot the kend of man to let anvone make him 

plagearive” «responds Battagha “Il! anything. he ws 
respectful of Pome Menrster Andreoti: Hes traning asa 
grand  omms [hogh official) of the state leads hum not to 
judge political decrwonms The fact remains that between 
Carh and Pommcomeo there «= a close understanding 
reached m mectengs that the paw hold daily m the 

burkding on Via \\ Settembre where the two minrstnes 
have thew beadquarters “What about a” comments 
Minster of Penance Rene Formica “They have always 
complained about disputes among the three financial 
minestrees Tf there are oo erremediable differences 
among us. i scons to me te he a step m the nght 
durectron And there arc no desputes because. on the face 
of the diffoult) of the wtuatron. we are almost forced 

even though we havc different temperaments and hack 

grounds to come to agreement as though we had before 
us an obiigator, path 
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That +s exactly what many would never have cxpected of 
Carlc: that he would ict hemself be boxed mm by polsical 
mechanisms, sacrificong at least im part his own sdcas 
about austenty and the proper administration of public 
affairs. Out of loyalty and hes sense of the state. the 
minister of the treasury 1s not resigning im protest and 1s 
not rssuing thundering anathemas. But he 1s. too. frank 
and sincere not to let a be understood that he ss not 
satssfied. In hes usual style, he lets owt a statement im 
which he says that he would be picased to be lke a 
chancellor of the exchequer “who has a residence near 
the prome munister’s, which emphasizes the amount of 
power that 1s bestowed on him.” 

“On that pout Carh s perfectly correct.” says Benve- 
nuto “A munsster of the treasury cannot govern with 
only the authority to propose” “Let's say even more 
explic ly.” adds Filippo Cavazzuti. cconomist and 

Financial Programming” prepared by Carl for the years 
1992-94 may be shown to be a with book There « an 
evident danger that even on privatizatrons (which 
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everyone mm Italy wants as far as words are concerned) 
the munrster’s sdcas have not been taken into comsder- 
ation. In spurte of everything. Carh remains m hes pow- 
ton. “I thunk be 1s dowmg the nght ” comments 
Cavazvutr “1 have greater 
remained to fight.” Provided, of course, that he fights all 

d : F 7 j , fF at | | i down to 14 trithon m 1990 and are wnding to go 
further thes year. even though the goal of 8 tnlhon for 
“primary defictt™” promised for 199! « very far I 1 i 

HH 

the effects of the acceleration of 

pensions and the capenditures and debts of local 
thes For these reasons the burden of 

protiem ms. as the Court of Accounts reminded us. that in 
the end instead of beng grateful the voters take revenge 
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* Public, Personal Problems F acing Pomicino 

GIESOOERA Milan PANORAMA om ltahan 
21 Jul 91 pp S6-S8 

[Artucte by Renzo Rosati: “The Descordant Pomicimno™] 

Pomicino will no longer occupy himself with public 

has never bothered to deny Now, however, matters are 

del | Hf ui 
is : 

ri | | | 
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dctender. Forma as stopper. Bul what would you say 
about a ace player om place of Cinmo Pomacme”™ 

“Why do they call only me a fool.” the accwsed moniter 
asks. “To mdustriaiests I can only reply that generally 
they tend to attack when they are ashing for of moncy ~ 
Here 1s onc of bes examples the 3.4 trillon [here] granted 
to FIAT for as Basslecata factory. another $ trnthon 
whose destination 1% awarting decrwon. “that mstcad I 
have no imicntion of paying out ~ 

However, ts not only Confindusina which sees Porm- 
cmno as the cause of Italy's downgrading to ‘minor 

the continuous shifteng around of capenditure entries 
All thes 1s broadly allowed in the Htahan political system 
Less ready to let Porcine off so casily 1s GCrorgro Bocca. 
edrtonaim with LA REPUBBLIC A Pomme. be savs. 

7 itt i HL; 
if | ; : 
aa i i H ¥ 5 i 
But Pomicimo starts to emell the smoke when bes per- 
sonai affairs go back imto the lymchght both political and 
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(worse) private affairs. In “Vapies, after a peaceful month. 
there are once agian stormy cuchanges with Comaco De 
Mita and Antono Gava To redimenson Napics— 
Pomacino’s fref—De Mita proposes a Norther Campania 
Region while Gava wants to form the acw province of 
Castellammare And then comes the Neonapoh plan— 
Pomicino’s revolutvonary urban renewal project 
mvolving 7 tnlhon m public contracts and massive 
power shifts. “We gct along well.” says Gava, as be now 
trees to reassure the moenester. “1 get votes im the city, he 
gcts them om the province.~ 

Breaking into Pormcimo’s private affairs, on the other 
hand, a Friday. 5 July edtornal on the fromt page of 
L'UNITA. The title reads: “Five good arguments against 
that minister” The author Ada Becchi, parliamentarian 
of the independent left. finishes off the picture with these 
penned thoughts: “Pomecino 1s connected with compa- 
mecs that have recerved highly privileged treatment on the 
assignment of publn contracts that he himself, as Budget 
Commission president. financed more than generously. 
He has at bes and at hes farmily’s desposal luxury stems 
that were formally the property of firms with which he 
has freendly ties. and which at various times are financed 
by the Sate 

There are more than obs sous endscations of Pormecino’s 
relatronshup with ICLA. a buskding trades company that 
has multiphed its bellongs thanks to contracts received 
after the Irpima carthquake. and with Ambrosio. which 
recently won financong for 678 bilhon hire. And the 
luawry tems” There os “Clasla.” a | meter powerboat 
on which Pomcino travels between Naples, Capn and 
Ischsa. A boat, it 1s sand, put at hes disposal by Ambrowo 

Pormcmo becomes furrows when these matters are 
brought up Then he furnishes bis own version with 
notes and documents. ICLA received contracts for 70 

tilhon, versus for cxaampic, 495 bilhon for COC. the 

, 

muithon lire, against ‘Se 186 millon declared by me” 

Roman villa on the Via Appia Antica for 6 million lire a 
month 

And as regards another more discussed ressdence—en 
apartment in Via Petrarca that once belonged to Antomo 
(Crava and the bankrupt Cuanpasquale Grappone. which 
he bought in 1983 for 360 mulhon lire from the Sor- 
rentino brothers, builders mmvestigated for organized 
creme. Pormcmo states “Between Grappone and the 
Sorrentinos the property was taken over by the Naples 
court | sought assurances from the then perfect Riccardo 
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Boccia who said to me. “Do not worry. your honor’ Is a 
my fault if after four months the Sorrentinos ended up in 
a 

The Game of the Goose 

And the boat’ Here Paolo Cirino Pomicino hesitates. ht 
belongs to Armutal, a brokerage firm. | rent « for three 
months a ycar for 35 millon, all duly wnvorced.~ Right, 
but who Joes Armital belong to” To Savad. another 
company im which Ambrosio has only two percent. And 
Savad” The goose game ends when the monister admits 
the biggest stockholder in Savad 15 Ambrosio himself. 
the beneficiary of CIPE [expansion not given] funds. 
“But he has been renting me boats since 1986 when | was 
not even m the government. It there something ilicgal 
about 17° quences Pomicino. 

It would seem there 1s nothing illegal But questronabie” 
“Pomucino 1s able and intelligent, but he 1s a Neapolitan. 
And Naples 1s a little the Colombia of Itahan politics. 
“says Gruseppe Turam, coonomics writer with COR- 
RIERE DELLA SERA. im a comment seemingly para- 
dorsally excessive. So nt 1s all the fault of the cternal 
southern question then” Crorgro Bocca 1s not so lement. 
“Sure, he 1s used to the State as hes own 
property. But im northern Italy Gianm Prandim also 
docs the same—he 1s 2 petty, more unpleasant Pomi- 
como.” 

Is Pormecrno, with his superactivism., his thousand inter- 
weavings between business affairs and freendships. 
starting to represent a model in decline” Antonvo Ricci. 
creator of “Drive-in” and an acute observer of national 
mores. shakes his head. “Pomicino has extraparhamen- 
tary trarts. He bursts mmte RAI [ahan state-owned 
television) studios with the fans. He esproprates boats 
and villas. Hes motto 1: I pay for one and take tarec. In 
decline” Not on your life: He 1s just now making 1 to the 
top ten.” 

* Future, Disagreements of MSI Observed 

VIE S004" 4 Milan PANORAMA in Mahan 
2! Jul 91 pp 60-61 

[Article by Granpicro Muchins “Come on’ Come on™] 

[Text] Star, Pisano, And intelicctuals like Venezan. 
All on the run for other fronts And new imitiatives. 

Never had darkness in the State of Denmark been as 

wnce the end of World War II. the whole “black” planet 
suse to eenttate ten tach of bomanntale Gatee. If on the 
one hand the former comrades led by Tomaso Start: di 
Cuddia, as dynamic and smiling as ever—those who had 
wanted a revamped and modern MSl—organized a 
March on Preve dad: Cento, where they celebrated a 



Al the neat clection the MSI risks lowng half of as 35 
deputies (t had 56 wn 1972. at the height of sts glory). The 
party's hestonc numbers could be cancelled from the 

. one of Fini's allies, expresses in 
his editorials in SECOLO D'ITALIA, and positions lke 
those of Gianni Alemanno and Fabio Granata, the 
thirty-year-old followers of Rauti, who run the Youth 

Complete, on the other hand, « the break with the 
neofascists by the brillant intellectuals of the new mght. 
foremost among which 1s the Florentine Marco Tarchi. 
who now votes Green, and who edits ELEMENTI, a 
political-cultural monthly 
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The fiderstac electorate had rewsied all blandrnhments 
during the years mm whech the MSI stronghold had been 
surrounded on all wdes. Now that that cncerclement 
over, the MSI base lends an car to the Maticry of the Lega 
Lombarda. of the forceful PSI [Itahan Socsalrst Party) or 
even to an outl-n-fromt opponent of the Palace such as 
Leoluca Orlando, from Palermo. to whom a not-small 
part of MSI desertipons mm Secely went. And of up North a 
only the middic-of-the-roaad militants who arc shifting 
towards Umberto Bossi. om Secily there have already been 
several municipal counsciors who have serched to the 
DC (Christian Democratec Party] oF the PSL From many 
directions the race has started for the mortal remarns of 
the MSIl—a millon plus votes that are now free 

“But a party can manage cven with 3.5 oF 4 percent of 
the votes and still have a polrtecal role 1 go La Malta had 
an enormous political role with many lew vores. The 
current difficulties of the MSI more than us drop m 
votes, are to be found on the party's mmabulity to choose a 
politscal role.” avserts Adolfo Urso. a journalist with 
SECOLO DITALIA and ednter of the monthly PRO- 
POSTA 

Urso s one of Domenico Mennitt:'s closest collabora. 
tors, the leader who wants the MSI brought up to the 
present day without any more nostalgia and revan- 
chrsms, an MSI capable of having polrtecal relatromships 
with the Liberals and Socialists on questions of merit 
and content, starting off with unstrtutvonal reform ("We 
missed the boat im the 1980's when Crorgeo Almirante 
indulged more in memories than in things to be done — 
Mennrtt: told PANORAMA) Thew clegant cultural 
monthly PROPOSTA has a corculatron of 15.000 copes 
The modern front «= a front which covers all the 
members of the party. from Menitt: to Romuald: fol- 
lower Grusdo Lo Porto (currently director of SECOLO) 
DITALIA), to many followers of Pro Raut Raut 
himself, behaving truc to form. after the extremes phase 
of Ordine Nuovo [New Order] was a tenacrows Champion 
of party modernization However, at the moment of 
sahd politecal chowe. that front broke up 

Anti- Americans 

Thus 1 was on in occawon of the decrwon to support the 
West's ants-Saddam coalitron—a decison opposed by 
some of Rauti's followers, Start: di Cuddia, and a good 
part of the Youth Front (“We did not feel lhe supporting 
the United States.” admitted Giann: Alemanno ) 
Accame himself was also against that decrwion He more 
at home with SABATO) a weekly perodnel where 
anty-Americans of all kinds had gathered—from the 
Crcthm, to nghi-wing mmteticctuals he Accame and 
Marcello Venenam From the sophisticated columns of 
ELEMENTI, Marco Tarch: and hes frends rattle away 
page after page against the “pax americana ~ 

Veneziani ts Y years old. from Pughe a former editonal 
director of “Ciarrapwo.” director of the CISNAL's 
[itahan Confederation of Natronal Trade Unrons| 
monthly organ. writer of Interary articles for 1L TEMPO) 
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and IL GIORNALE NUOVO (where Indro Montancth 
took such 2 lvkeng to bem thal every now and then he 
asugned hem the cdstonal section of the newspaper). 
Venezsams os the lrveng crampie of the present parados of 
the Itahan mght-eong On one hand, he has reached a 
breakong pownt with the MSI. on the other hand. he os 
tenacsowsly entrenched m his own lofty sdcas of mght- 
wing culture—from antimaterialism to anti- 
Amencannm. He Process aff Ooodente [The West on 
Tral\, published last year by the Milan-based SugarCo. 
ts one of the rght-song youth's most read books. Com- 
oxlentally. Sagarl o's tugest stockholder « Massumo 
Pim, a devout follower of Cran, who has a nose for 
choosing books and authors In hrs cageracss to publish 
a book by Veneziam. Pim even quarreied with one of hrs 
Socal frends. Lucsano Pelhcam. who edits MON- 
DOPER AK) 

Veneriam thes to thenk big Yes, perhaps the parties's 
day 5 over. not so for the dissemmnation of sdcas. for the 
shuffling of documents. Thus Venezsam had a dream. 
What of we founded a daily to cower thes areca as the IL 
MANIFESTO) covers the extreme lefi-weng’ A lively, 
obyective davly with 25,000 copes sold, not more than 20 
on the edrional staff, $0 of so freetance collaborators to 
be chosen beyond the tradivonal divisson of mght and 
left. And so. Venevsam has begun talkeng about nt mght 
and left. and well contenuc to talk about nt. He 1s talking 
of « with Accame, with journalsts the Fausto Gian- 
frances by and Cremnaro . with emteticctuals hke 
Carlo Fabrizvo Carh and Mano Bernard: Guard: author 
of the recent dawtria Infelix [Unhappy Austria], a collec- 
thon of studres on mitteleuropa culture He 1s also talking 
about it with promenent left-wing mntetiectuals—from 
Masumo Caccan to Gacomo Marramao He even 
talked about «| with Pom, a high IRI [Institute for the 
Reconstruction of Industry] official, who listened to him 
attentively 

* Increasing Investmem: in Asia Reported 

V/ES09164 Rome L ESPRESSO om Itahan 
Jul 01 pp 156-159 

[Article by Rosella Bocciareth and Maurizro Magg: “A 
Longing for the Onent™] 

[Text] The happeest man in all Italy 1s Seow Ngow Liew, 
Milan director of the Sungapore Economic Development 
Board (EDB). the government agency that organizes all 
the Southeast Assan crty-state’s financial and commer- 
cial operations He rs finally savoring the satisfaction of 
seeing bes Cowntry ender the htahan mass media spot- 
hight Ten thousand kilometers are wiped out im a twin- 
hhing Suddenly Sengapore is transformed into the last 
paradise for ermgration-geared enterprises. 

All t took to focus Mahan attention on the Far East was 
an announcement to stockholders by entrepreneur Carlo 
De Benedetti. mentioning the possibility of transferring 
afew of the Olivett: group plants to Sengapore (although. 
m fact. Ohwett: has been on the nland sence 1980 with a 

than a hope Accordeng to the Asian Development Bank. 
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tf x” Does the explanation he entirely mm a much 
lower labor cost than the European standards’ “Not only 
that.” clams Carlo Emanucle Ottaviano, external 
trons director for Thomson-GS, the French mucrociec- 

Thomson, for example, decided on the move to Singa- 
pore on the basis of a semple calculation of expediency as 
carly as 1969 But the most formidable took place 

“Because tere enter onto play” again explains Ottaviano, 
“external, positive factors offered by some Southeast 
Asian countries: In the case of Singapore, labor 

crency of the plants. In the orental city-state, annual per 
person work hours are 2.071 as opposed to 1,450 in Italy, 
1.449 in France, and 1,609 mm the United States. 

The result « that many, including many in Nialy, have 
responded to the “seductions” of the Far East. While it 1s 
true that wm 1990 the flow of direct investments from 
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Italy to countnes such as Korea, Malaysia, Hong Kong. 
Singapore, and even Japan 1s not considerable (around 
200 billion lire), a glance at the map reveals that in the 
last few years there are very few large, medium, or small 
companies that have not planted the flag in the “chess- 
board” of the future. 

In Singapore alone, among actual industrial installa- 
tions, joint ventures, and representative offices, there are 
100 Italian firms. It is an Almanach de Gotha of banks, 
insurance Companies, and a show window for the top 
line of the Italian industrial front: FIAT, Pirelli, Tech- 
nimont and Montefluos of the Ferruzzi-Montecaiini 
group, to name only a few. 

But looking further afield, many firms are planning to do 
business, both on a large and small scale, with the Far 
East, large enterprises in the first place, such as Pirelli, 
which in 1988 opened a factory in Thailand for the 
manufacture of inner tubes and sports tires for bicycles. 
The factory is located 150 km from Bangkok, and has ar 
annual production capacity of 1.5 million units. Pirelli :s 
also present in Malaysia, where it manufactures latex 
gloves, as well as in the People’s Republic of China, 
where it has build factories for the production of tires. 
The Ferruzzi group has had roots in Asia for decades, in 
the Pacific area Himont's sale of polypropelene exceeds 
100,000 tons a year. Farmitalia Carlo Erba has a near 
record for penetration in these markets; it is active in al 
least {2 Asian and Pacific countries with sales proceeds 
of over one $100 million. 

Japan is a particularly attractive target for many coun- 
tries. For example, Montecatini is preparing a joint 
venture to construct a research and development center 
for improving techrical know-how. Even the IRI [Insti- 
tute for the Reconstruction of Industry] is betting on 
Tokyo. In October it will open an office there with the 
hope of making it a springboard to move in force to 
conquer China with the help of joint ventures. And then 
there is an imposing array of textile and clothing indus- 
tries, particularly sensitive to various forms of produc- 
tive decentralization and trade with the Far East that 
permits them to reduce costs. Thus, the Marzotto group 
has been pro<tucing casual clothing in Thailand for the 
past year and a half, and is weighing the opportunity to 
relocate some factories to Indonesia, Taiwan, and the 
People’s Republic of China. As to the Financial Textile 
Group of Turin, presided by Marco Riveti, in 1987 i: 
was the first enterprise in the sector to manufacture 
directly in China. But the Zinella group as weil 1s in the 
Beijing area with the Henry Cotton clothing line: it has 
decentralized the production of the Dolby casual sports 
line in the Orient. 
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“Sports shoes should be cheap,” affirms Giovanni Cab- 
erlotto, president of the Lotte di Montebelluma group. 
Caberiotto has been present in Indonesia and Korea for 
over |2 years. Out of a production of 6 million pairs of 
shoes, 4 million are manufactured there. “Also, we are in 
competition with the Americans: These are the reasons 
that have propelled us toward the Onent where produc- 
ton costs are much lower than ours.” A longing for the 
Onent has infected many: prestigious fashion firms such 
as the designer Mariuccia Mandell, who for years has 
granted a franchise to a local firm in Japan for the 
production of the “K of Krizia™ line, and leading firms 
in the lower end of the market, such as De Fonseca of 
Turin, which produce scarves and bedroom slippers in 
Chinese, Korean, Indonesian and Thai factories. 

“Of course, today the choice of establishing oneself in 
the South-east Asian area does not only mean cutting 
production costs in half, but also the choice of being an 
insider in a growing market,” claims Fabrizio Onda. 
professor of international economy at Milan's Boccon: 
University. “Other European countries, such as Ger- 
many, have for some time taken advantage of an area 
with a very high rate of development, low costs and 
disciplines, social systems. In any case, for Italy, which 
for years has had precise experiences 1 relocating, the 
novelty lies elsewhere.” The novelty, exjvains the econ- 
omist, lies in the fact that calculations cn the feasibility 
of an industrial installation have become a stringent 
necessity because of greater international integration 
and the rigors of fixed exchange rates. The physical 
search for new markets is not the only reason to motivate 
firms to go abroad, there is also the pressure to find a 
more favorable investment environment in one’s back- 
yard, that is, in other European countries, or in the 
Middle, or the Far East, according to the markets. 

“Today the context in which one operates has become 
decisive,” confirms Innocenza Cipoletia, director gen- 
eral of the Confindustria, [General Confederation of 
Italian Industry} “and the firms that already have a 
multinational dimension, will make up their minds more 
quickly whether it is more expedient to produce in 
Rome, Lyons or Bangkok. This should draw attention to 
the Italian context, not particularly competitive 
regarding either labor costs or public services. In Italy's 
latest report card, assigned with Swiss precision by the 
IMD Management School and the World Economic 
Forum, Italy ranks 17th in the world classification in 
competitiveness of country systems, 19th for infrastruc- 
ture efficiency, and 22nd (after Greece but ahead of 
Hungary) for efficiency of government policies. Could 
this be why there are now so many dreaming of Singa- 

” pore’ 
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* Poll on Political Parties, Personalities 

GIESO9OS9OB Lishon O INDEPENDENTE in Portuguese 

5 Jul 91 p 14 

[Text] The clash between Mano Soares and Cavaco 
Silva, the political development that characterized this 
last month, did not benefit the PSD [Social Democratic 
Party}. This is what was indicated by the Evrotesi 
barometer for June, in which the Social Democrats saw a 
decline of | percent from the figure for the preceding 
month. 

This shght drop is important, however, on two levels. 
The PSD had been gaining since March (up from 40.7 
percent to 43.7 percent in April), whereas it 1s now on the 
decline. 

And on the other hand, this is happening justi at the 
threshold of an absolute majority —44 percent. The PSD 
had been closer to it previously. 

The levels of approval for the PSD reveal that the coastal 
and the interior areas are offsetting the poor results in 
the large cities. In Lisbon, the PSD ranks below the PS 
[Socialist Party] (24 percent as compared to 19 percent 
of the direct intentions to vote). Bul. unlike the usual 
situation, the contest in Oporto is a close one. with a 
technical tie with the Socialssis revealed by this barom- 
eter. Conversely, 1 is in the North and in the coastal 
region (about 34 percent of the direct intentions) that the 
Social Democrats are most favored 

The composition of the PSD electorate 1s more heavily 
feminine than masculine (31 percent of the women's 
definite voting intentions), and there 1s greater support 
among the youngest category. between the ages of 18 and 
24—10 percent above that for the Socialists. The Social 
Democrats’ difficulties are repeated im the age group 
between 34 and 54 (5 percent less on average than the 
PS). It ts clear that, among the older people, the PSD 
crushes its opponents, with 37 percent of the direct 
voting intentions of those over 65. In terms of social 
classes, the PSD wins in all categories, with a narrow 
advantage in the middle class and a generous one among 
the poorer classes (12 pounts above the PS) 

Voting loyalty for the PSD. in terms of the 1987 vote, is 
79 percent. 

For the PS, the June barometer shows a slight umprove- 
ment, from 31.9 percent in May to 33.3 percent now 
This 1s the opposite of what has happened to the Social 
Democrats. The PS has achieved its best results in 
Lisbon and Oporto, and ut 1s a currous fact that the 
Socialists have a more heavily masculine clectorate (29 
percent of the men’s direct voting intentions). As usual, 
the PS finds it strength in the age group between 25 and 
54 and in the middie class (technical te with the PSD) 
It 1s clear, finally, that voting loyalty 1s tow on the PS(73 
percent), but this 1s offset by the fact that the Socialists 
have won over $2 percent of those who formerly voted 
for the PRD [Democratic Renewal Party}, 15.5 percent 
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of former abstainers, and about 7 percent of those who 
previously supported the CDU [Unified Democratic 
Coalition}. 

This June barometer shows a substantial decline for the 
CDU for the first ume. From 12.4 percent a month ago. 
it has now dropped to 9.6 percent. Thus 1s a loss of almost 
a quarter of its voters, who have turned to the Socralists 
based on the logic of the useful vote. The Communists 
obtained their best scores in Lisbon (12 percent of the 
direct voting intentions), in the South, in the age group 
between 35 and 44 (11 percent of the direct-voting 
intentions) and in the lower middie class. With voting 
loyalty of 76 percent, as compared to 1987, the worr- 
some figure for the CDU 1s the one that shows that only 
66 percent of those who voted for Carlos Carvalhas have 
decided to vote for the coalition now. As for the CDS 
[Social Democratic Center Party], the 3.7 percent ut had 
in May remained unchanged in June. 

The Centrist vote 1s strongest in Oporto, among the older 
people, and in the upper class. Pedro Canavarro’s iead- 
ership has not altered the 2.3-percent vote for the PRD. 

A much more substantial figure 1s thal showing the 
decline in the trend toward abstention as the October 
election approaches. The abstention level is currently at 
M) percent, down 7 percent from the figure for last 
month. The number of undecided voters 1s up from 17.2 
percent to 19.5 percent. 

Leaders’ Rankings 

They are all gaining. The June barometer shows Mario 
Soares up 7.9 percent, Cavaco Silva with a gain of 6.2 
percent, and Jorge Sampaio up 7.5 percent. In a compar- 
ison with the May results, this reflects an atmosphere of 
widespread approval. There 1s every indication that the 
supporters of the three politicians are rallying to their 
favorites. What we are secing 1s a decline in the number 
of those who have no opinion in direct proportion to the 
increase in the popularity of the president, the prime 
minister, and the president of the Chamber. A compar- 
ative analysis of the results indicates that Cavaco Silva 
has exceeded the 60-percent approval index for the first 
time (only previously achieved by Soares). while Jorge 
Sampaio, in turn, has established a gencrous positive 
margin for the first time, inasmuch as there are 28 
percent of the voters who support him and almost 24 
percent who do not. 

A comparison between Soares and Cavaco Silva shows 
that the president of the Republic outdoes the prime 
minister in Lisbon (64 percent approval, as compared to 
$4 percent) and in Oporto (65 percent as compared to 55 
percent) but loses out, for example, un the North, where 
Cavaco Silva has an approval rate of 68.5 percent, 
slightly higher than that for Maro Soares. In terms of age 
groups, Cavaco Silva has $7.8 percent support among 
those between the ages of 18 and 24, as compared to 56.7 
percent for Maro Soares, and he again surpasses the 
president in the oldest-age group, those over 55 (75.5 
percent preference for the prime minister, as compared 
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to 70.2 percent for the president). In the middic-age 
groups, Soares wins oul casily, with a 10-percent advan- 
tage in the group between 25 and 34. 13 percent among 
those between 35 and 44. and 1! percent with those 
between 45 and $4. From the pot of view of social 
categories, Soares and Cavaco Silva are most critwized 
by the voters in the upper class (55 percent approval for 
the president, $2 percent for the prime munisicr). ht 
should be noted that Mano Soares also carries the day 
among the middie classes and the poorest. outdomng 
Cavaco Silva by 8 percent and 13 percent. respectively 

Disapproval levels for Soares are only significant in the 
upper class and in the large cities (about | 1 percent). For 
Cavaco Silva, these disapproval levels rise to 26 percent 
among those interviewed who are between 25 and 34 
years old, and to 23 percent for those mm the upper class. 
With regard to party loyalty. the president of the 
Republic has the approval of 88 percent of the PS voters 
and 79 percent of the PSD voters, but the figures drop to 
less than 40 percent for the CDS voters and less than 65 
percent for the CDU voters. The prime munuster, for his 
part, enjoys popularity far in excess of that of his party. 
with 31 percent among the CDU voters, $1 percent 
among the CDS voters, 57 percent among the PS voters. 
89 percent among the PSD voters. and 98 percent among 
the supporters of the PRD. 

For Jorge Sampaio. things are different. This June 
barometer shows his approval level up considerably (7 § 
percent), while, at the same time, the number of those 
who have no opimon about the president of the Lisbon 
Chamber has declined to less than SO percent. However. 
in Lisbon itself, Sampaio has negative percentages (25 9 
approve of him, while 28.9 percent do not), but he does 
better in Oporto (29.5 percent positive. 27 percent 
negative) and in the South (35.5 percent approval, |? 
percent disapproval). With an clectorate that 1s more 
heavily masculine than feminine. Jorge Sampaio has a 
positive margin of 2 percent among those between the 
ages of 18 and 24, 7 percent among those between 25 and 
34. and 13 percent among those between 35 and 44. The 
decline begins with the older categories, with a negative 
image margin of 0.5 percent among those between 45 
and 54, and | percent among those between 55 and 64 

As to the social classes, the president of the Lisbon 
Chamber 1s clearly reyected by the voters in the upper 
classes (29 percent approval rate and 40 percent reyec- 
tion) but has the sympathy of the voters in the poorest 
classes (38 percent approval rate and 10 percent rejec- 
tion). In terms of party loyalty, Jorge Sampano has a long 
road to cover because 50 percent of the CDU voters 
approve of his administration in the Chamber and 29 
percent do not. Among the CDS voters, he has an 
approval rate of 15 percent, 50 percent do not approve 
Among the PS voters, 55 percent support him and 10) 
percent criticize him. Among PSD voters. his approval 
rate is only | 1 percent 
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* Poll Shows No Alternative to PSD, Leader 

VIESOYSYA Lishon SEMAN ARIO in Portuguese 

6 Jul Yi po 

{Article by Sofia Barrocas: “The Poll That Thrilled the 
PSD") 

[Excerpts] Cavaco Silva may win an absolute majority, 
provided he ts attentive to the navigation warnings. The 
ciuzens of Portugal belreve that he has not kept his 
promises and that the standard of living for the majority 
of people has not improved) They are complaining about 
the poor use made of favorable conditions. the increase 
in living costs. and the frustration of their expectations. 
Retired people are included in the dissatusfied faction. 
but they do not sce any alternative to thy Social Demo- 
cratic leader. evther. These are the results produced by a 
national survey that the PSD [Social Democratic Party] 
commissioned Eurotest to carry out, and that left the 
“orange” supporters, specifically the staff of the secre- 
tary-gencral, Falcao ¢ Cunha. optimistic 

With these undicators. the Social Democrats can now 
determine the lines along which they should proceed. 
Even the weaknesses of the opposition and the shoricom- 
ings and virtues of Jorge Sampaio were “dissected” in 
this study. It represents an enviable traumph tor the 

PSD. which. together with its leader, Cavaco Silva, 
emerges with a positive umage clearly expressed in the 
intentions of the voters 

“Dissatisfied” \ outh 

Three percent of the voters expected that the present 
executive branch would govern much beiter than it has. 
27 percent expected that uo would govern somewhat 
better (up | percent from the figure last year), 48 percent 

expected it to govern as ot has (up 6 percent form 1990). 
1) percent capected it to govern less well than it has (up 
3 percent from 1990), and | percent expected i to 
govern much worse (same as last year) 

The frustration of hopes appears greatest im the age 
groups of those between 18 and 24 and those between 35 
and 44, and among the males. It 1s in Lisbon, Coimbra, 
and Faro that the level of discontent 1s highest. When it 
comes to the spheres of mnfluence of the party groups 
(assessment based on the electoral results in 1987), the 
most critical areas are those where the Socialists predom- 

inate. followed by the Cireater Lisbon area 

This study made ut possible to identify the “most dissat- 
isfied™ segments (11 will be remembered that W percent 
of the voters on the continent indicated dissatisfaction) 
They are those in the Lisbon District, the masculine sex, 
the age groups 18-24 and 35-44. the upper middle class. 
and the Lisbon arca-PS [Socialist Party] sphere of influ- 
ence: retired persons. those who will vote for the PS, and 
those who voted for the PS um 1987. The main reasons 
given for this dissatisfaction are the failure to keep 
promises and the lack of umprovement in the standard of 
living of the people. The uncrease on living costs, the lack 
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of visible improvements, the poor utilization of favor- 
able conditions, and the frustration of hopes are among 
other factors cited. 

Approval for Cavaco Silva 

Cavaco Silva's actions as prime munisicr appear to be 
more highly valued this year than in 1990. In this poll, 
the head of the Cabinet received WO percent more posi- 
tuve evaluations, from a total of 44 percent of the voters, 
than was the case last year. And a decline of 7 percent in 
the number of individuals who had no opinion on this 
matter was noted. It 1s in Faro that the level of approval 
of Cavaco Silva's government activity 1s highest, fol- 
lowed by the areas of CDU [Unified Democratic Coah- 
ton} influence (Alenteyo and Sctubal-Santarem) and 
Commbra. But ut 1s also in these same sectors that the 
negative evaluations are highest. reaching 19 percent in 
Alenteyo. In other words, 1 1s in these regions net the 
positions are most clearly defined. 

Of all of the voters, 34 percent would like to see Cavaco 
Ssiva replaced as the head of the Cabinet, and 66 percent 
hold the opposite view or have no opinion. Cavaco 
Silva's replacement by Jorge Sampaio would have the 
approval of 34 percent, while 26 percent would prefer 
Lucas Pires and 15 percent would prefer Carlos Carval- 
has. Twenty-six percent of the voters would want none of 
these individuals. It 1s the citizens between the ages of 35 
and 44 who are most cager to see Cavaco Silva replaced, 

along with the residents of the Lisbon District and those 
in the PS and CDU spheres of influence 

Intelligence and Likability 

The basic characteristics of Cavaco Silva's umage in the 
eyes of the voters involve intelligence (83 percent), 
political experience (76 percent), personal prestige (70 
percent), leadership ability (70 percent), authority (69 
percent), and firmness of deczsion (69 percent). It 1s 
curious to note that Cavaco Silva has achieved an overall 
positive image with voters who traditionally have not 
been his best supporters. This 1s the case in the spheres of 
influence of the PS and the CDU, and among those who 
voted for those two political forces in 1987 (or who will 
vote for them now). With regard to likability, Cavaco 
Silva is seen as very likable by 13 percent of the voters, 
as likable by 64 percent, and as not likable by 15 percent 

Where Jorge Sampaio 1s concerned, the important qual- 
ities are his intelligence (59 percent). political experience 
(52 percent), defense of the democratic system (52 per- 
cent), and capacity for dialogue (5! percent). The 
Socialist leader has achieved a very positive image in the 
eyes of the Communist voters, who in some cases give 
him higher marks than those accorded him by his own 
PS voters. As to likability, Jorge Sampaio 1s doing less 
well than last year. In 1990, 44 percent found him likable 
and 23 percent did not. 
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Criticisms and Options 

The figures regarding the validity of the opposition 
critucrsms are also curnous. Equal percentages of the 
peuple find them valid and invalid. In any case. only 5 
percent find these criticisms “extremely valid.” while 12 
percent regard them as totally invalid 

About 26 percent of the voters think that there 1s a valid 
alternative to the present government, and 74 percent 
have no opimon or believe there 1s no such alternative 
The belief that an alternative cxrsts 1s strongest in the 
group between the ages of 25 and 44 (34 percent), and 
among individuals of the masculine sex (32 percent). It 
was the CDU (59 percent) and the P:\ (48 percent) voters 
who clearly expressed a belief in the cxrstence of a valid 
alternative, while only 4 percent of the PSD voters did. 
However. the most significant result was the fact that the 
data collected last year showed percentage figures for 
these same groups that were significantly different from 
the current figures. In other words, the exsstence of an 
alternative was as a certainty by 85 percent of 
the voters for the CDU , whuz 70 percent of the Socialists 
shared this opinion. 

Majority Wanted 

All of the voters representing the various political 

groups, including those who voted for the CDU in 1987, 
believe that it 1s better to have a party with a majority in 
the Assembly of the F public. More than hall of the 
voters (56 percent) who want a majority believe that the 
best solution involves the PSD. as compared to one-third 
(32 percent) who would prefer the PS. 

The voters were also asked which political group 1s best 
able to resolve the problems of Portuguese society The 
PSD was designated by 38 percent. and the PS by 29 
percent. 

As to voting intentions (results without any processing). 
37 percent will opt for the PSD, 26 percent for the PS, 7 
percent for the PCP [Portuguese Communist Party}, and 
| percent for the CDS [Social Democratic Center Party] 
Forty-four percent of the voters belreve that the Social 
Democrats will continue to have an absolute majority. 
while 30 percent hold the opposite opinion. According to 
the results of thes study, it 1s the new voters. those who 
abstain. and the PSD and CDS voters who are most in 
favor of a PSD electoral majority today 

Health and | nemploy ment 

Five problems are of particular concern to the people of 
Portugal. Health care (60 percent), the living conditions 
of the poor (54 percent), the drug problem (53 percent). 
increased living costs ($3 percent), and unemployment 
($2 percent) were mentioned by more than SO percent of 
those questioned. In some cases—for cxample. for 
uncmployment and the living conditions of the poor— 
the level of concern 1s down from that in 1990. The same 
cannot be said for housing conditions (33 percent last 
year and 43 percent this year), the problem of AIDS (15 
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percent in 1990, as compared to 24 percent in 1991), and 
the drug problem (43 percent last year, as compared to 
$3 percent this year), The problem that shows the 
greatest decline in the concern of Portuguese citizens as 
compared to the figures for last year 1s the economic 
situation in the country (21 percent, as compared to 13 
percent). 

An analysis of these concerns by district leads to the 
conclusion that the dominant wornes in Lisbon are the 
drug problem (68 percent) and the living conditions of 
the poor (62 percent), as is the case in Commbra (63 
percent for both questions). In Oporto. the leading 
concern 1s housing conditions (65 percent), and those in 
Faro are health and drugs (65 percent and 63 percent. 
respectively), while the basic concerns in Santarem and 
Setubal are drugs (68 percent), unemployment (66 per- 
cent), and health care (64 percent). In Alentejo, increased 
living costs (71 percent) and health care (70 percent) 
were the concerns most often mentioned. Both the 
coastal and the intenor regions attribute the greatest 
importance to health (65 percent and 61 percent, respec- 
tively), with a high level of concern about housing 
conditions (59 percent) in thes latter region. (It should be 
noted that the responses were chosen from a card listing 
these various concerns). 

The increase in living costs becomes a greater concern 
the older the voters questioned are The figure rises from 
35 percent in the group between the ages of 18 and 24 to 
70 percent in the segment of voters over age 65. Similar 
trends can be seen in the figures on health care (from 45 
percent to 73 percent) and personal safety (from §& 
percent to 25 percent), The concern with housing condi- 
tions. education. and uncmployment declines (this 1s the 
trend) as the age of those interviewed increases. In terms 
of differences by sex, the greatest disparity can be seen in 
concern about the drug problem (45 percent for men, 60 
percent for women) 

Mayor differences can also be seen in a breakdown by 
social strata. What 1s noteworthy here 1s the absence of 
references to violations of freedoms by the individuals in 
the lowest social strata, whereas, in the middle and 
higher social strata, 14 percent mentioned this concern. 

Future F \pectations 

The problems the people of Portugal are most interested 
in seeing resolved in the neat two years are health care 
and unemployment Concern about the resolution of the 
first of these issues increases with the age of the person 
interviewed It 1s also greater among women. And 11 1s in 
the lowest social strata that the level of this concern 1s 
highest Alentejo stands out clearly from all of the other 
regions in terms of its concern with health, and 1 1s also 
in the CDU spheres of influence that the concern for this 
problem is greatest. 

Unemployment 1s of greater concern to the young people 
than to the older ones, above all the males. It 1s in the 
Santarem-Sctubal zone, in particular, that « was most 
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frequently mentioned (24 percent). Politically speaking. 
unemployment 1s most frequently a concern in the CDU 
spheres of influence 

Technical Data 

The universe for this study was made up of individuals 
age 18 of older living on the continent in localities with 
10 or more households. [passage omitted] It included 
eight regrons—Lisbon, Oporto. the coastal regron. the 
imtenor region. Coumbra. Sctubal-Santarem. Alentejo. 
and Faro. The random sampling process was used, with 
Stratification by region and habitat for the selection of 
the home. and the quota method was used for the 
selection of the individual to be interviewed in the home. 
with sex, age. and occupational category as variable 

factors for control. The sampling was made up of 1.199 
interviews, distributed on the basis of the vanable fac- 
tors. The personal interview technique was used. with a 
Structured questionnaire. in the homes of the subjects 
The fieldwork was carned out between 23 Apnil and 6 
May by 43 sustably trained interviewers, who were 
familiar with the goals and the scope of the study Survey 
supervisors monitored about 15 percent of the work of 
each interviewer by telephone or by means of a second 

visi 

* Effacement of PS's Jaime Gama Discussed 
VIESOSSOC Lishon O JORNAL in Portuques 

12 Jul Yi pil 

[Arucle by Filipe Luss “Whai Happened t Jaime 
Gama””| 

[Text] Absences. silences, occasional secrecy —Jaime 
Gama, the founder of the PS [Socialist Party} and former 
presumed heir to Marw Soares. cultivates silence and 

currently appears to be the most discreet of the national 
party leaders. Just prior to the election, Jame Gama 
continues to be an obligatory reference. commanding the 
support of a sector of the Socialist clectorate. The 
number-two man in Lisbon and a member of the secre- 
tariat, he 1s, on practice, heading the slate for the capital 
Despite this, he 1s saying nothing and 1s avonding the 
political imehght. Among the various Socialist person- 

alines we consulted about the political conduct of the 
former candidate for leadership of the PS. there were 
even those who told us that “Cama has always been an 

expert in silence ~ 

The unchallenged leader of a mayor faction of the party. 
a minister at age 31. an illustrious deputy. and a brilhant 
orator, the “Dala: Gama.” as he 1s known among his 
supporters. flees polemic discussion as the devil flees the 
cross. Fearful of the mass media, Jaume Gama “says 
nothing. hears nothing. sees nothing ~ At the last party 
congress, he remained in a distant corner of the room. 
almost always surrounded by his closest party frends 

He applauded very little and very rarely Since that tome. 
he has never again been the old Jaime Gama— 
categorical and sometimes caustic 
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Al the celebrated meeting of the Political Commission 
that determined the “who's who” for the slates, this was 
visible. Sitteng on a dim rear area of the hall, he left when 
the Gama candidates began to be mentioned. He not 
only did not speak but he also did not want to even 
lrsten. Aware that hes presence was having an effect, and 
a substantial one, he removed himself. But his discreet 
alignment with the secretary-general. and his policy of 
“lasssez faire” where his colleagues in the ‘eadership 

Vara, among others. (Only Jose Luis Nunes has left the 
upper circle mnvolved with the slates and the party 
apparatus.) Alberto Costa, who of 

circle. “melted mito” the party 
mayority beheve he 1s out of the running. 

A candidate for the leadership post who was twice 
detested. first by Constancio and then by Sampaio. 
Jaume Gama gives the impression of having been 
offended by the party. Broad sectors of the PS electorate 
were disappointed. Even today, the Gama supporters 
beleve that if «t were left to the Portuguese people to 
choose, and not just to the membership. Jaame Gama 
would be the secretary-general. The former minister of 
foreign affairs and defense has come to appear to be a 
“loser” so that, according to one of his close associates. 
he 1s no longer thinking of running for the leadership 

post again. unless the entire party “boosts him onto its 

Has his silence. which he cultivates to avoid speculation 
but which has on itself become a subject of talk within 
and outside the party and has provoked the most widely 
varied comments. won him disapproval or approval’ On 
the basis of what we have heard. Mano Soares himscif 
went so far as to say privately in Oporto recently that 
“they might even deprive them (the PSD [Social Demo- 
cratic Party}) of a majority and win the election. But they 
have to get Grama to speak out.” 

The president does not conceal the fondness he still has 
“for Jame.” and he does not seem to resent the fact that, 
m 1985. Gama supported him only “on the third 
round,” as was said then. Jorge Sampaio, knowing that 
Gama 1s one of the pomts of reference for the PS of the 
tormer clectoral trumphs. has great consideration for his 
former adversary The Gama supporters swear staunchly 
that Samparo consults with Jaume Gama, while, at the 
same tome, they say that he has not lost hes critical vein. 
“When he criticizes, he can be devastating,” they told us. 
And various stones are being told im Socialist circles, 
from the Vale de Lobos session, at which he was highly 
critial of the strategic plan for the campaign, to the 
mectings of the secretariat. At the meeting this week, we 
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were told by a well-placed source. the cutlung and 
annoying voue of Jaume Gama could be heard as he 
sought to improve the text of the electoral statement. But 

when the statement was presented in Largo do Rato the 
following day. he was again notable by his absence—he 
was onc of the few PS Ieaders who was not present for the 
public announcement of the document at the press 
conference. 

Reworking the Document 

Another story pertains to a PS document concerning 
EEC sssues, which Jame Gama analyzed and did not 
like. He cut, he eliminated, he reworked, and he person- 
ally presented the final teat of the document—without 
losing his temper. 

Just prior to the election, the man who ranks second to 
Sampaio on the Lisbon slate 1s thus, in practice, mm the 
position of the veritable head of the slate for the capital. 
It 1s to be hoped that he will come forward and speak 
within and outside the party. He possesses political 
capital, internally and externally. which cannot be min- 
mmuzed, and he 1s an cxpert im al lcast two strategic 
sectors of government—defense and foreign affairs. in 
the administration of which he has played a great role 

No. sit. He limits himself to doung (and doing well. as hes 
comrades admit) what is asked of him—political 
speeches to the Assembly of the Republic and the 
drafting of documents and studies for the campaign. as 
well as the PS government program. Bul one important 
historic leader of the PS plays down Gama's silences. 
“He never was a man to put himself forward im terms of 
spectacles, campaigns. And. then. he 1s a part of the 
Bertrand administration, a position that requires of him 
a certain availability...” Perhaps. Bul when we 
attempted to reach him at the edrtonal office. we always 
got the same evasive answer. “It 1s hard to catch him. 
except at the mectings of the board of directors.” 

Willing Protagonists Lacking 

Al a tome when the PS appears to be (voluntarily) 
committed to Mario Soares. it can only seem strange that 
the fnends of the president, from Gama to Almeida 
Santos, not to mention Alegre and Barreto. speak in 
public so infrequently. It os true that Jame Gama 
preferred to remain silent when he was forced to swallow 
the “For Lisbon” coalition with the PCP [Portuguese 
Communist Party}, for example. That was the first tome 
he left the room, which he has done since on other 
occasions. He was not in agreement, for cxample, with 

Jorge Sampaio’s candidacy for municipal office in Lis- 
bon. And. those close to him say. he 1s still convinced 
today that he was right. 

He keeps silent and removes himself whenever he senses 
the presence of representatives of the mass media. The 
journalists who question him know that he prefers to 
dictate his answers. 
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He sits alone im silence im the back rows. This has 

happened at the most recent mectings of the Political 

Commussion and the National (ommussion. and at the 
mecting of the candidates in Santarem. when he did not 
even deign to applaud when the secretary -gencral spoke 

The same thing occurred 3! the first meeting of the PS 
Forum. 

He leaves the conduct of the party's foreign relations to 
another member of the secretariat. Marques da ( osta 

He does not appear to present the PS initiatives. even at 
press conferences 

He 1s. on short, “a minister without portfoho.” And the 
party 1s wondering why 

The Socialist leaders and deputies with whom © 
JORNAL has spoken are not unanimous im their inter- 
pretations of Gama's behavior All of them. however. 
seck to minimize his silence. Despite thes fact. there 1s 
talk of a certain fear of appearing to be too much the 
protagonist that has developed among the more impor- 
tant leaders. Jame Gama, Antonw Guterres. Almenda 
Santos, and Fernando Gomes are crampics. When there 
are oblique references to a “leadership deficn” im the 
party. any form of protagonism is dangerous, not 
because Sampaw “has the mettle for these wars” but 
because the fundamentalists in his group (many who arc 
not Sampaio supporters retain the label, which came into 
use before the congress. or prefer to call them the 
“radical group”) see enemies on all sides. Positions that 
need to be defended, the interests of the apparatus. or 
other reasons—the problem 1s always the same He who 
puts humself too far forward, particularly if he has the 
weight of a Guterres or a Gama, becomes a threat to the 
leadership. The members of the historic faction. a 
Socialist deputy told us, therefore prefer “to delegate” 
whether it be speeches, authority, or the protagonist's 
role 

Whuile one leader told us that the Gama group 1s finrshed. 
the members of the group itself, who are more pro-Gama 
than Jaime Gama himself, insist on the contrary. “Soli 
darity 1s very strong.” they told us. But one of them 
added immediately. “ Although we very often lunch with 
Jaume Gama. for some months now we have no longer 
been discussing these things.” Despite this, the deputy 
from Oporto, Jose Lello, did not hesitate to say to Jorge 
Samparo, with his provertal irreverence: “You know | 
have various leaders—the one in Oporto. Carlos Lage. 
the one in the parhament. Antoniw Guterres. the secre- 
tary-general. and a leader operating in clandestinity.~ 
And it 1s reported that Samparo roared with laughter 

No Comment 

Jaume Gama 1s nonetheless criticized, in whispers. In 
connection with a motable parhamentary speech on 
defense policy, he was heavily attacked for failing to 
critycize the government more forcefully But that 1s how 
he 1s, hes supporters say. “He chose the state position, 
preferring to say what he should say instead of bringing 
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up what was bad.” They even went on to tell us that the 
new image being sought for the PS. one characterized by 
a constructive attitude instead of the destructive 
approach that had begun to be traditional. 1s to a great 
extent his domng 

No one 1s better able to talk about Jame Gama than 
Gama himself, Wc also wanted to hear what he had to 
say about the party. the campaign. the clecthon, ard 

national politics. Hrs answer can casily be guessed “You 
must cacuse me, but | am not prepared to make any 
Statements” 

* Army Chief of Staff Contemplates Restructuring 

VIE SOO464 Lishon O JORNAL in Portucucse 

SJul Yi pil 

{Article by Hermimo Santos “Lourciro’s Brigades” | 

{Text} The Army chief of staff wants to restructure hes 
branch of the service from top to bottom There ss 
already talk of combining the paratroops and com- 
mandos and of the Army ai componcnt 

The main operational component of the Portugucse 
Army will consist of the Parachute ommando Brigade 
(BMI [Separate Mixed Brigade} jas published]) the 
Separate Mixed Brigade (BMI). and the Light Interven- 
ton Brigade (BLI) That 1s one of the key ideas in 
Durective V91. “For the Accomplishment of the Army's 
Mission in the Short (1991-92) and Medium (1991-96) 
Term,” which General Lourmiro dos Santos has had 
distributed by the Army's main command organizations 
Despite the “secrecy” with which the document has been 
corculating mm the Army—it was not distributed to the 
units, and all copies are numbered. although it docs not 

carry a seccursty classification—41) JORNAL has had 
access to the document, which promises a real revolution 
im the branch of the Portuguese Armed Forces with the 

most traditions 

For cxampic, as part of the new force structure that will 
be approved by Minister Fernando Nogucira before this 
month 1s out and then submitted to the Higher National 
Defense Council, Loureiro dos Santos 1s ordering the 
Army Operations Department to prepare the studies for 
transforming the three brigades into the “new” Army's 
operational component. He 1s also ordering tSe study of 
two other issues the establishment of the “Army avia- 
tion group” —to consist of helicopters—and the incorpo- 

ration of the paratroops into the Army. a decrsson that 
was reached on 17 April at a meeting by the C ouncil of 
Chiefs of Staff and later ratified by the muonester of 
defense 

The Parachute ommando Brigade, which will be opet- 
ational in 1993. will be part of NATO's Rapid Reaction 
Force. The mixed brigade will also be included im the 
Atlantic Alhance’s structure, but with remforcement 
duties. The Light Intervention Brigade will replace the 
current Special Forces Brigade. and its chief mission will 
be to defend the national territory There will also be 
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msuc of JORNAL DO EXERCITO. distribution of 
which began thes week. opens with an article by Loureiro 
dos Santos entitled “Tasks of the Army.” In ut, he sums 
up the contents of Directive 91, excluding the section 
im which the general capresses views of a personal nature 
concerning the national and international situation 
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Minimum News Services on RNE. TVE Outlined 

LDOTUBIVIVS! Madnd RNE 1 Radw Network 
in Spanish 1800 GMT * Aue 9! 

[Text] Thes edition of the evening aces on Spannh 
Nanonal Radw [Radro Nacional de Espana R'E) well 
be shorter than usual as a result of (he menemum sens ces 

Ss oom. 

For the remainder of the day-long stoppage. which ends 
at 2400 [2200 GMT] tomght. the agreement cstabirshes 
for Spanish Televrson's [Telewrmon Espanola TVE) 

including the news programs 
will be broadcast as normal Or Channel Two [TVE2) 
between 2000-2100 [1800-1900 GMT] there will be 
another interruption wrth just the test card and musa 

For the strske called by the umons for 14 August an 

SPAIN u 

agreement has abo been cached with the mediston of 
the Menrvtry of Labor that estabieshes for tclevewon the 
showing of a test card for fowr and a hall howrns. Another 
quarter of the programnung well have to be different 
trom normal The remainder “) percent! of the program- 
mung. «ill be the wsual programemeng as established by 
the management 

Om RNE the aces program «ell be reduced to 
muenutes [it normally lasts 4) menwics! before the end of 
the )4-hour News Dallictems ell last three 
monutes [as at 1608) and | 0H) GMT) For the arke on 14 
August the news programs on ERNE «ill be cut Sy 
one-therd Halt the programs broadcast will he recorded 
archive maternal and the other halt mus Both wdes. 
both the umroms and the management. comuder the 
agreeMent positrsc 

As regards the strike that = beeng waged. the RTVE 
management comuders that «| has recened menority 

support and that only prckct acteon of some centers has 

prevented the normal access of staft to then eorkplaces 
For the part the umroms Comder that today s strike has 
heen a complicte success with mass suppor and has had 
its effect on programs and ncws hullctoms 
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* Plan for Additional (,oods Made in Greeniand 
OIE NOOAIB Nuk GROAN LANDSPOSTES om Dont 

22) Jun VI ps 

[Unatinibuted intervice eth (Me Ramiau Hansen 
duwector of Roval Coreeniand. place and date not given 
“Industral Production Will End by 1995") 

[Text] Excess capacets of plants well be pul to beticr ws. 
and some retail production ell he transferred to Crrecn- 
land plants The avaslatic capacsty at Royal Gireeniand » 
plants in Coreeniand should fhe used for production © 
not production at any pre” sand (ile Ramilaw Han» 
the director of Roval Greenland “lt well be produc: 
at Competitive prices. otherwrwe we ll have nonce of 1 

And that will become onc of the key words for produc- 
trvety om the future ft ell empty become a condition of 
employment that costs be controfied “For cxaample we 
Cannot contenuc to sct wages shy bagh if productys ity and 
sale prices stagnate © sand (ie Ramilaw Hansen 

[Hansen] These thongs are connected In the past Cveen- 

uw 

The company's cxecutive commuttce mecting om 
Qooggut also dealt with the meue and the plan « now 

that as much retad production as powihlc should be 
transferred to Gireeniand And there are several reasons 

[GRONLANDSPOSTEN] Are vou ready to get 
underway” 

[HMansen) Not yo But om the future om practical terms i 
will be posse to Degen retail production in Crreentand 
and we hase thes assertion on the fact that the plants have 

achreved better productivity than before and things 

continuc to go the nght way ( osts have come way down 
but there 1 still a way to go on the costs wide before we 
can gct underway 
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b vervtheng Will Become Retashong and ( steneg 

[GRONLANDSPOSTEN! How much of the retad pro- 
duction eill be moved to Creecniand” 

[Hansen] We have sct ourscives 2 goal that all outude 
industrial production ell come to an cnd by 199% at the 

latest and thus he replaced Py retarding and catering 

[GRONLANDSPOSTEN) Arc the plants throughout the 
country ready for retail production” 

[Hansen] Of course not We have scarcely gotten 
underway with the planning phaw —— en 
certam amount of retail production on shor notice 
Saas atianaindeaaananarte 
apparatus for the ace type of production 

Iceland 

Reportage on | innbogadottir's Visit to | ruguay 
M40 UR ISON] 

For reportage on the visit by Presedent \ igdes F innboga- 
reports on her talks with 

Prevedent Cronzalo Aguirre se the South America sec- 
ton of the 7 August Late Amernce DAILY REPORT 
and -o™eguent meucs 

Seeden 

* Program, Policies, Leadership of ADS Viewed 

* Comments on ( haracter, Leader 

VIENOOUEE Sew dhe DENS NDHETER 

om Sweodroh OS Jun Vil p 2 

[Edvtienal “All Swenson's Limetations”] 

[Text] By thes tome we know 2 good many things about 
the general character of the Christian Democrats (ADS) 
a a party The ADS was founded as a cultural reaction 
to the secularization women's movement and personal 
lheraton that occurred m the 1961's The party has 
heen developing and maturing for > vears 

The ADS 1s of vrously lew emterested now than once 
eas im uwng the stak’s power of cocrowr to force the 
K.DS philosophy of lite on others Its reasoning nowa- 
days «6. of anytheng. the opposite. coming ver: clos to 
the claws Wheral powthhon ‘Normative free actworks 

should be strengthened so we can avon’ becoming a 
socrety m which the state regulates more and more 
aspects of hfe 

In that commection. family polecy «the Christian Dem- 
ocrats key swe The specific proposals tend om prac- 
tee tO create obstructive marginal effects from the 
Mandpornt of the modern gainfully emploved woman 
Even those who are critical om that respect should be able 
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to see that. for onc theng. the day care allowance m ats 

the ADS on recent years has ahandoned much of its bebect 
that the state showld take decrwom auay from the 
indi. dual 

Two crampics of thes are the shorten meuc and the 
senctificatven of the day of rest. The ADS now fects that 
no govermment authorsty can force a woman to give 
berth The party board repocts the sca of a legal ban on 

Sunday buseness on stores “In far too many mestances. we 

have put teo much tath on what legrstation can acrom- 

pirsh ” 

Parts chasrman All Swensson'’s opening speech at the 
party congress on Umea mcluded the pornts of cmphases 

one expects from the ADS. the family. the ens rroement. 
tamely fares ondividual social responsibility and so on 

With only |) wecks remanneng befere the clectrons. there 
® reason te comuder the KIDS om a different ight How 
would the party hold up as part of a new government” 

(in specific rssucs, the test results are marnly favorable 
The ADS es strongly commutted to Swedish membership 
m the EC Its coonomec policy 1 very Clow to that of the 

athance Thes was already obvious m the party's cco- 

nomex program dating back to January—a was made 
publ before “New Start for Sweden” was published 
The ADS +s also pusheng for strengthened private own- 
ership and savings. lower taxcs. increased Competition. 
the sciling off of government enterprises, a breakup of 
government monopoles. larger deductibles im social 
insurance programs. moentives for small business. ncw 
', ployment umsurance. and a concentration by the 
government on the fields of education, infrastructure. 
and law and onder 

Is «t downg so serrously of tactically” Has the KDS done 
no more than adapt is program cnough to gct iteclf 
clected to Parhament by votes from across the nonso- 
Cralest spectrum, or does 1 have rnternal backong that will 
contenue even when i 6 om power and things beat up” 

The ADS claems to morality have m no way prevented 
the party leadership from actong tactically All the same. 
there 1 reason to belhewe that the party's powcy on the 
main msucs facing a ncw government 1s quite stable 

Its enthuwasm for the FC 1s closely related to the close 
tees Chretran Democrats hawe with stronger brother 
partees mm the rest of Europe Its antinocalst sand 1s 
hased on specif capernences with the way m which 

certamn alternatives—propects under Christian auspices. 
for cxample—have been obstructed by the Social Dem- 
ocrats. Its position on budget responsibility — 
comuderably clearer than that of the Center Party—rs 
explained by a more complete idea of how cach genera- 
thon should make the most of its talents rather than lazily 
and wastctully leaving burdens for the future to take care 
of 
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Also contributeng to the relative stabelety of the ADS are 
its tougheneng capericnces with county and munk pal 

poly and the fact thal 1s poopie tend to be more the 
meck type than the Lend that plays to the gallery 

The problem wath the ADS cfliect on a new govern- 
meats freedom of action ns found on a different bevel 
The more partes there are whch mest cooperaic to 
produce a majority the more vulncrabic the govcrament 
will be ~The competetion for somsocuaint voters ell 
become more intense Each of the partics will be forced 
to cxapend more energy defending as various voter 
fronts, and the strength of the group as a whole will be 
reduced) Negotsatrons will become complicated. the 
number of long benches will mcrcease 

All Svenmon ms a superb campagn politician, haveng 
been tramed as be was m an cnveronment of oral 
preaching. Compared to the ADS leader, Carl Bildt and 
Bengt Wesicrberg sound somewhat “academn ~ techno- 
cratx, and concerned with means. Morcover. they are 

also under fire now from the beavy Social Democratec 
artillery. whech vecws Alf Svcnwson as taking a soficr line 
on social msues. The danger 1 that be well take © many 
votes away from the other two that the rug will be 
snatched out from under Westerberg and or Bildt 

The Conservative and Liberal Parties must both achieve 
good clecthon results if a new government 6 to be 
effective mm acton. The ADS has its good pomts bet a 
lacks sufficrent weight and capenence to constitute the 
driving force mm a new government That strength can be 
supphed only by the Conservative and Liberal Parties 
They must both have the backing of the voters for that 
hestore task, otherwrse ot will not work 

Nonsocialist voters have reason to bear on mond that the 

duration of a sermon 1s short and that it will be followed 
by three vears on whech there will be heavy demands for 

competence m action. The ADS can play a role, but not 
the leading role 

* Seen Moving to Right 

VIE NOCOAR Sta dhodm DAIGENS SVHETER 

in Swodroh O8 Jun Ol p 2 

[Ednonal excerpted by DAGENS NYHETER from 
HUDIKSVALLS TIDNING “Navigatron Error] 

[Text] The leaoershep of the ADS (Christian Democratec 
Party] has lost its compass and ms sarlng to the nght 
Change course and find a port in politcal modficld’ 1s the 
recommendation by the HUDIKSVALLS TIDNING 
(Center Party), whech writes 

There are several sagns that the KIDS has trimmed its 
sails to the ncolberal wind that 1s sweeping over Europe 
and Sweden An cxampic of thes 1s the party's about-face 
concerning the VAT [valucd-added tax] on food and on 
the rsuc of nuclear power 



whoch looks as though «| may become a reality. the ADS 
1s changing ss stand on the VAT nsec. Now the ADS 

* Success Factor Analyzed 
VIENOOIC Stackholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 20 Jun 91 p 2 

ually bust up a kend of reluctant respect on the part of 
men, people whose sympathies he in a different 
direction Respect. of all, for the very sdealism that 
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Such an sdentity can really only be based on three thongs: 
a charwmat« and very dominant tcader regarded by 
outesders as berng practically synonymous eth the 

party a homogencows social hase that 1s emportant to the 
members (class. rogeon. or rehgron). of an sdcalem 
permeating all the members and recognizabic even to 
outwuders as typecal of pust thal party 

The ADS currently has all three of those clements. Alf 
Svensson heads the SIPC) lest (at least before the electron 
campaign begins). and bis way of somplifying the 
debates—some would say hrs way of Lamuing drssenters— 
1s sholiful. authoritative. and often cunning The second 
clement—the homogencous base—was seen from the 
Start as being a coalition consisting chicfly of Pentecos- 
tals but also of a number of people mm the state church 
According to many surveys, that 1s stell the case. But m 
appearance. jargon, and way of life, KDS members are 
becoming less and less different from ordinary Swedes It 
% true that almow all of them attend church regularly 
and quite often But thei arguments as to what should be 
decided politically are berng based less and jess on Bible 
quotations That downplaying of the rehgrous clement 
mught be tactically motwated, but tet us beheve the 
dominant forces m the party. whech are consciously 
attempting to separate Christian farth from what 1s now 
called the Judeo-Christian ethic, The extra word om that 
latter cxpressvon was on fact added before the party got 
its new and very congemal drawing card, the Jewrsh 
cancer professor Jerzy Embhorn 

On top of that. the ADS has to some extent abandoned 
the thong that gave the party ss start on the first place: the 
feeling that behe vers ought to have a party of thew own 
The morality which the party 1s fightong for can stand on 
its OWN Merits with no need for a rehgrous foundatron— 
that 1s often acknowledged in connection with efforts to 
persuade others concerning specific pos*sons the party 
has adopted. That was precisely the objection rarnsed by 
the many members—chietly the so-called broad-minded 
wing—ho wanted to spare us the rehgrous dimenwon 
and preferred to work toward a common political ethic 
for people with differing outlooks on life. The social 
lheral heritage which Lew: Pethrus aad others angrily 
broke away from has umperceptibly trickled back mto 
today's ADS. It 1s not unchallenged, but 1 dominates. 

No one can deny the idealism of ADS members, but that 
best of all cements « not sometheng the party has a 
monopoly on. Each of the others certamly has its own 
kind of —possilly somewhat sarying-—tempecrature 

K.DS members must be pudged partly on the basis of the 
stable. cautrous, and clearly nonsociaist common 
denominator cupressed by the party board im its draft 
statements and partly also with reference to the odd 
minonties—tor instance. those who wanted to restore 
the law on business hours, halt our entry into the EC. or 
hack away from the demand for a separation of church 
and state (Often they sound and argue more or lews bhe 
Per Gabrion ded back when he belonged to the Liberal 
Party They stress ther support for the party's has view 
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bul remmterpret it with a ceria amount of passion under 
the influence of sdecas which others perceive as too green. 
too red. or sometumes too Christian 

One could see the icadersiup’s cfforts to hold s:cwpornts 
together —to ensure consistency im the more fundamen- 
talest motbons spreading out in all directioms The same rs 
truc om any party with 2 few years behend a. cachoding 
perhaps the Environment Party 

Seeing that the KDS 15 obviously able to combine ats 
cthe with a good general politecal tactec. other partecs 

should not be afrad to cxpress thew own ethical motives 
as well—becauee fons not pust the competitive clement 
whech draws people to political activity. What Alf 
Svensson has called ~ secularization” 1% not 
now the fact that one Swede out of two dors not beheve 
im God. but a general indifference to ethical principies— 
meaning, om fact, undifference to other peopic in that 
respect, politecians must set an cxaample Whenever they 
cvnnally and one-ssdedly appeal to pockethooks—no 
maticr whose pocketbooks those may be—they 
strengthen dangerous callousness 

The special background of the KDS could still be seen om 
the congress chairman's many crhortations invols ing the 
sords “good people” and sumilar capressions. the collec- 
thon taken by passing the plate following Alf Svensson's 
main speech. and a number of other thongs. But the fact 
remains that for better or for worse, the A.DS has now 
established ssclf as “an ordmary party ~ 

* Cabinet Post Sought 
V/ENOOID Stackholm DAGENS NYHETER 

im Swedish 30 Jun 91 p 6 

[Article by Kaa Encherg “Siren Calls From Social Dem- 
ocrats Not Important at Christian Democratx Con- 

gress} 

[Text] Umea—A catunet post for Alf Swenson m a 
nonsocialist government—that « what the Christan 
Democratn Party (ADS). which ended its 28th national 
congress on Saturday. 1s calling for 

(on the other hand. there was ttle response from the WOO) 

delegates to the wren calls from the Social Democrats 
which at least part of the ADS leadership thinks has 
been hearing 

The ennotied party leader—eho was reelected for the 

18th teme on Saturday —rs keeping a low profile himectf 
aad refuwng to talk m terms of catunet posts In a 
conversation with DAGENS NYHETER at the People's 
Hall he semply ported out that the gues! attending the 
congress as a representative of the Norwegian party had 
advised them that one really exerts an mfuence only 
from a position om government 

“l can enderstand those who wy we should work m the 
opposition om the Rikedag for a pervod, but if we do. we 
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will find « hard to push through the pay for carcg:vers 
being demanded by our movement.” says Alf Svensson 

by the other nonsocialrst party headquarters themscives 
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noticed a pronounced turnaround in the treatment of his 
party by the Assocation of Christian Socual Democrats. 

“The newspaper BRODERSKAPAREN has never been 
thes mece to us before.” Alf Svensson remarked. 

* Main Plank: Cut Taxes 

V/E NO69R 4 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
im Swoedich 6 Jun Yl p 7 

[Text] One hundred kronor more a month to those who 
take carly retrememt. That « one of the very few 
completely new and concrete clecthon promises issued by 

Party mm its eight pages of campaign i 
LS; Hf a if i i Fi 
Hi i i ff i 
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There ss a strong desire mm the party to lure the Center 
closer to the parhamentary alternative centered on an 
economac clection program with the Moderates and the 
Liberals. 

Both on his speech to the Moderate Party commutice and 
during the press conference. Carl Biidt cautiously invited 
the Center and the Christian Democratic Party to rally 
more definitely to the support of the nonsocialist clec- 
tion platform that already cxrsts. At the same time Boldt 
distanced himself from New Democracy as a foundation 
for a nonsocialist govern nent 

“Al the present tome the ball 1s on the Center's court. | am 
hoping that more peopic will be prepared to participate 
im the alternative that has been presented. The decrson 
is theirs,” sand Bild. 

Thas 1s a kind of “chicken-race™ between Olof johansson 
and Carl Bild. 

The Moderates’ collective clection promises mean 
mmcreased Costs 1» the state in the amount of about onc 
bilhon kronor during the first fiscal year. On the whole 
the money will be spent for more police. on universities, 
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Bildt said that this year's election battle will be between 
the social democratic defense of excessive assistance and 
high taxes and the Moderates’ lowering of taxes and 
reduced dependence on assistance. He expects that 
Ingvar Carlsson will try to bluff his way through yet 
another election campaign. 

Manifesto Promises 

In a speech to his party committee, Bildt said that the 
europeanization and opening of our economy involve 
new conditions and limitations for political power. The 
new openness calls for considerably more quality and 
accuracy in the national policy that 1s still necessary. 

The first point of the manifesto 1s yes to full membership 
in the EC in 1995. Afterwards there will be reduced 
taxcs, less public expenditure, a growth in the economy, 
lower rents and prices because of competition, profits for 
individual savers, health care assistance, an end to the 
health care crisis, because of, among other things, health 
insurance instead of county council taxes, more homes 
for the aged. more grades in the schools, free universities, 
reduced taxes for artists as entrepreneurs, a halt of the 
impending mortgages for housing, stricter narcotics reg- 
ulations, a Statutory right to ownership, abolishment of 
the gencral clause in the tax statute, environmental fees, 
deregulation of agriculture, and a strong defense. The 
church will be liberated from state influence and assis- 
tance will be directed towards newborn democracies. 

* Westerberg Criticizes 

YIENO69YSB Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 26 Jun 91 p 7 

[Report from Press Wire Service, Inc. “Leader of Lib- 
eral Party: Moderates Going Too Far™] 

{Text} After having read the Moderate Party election 
manifesto, the leader of the Liberal Party, Bengt West- 
erberg. feels that the Moderates are going too far when it 
comes to concrete promises and the extent of the tax 
reductions. 

“We also feel that it 1s important to reduce taxes, but to 
the Moderates it 1s the solution to everything,” says 
Westerberg. 

On the other hand, Westerberg 1s positive about Bildt's 
priorities for what a nonsocialist government should do 
if they should win the election. The policies in regards to 
Europe, reduced taxes for small and medium-sized busi- 
nesses, as well as a reduction in the value-added tax are 
part of the joint document signed by the parties. 

The differences in opinion concern primarily the welfare 
policy design of the health care system. Opinions 
regarding cultural policy as well as refugee policy differ 
as well. 

“The manifesto shows very clearly that the Moderates 
and the Liberals are two parties in cooperation, but they 
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are far from the same party. We have different priorities 
and emphases,” says Westerberg. 

* Paper Assesses Manifesto 

9IENO698C Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 26 Jun 91 p 2 

[Editorial: “Moderates Encounter Reality”) 

[Text] The Moderates’ election manifesto 1s character- 
ized by the party's usual self-confidence, as is indicated 
by the pretentious headline: “Ideas From the Future— 
The Best for Sweden.” 

Carl Bildt was right when he. in his speech to the party 
committee, proudly declared that “everyone knows what 
we represent.” The Moderates have the most unambig- 
uously established profile among the parties. Reduce 
taxes. Law and order. Kids have to learn things in school. 
These and similar known theses are capressed clearly 
and with strong emphasis in th. election manifesto. 

Each and every one of the Moderates’ opimons 1s also 
supported by most of the voters. How does it come about 
that the Moderates do not have an even greater fol- 
lowing” It is probably due to the fact that the character of 
the party is also judged. The Moderates are seen as 
lacking interest in collective survival questions such as 
the environment. Many see it as a party for those who are 
successful, and wonder what would happen in a Mod- 
erate society in situations where we are vulnerable. Many 
older generation voters also remember the Right Wing 
Party as a drag. 

It would be wrong to state that the clection manifesto 
confirms these notions (except in regard to our greatest 
social problem, alcohol abuse, which 1s neglected despite 
a long section on “stopping violence”). The environment 
is mentioned. Social assurances have a place. Calling 
today's Moderate Party a drag 1s definitely not right. It 1s 
strongly directed towards change. it even describes itself 
as almost in league with the rapid pace of current history. 

However, there is the problem of evidence. Is it really 
this simple? Can it really be accomplished’ The Social 
Democrats rest on their long practical history (although 
not as successful of late). No one else can do that. With 
the election only a few weeks away, the moment 1s 
coming closer when words meet the test of reality. 

The Moderates are posing an equation which reads: 
difficult starting position + large tax reductions + 
increased care and assistance + more defense and edu- 
cation + continuing housing subsidies and pensions = a 
balanced budget, reduced inflation, plus growth. Some 
factor or other is in danger. 
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* EC, EMS Seen hnpacting on Election Campaign 
YIENO70OSB Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 6 Jul 91 p 2 

[Commentary by Sven Svensson, DAGENS NYHETER 
political editor] 

[Text] The 1932 election was an historic change of 
systems. The election was a breakthrough for the Social 
Democratic model, which would control the develop- 
ment of Sweden for six decades. The Social Democrats 
received over 40 percent of the vote for the first tume in 
1932. The party would stay at that level for one election 
after the other—until 1991” 

Two major factors affected the 1932 election. Unem- 
ployment reached a record level and the Agrarian Party 
decided to support the employment policy of the Social 
Democrats. It was based on Keynesian theones of pro- 
ductive state jobs, instead of thrift with state money and 
reduced wages. The nonsocialist forces in the Riksdag. 
led by Finance Minister Felix Hamrin, were behind the 
tumes. Economists such as Bertil Ohlin and Gunnar 
Myrdal supported the Keynesian theories. They gave 
Social Democracy its new political legitimacy. 

Not only the failure of capitalism in the area of employ- 
ment led to the historic change in power. The minority 
government of liberal C.G. Ekman had also been dis- 
credited in public opinion 

There are some clear similarities between 1932 and 
1991. The government's policies seem to have reached 
the end of the road and a majority of the voters want 
something totally new. 

For a long time, Social Democracy was a successful 
combination of large-scale industrial production, scrence 
and research, and a fair distribution of the prosperity. 

In 1991 even the grandchildren of welfare question the 
big, clumsy social insurance system. The tax changes that 
were unavoidable from a production standpoint have 
been met with open skepticism by many Social Demo- 
crats. Few can deny that the policy of wage solidarity has 
seen better days. The progressive tax system led not to 
income equalization, but to tax cheating and few people 
believe thai the public sector 1s being run rationally and 
efficiently. 

When did things go w ” The decline began with the 
wildcat strike in the ore fields after the leftist revolt of 
1968. State-employed mineworkers going oul on a 
wildcat strike was unheard of—a disgrace 

But the mayor mistakes were made during the years in 
opposition—1976 to 1982. Instead of modernizing their 
policies, the party blamed anything that moved and 
glorified the costly social insurance system until they had 
to step in and make changes in 1990. 
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The change in government in 1982 led to more wrong 
decisions that the Social Democrats, true to their myths, 
had not yet managed to overcome. In order to sidesiep 
all the unpleasant decisions that had to be made to 
counter overeapansion in the public sector, they under- 
took a so-called offensive devaluation. 

Sweden should work and save its way out of the financial 
crisis that the three nonsocialist governments had left in 
their wake. But the devaluation could not succeed. A 
successful devaluation would have presupposed that the 
increases in prices and costs in Sweden would be driven 
down to the levels found in other countries. First of all, 
this was contrary to the election promises of the Social 
Democrats and, secondly, 1 went against the symbiotic 
relationship between the Social Democratic Party and 
LO [Federation of Trade Unions). 

Instead, the result was cxacessive profits that reduced the 
cost consciousness of companies and opened the cyes of 
the trade unions, which then called for unrealistically 
high wage increases. The circle was completed and Feldt 
had to back his bags and go. 

It was a mistake © beleve that a Social Democratic 
government could convince the unions to lower their 
wage demands. Kyjell-Olof Feldt has vividly descnbed 
how Olof Palme. in the face of a threatening labor 
market conflict in the public sector that would have 
spoiled the Social Democrats’ chances mm the 1985 elec- 
tions, simply gave in 

Are the nonsocialist parties now ready for another his- 
toric change in 1991” 

The first condition has already been met. The Social 
Democrats have been forced to implement policies that 
the nonsocialist parties have advocated for a long time. 
such as reduced marginal taxes and an application for 
EC membership. 

It us extremely doubtful, however, that the nonsocialist 
partics Can agree On an austere economic policy that will 
be capable of solving the problems in the wage structure 
At a time when Sweden 1s in danger of being deindusin- 
alized because interest rates and costs are much too high. 
the state-supported labor movement cannot be allowed 

to sabotage a sensible economic policy 

The nonsocialist parties have only one trump card in 
their hand. Swedish membership in the EC and in the 
European Monetary System. EMS. would mean that the 
Swedish export industry would have to become a wage 
leader. 

The question 1s whether or not such a change in the wage 
structure 1s possible without greater freedom of choice in 
the public sector. Its employees now lack a reasonable 
background on which to base their salary capectations 

The beginning of the clection campaign is not very 
promising. The platform of the Moderate Party seems to 
indicate that Carl Bildt 1s on a virtual panic over the 

advances of New Democracy im the voter polls. He has 
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made campaign promises that go far beyond the eco- 
nomic program of the Moderate-Liberal alliance which. 
themselves, go a few steps too far. 

Alt a time when the Social Democrats are in their worst 
identity crisis ever, Center Party leader Olof Johansson 
1S trying to be more of a Social Democrat than the Social 
Democrats themselves. 

In politics, offering such enticements is no way to form a 
firm and solid foundation for a nonsocialist change in 
1991—one that would last for six decades, like the Social 
Democrats’ breakthrough in 1932. 

* Poll Shows Politicians Losing Credibility 

GYIENOJOLA Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 

in Swedish 30 Jun 91 p 6 

[Article by Claes-Goran Kycllander: “Report Frightening 
for Politecians™) 

[Text] A report recently made public by Goteborg Uni- 
versity, should make all politicians shudder. 

It shows that the confidence of the citizens in Sweden's 
Government and Riksdag has sunk to a frighteningly low 
level, from an international point of view. 

There 1s a basic difference between lack of confidence in 
“politicians” as a general and anonymous group and lack 
of confidence in those well-define J institutions “govern- 
ment” and “Riksdag ~ 

The government and Riksdag are responsible for legrsia- 
tion, taxation and international and security issucs. The 
government and Riksdag design and develop standards. 

Respect for Laws 

Even to someone who feels that politicians meddle in too 
many things. it 1s important that the government and the 
Riksdag function well, and that a large majority of the 
population can have confidence in its representatives, 
regardless of which party governs 

A nation cannot exrst for any length of time with a low 
level of confidence mm its basic political institutions, 
without it affecting the citizens’ respect for the laws and 
standards of society 

The entire host of reasons for the reduced confidence 1s 
not going to be discussed in this article, only a few 
changes in attitude which are probably related to the 
decline in the political climate 

Not so long ago. the fact that a politicians’ task was a 
commission of trust used to be emphasized. Being 
elected was a personal honor and you did not represent 
your party alone. 

More than 10 years ago, the parties began to notice that 
it was becoming increasingly difficult to make people 
accept political commussions. Many quit after having 
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participated im one or two sessions as delegates or 
members of the Riksdag It was especially difficult to 
retain or recruit politicians 30 to 40 years of age. 

Rikséag Tedious 

In many Cases, personal reasons piayed an important 
role: both spouses working, or the difficulties in main- 
taining and utilizing one's property (house. boat, cars) 

Quite often, however, another reason was given: Only a 
few members of the party decide everything, the indi- 
vidual part-time politician has little influence. the feeling 
of personal trust has been reduced. Even offers of gov- 
ernment Commissions were rejected. 

This year a member of the cabinet said no to a seat in the 
Riksdag Margot Wallstrom does have personal reasons 
for her decision, but she stated frankly that she found ut 
very tedious to sit in the Riksdag as an opposition 
politician. 

During the meeting of the Christian Democratic Party in 
Umea, Jerzy E:mhorn declared that he really did not 
aspire to a seat in the Riksdag and the audience laughed 
“We can understand that'™ 

Why are so few politicians proud of recerving the finest 
commission that any one could get’? Why are lan Wacht- 
meister and Bert Karlsson heaping scorn on the Riksdag 
they are trying so hard to join? Why does Jerzy Einhorn 
not say: “Il am proud to be elected to the Riksdag”” 

Why 1s the task of being clected by the people to the 
country’s parhament associated with so much more 
Status and honor in our neighboring countries’ 

Power Reduced 

A partial explanation can probably be found in the 
Swedish Constitution with a very large Riksdag that 1s 
difficult to handle. This has led to the real power of the 
Riksdag being reduced and to the power of the govern- 
ment being increased. something which was probably 
not intended when the new Constitution was introduced 
in 1970. 

The media's news coverage of the Riksdag has also 
changed character completely during the past 20 years 

interest in an issue often reaches its peak during the 
preparatory stages. shortly before or at the same time as 
the government submits a proposal. Thereafter | dwin- 
dies rapidly. The deciding debates and decisions in the 
Riksdag are not even mentioned. unless the issuc ts very 
important and/or spectacular 

This development is not solely due to changes in the 
evaluation of news among the media To a great extent, 
it 18 due to the fact that the Riksdag has changed 11s mode 
of operation and nowadays quite often schedules the 
debate and decision on one and the same question for 

two separate days 
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Lack of Information 

Never mind the reasons, the effect 1s obvious: The 
general public 1s often poorly informed about the deci- 
svons made by the Riksdag 

In view of the evidence about the catastrophically dwin- 
dling confidence produced by the Goteborg researchers. 
no onc. and not least those who have been entrusted with 
the task of representing the people in the Riksdag. should 
remain passive. 

A legislative power that rests on a fragile foundation 
sooner or later has unpleasant consequences in all soci- 
eties. Therefore, a debate on the constitution should be 
part of the election campaign. 

One party, New Democracy. actually has entered into its 
program that it wants to abolish parliamentarism. Is no 
one going to accept the challenge” 

* Child Care Policy Divides Nonsocialists 

* Two Parties Agree 

VIENOT334 Stackholm DAGENS NYHETER 
im Swedish 11 Jul Yi p 8 

{Article by Kaa Eneberg The Center Wornes Liberals 
and Moderates. Child Care Allowance Bone of Conten- 
tion in Nonsocialrst Platform] 

{Excerpts} The Moderates and Liberals’ joint govern- 
ment platform 1s being driven hard by both parties as the 

election campaign gcts under way 

Several jount appearances by Carl Biidt and Bengt Wes- 
terberg including a televised encounter, set for 7 Sep- 
tember, 1s being discussed by campaign strategists. 
Whether even the Center Party's Olof Johansson will 
show up remains an enigma [passage omitted] 

Even if the three nonsocialist parties in the Riksdag can 
agree on a child care subsidy, t will by no means be the 
first thing the Moderates and the Liberals will rush to 
push through. on the event of a nonsocialist election 
victory. The important thing 1s to put the coonomy on its 
feet 

Irritation 

Both the Moderates and the Liberals are irritated that 
Center Party Leader Olof Johansson has reshuffled the 
cards. At the convention in Uddevalla. just before the 
summer solstice. he pitted the child care subsidy against 
the tax reduction that had been agreed upon by the 
alternative government's “New Start for Sweden.” 

Bengt Westerberg sniped at Johansson. in turn, pointing 
out that the situation did not allow for cxpensive 
reforms 

In fact. both Moderates and Liberals are maintamning a 
low-key. concihatory posture toward the Center Party 
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Both are secking to avoid any possible blame for “two 
ganging up on the third.” which was Olof Johansson’s 
response to their joint government program 

Bildt's Waiting Game 

The voters will have to wast to hear what Cari Bildt 
wants until 27 July when he kicks off hes clection 
campaign with his traditional appearance before the 
Skargaard audience and the media at Grissichamn in 
Roslagen. In a conversatoon with DAGENS NY HETER. 
he remarked only that “some strange things were sand by 
Olot Johansson at the Center Party convention” 

“In May we wrote a jount statement in the Riksdag on 
economic polscy and thought we had come a long way 
towards a mutual understanding Yet. from the conven- 
tion, one got the impression that the Center Party was no 
longer in tune with those ideas.” sand Bildt 

( ornerstone 

Moderate deputy chairman Lars Tobisson points out 
that the alternative government program “as not a 
mayor issue of debate for the Center Party at | ddevaila 
The single exception was the EC question. The ( enter 
Party leadership gained appro al to support application 
to the EC 

Lower taxes and decreased public expenditure s the 
cornerstone of the economic plattform written by Lars 

Tobisson and the Liberals’ economic expert. Anne Wib- 
ble 

Lars Tobisson also points out that the child care sulysedy 
intended to create an option om family policy. 1s warmly 
embraced. but that consideration musi first go to cre- 
ating an economy that can sustamn such a reform 

“Tax reductions are unavordable. We cannot ect away 
from them if we are to have market competitiveness in 
the tax sphere. which will be an issue once the barner of 

national boundaries disappears im Europe.” sand Lars 
Tobisson, who 1 furously defending himsclt against 
what he regards as the Center's simplistic themking 
concerning the Moderate Liberal brothers’ reasons tor 
prioritizing tax reductions 

“In order for the tax reductions to succeed, there must be 
a cutback m expenditures. deregulation. and overall 
efficiency ~ 

Child Care Allowance 

Lars Tobisson notes that the child care allowance has a 
savings factor. in that it cases the pressure on cxapanding 
expensive day care facilitees 

In January. the Moderate. Liberal. and (enter parties 
united in a Riksdag motion on a taxed child care 
allowance of 18.000 kronor per child For this sum. one 
should be able to “buy” day care or a cheaper child care 
situation. The moncy can also be thought of as a normal 
wage if one of the spouses Chooses to stay al home to take 
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care of the child. The Christian Democrats (K DS). warm 
supporters of child care in the home. also prefer to call 
the subsidy a child care wage 

* Main Issue for Liberals 
VIE NOT 33B Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 21 Jul 91 p 6 

[Article by Clacs-Croran Kycilander “Lower Taxes 
Before Child Care Allowance’. Westerberg Gave Clear 
Message To Center and Christian Democrats] 

[Text] Trosa—He whe beheves he can trade a tax 
decrease for a child care allowance has not understood 
the nature of the weve Tax reduction « mtended to 

mecrease growth and employment. Therefore. a child care 
allowance cannot be substituted for it 

Bengt Westerberg made this pount with great emphasis 
on Saturday when he opened the electron campaign in 
Trosa 

“& lower tax on capital = necessary.” he sand. “as 
otherwise we will see Swedish commercial invesiment 
going abroad in cven larger quantities: The result will be 
Sagnation. increased uncmployment. and declining 
public finances ” 

The message was addrewed not only to the several 
hundred listeners gathered on Trosa’s harbor green but 
also to Olot Johansson and Alf Svensson The child care 

subsidy has to be seen in relation to other capenditures 
Taxes have to be seen in relation to the devclopment of 
a seamless Europe. in which Sweden cannot afford to run 
a separate policy that will sare off capital and inves. 
ments 

tncreased Suppert for Handi apped 

The tax on capital must be lowered wemmediately. and 
sulequentl, employer cipenses and \ aluc-added tar in 
whatever order and pace that 1s suitable when the time 

comes 

Do we have the means to introduce a general support for 
tarmiles with small chiidren” It cannot be excluded sand 
Beng? W esicrberg. but made it clear at the same time that 
he and the party liberals are not thenkeng of promusing 
such a reform in addition to the campaign promiuc 
concerning family doctors. which does not cost moncy 

the Liberal Party 1s goung into the electron with two new 
tmihon for the handwapped. money which will be 
brought in because ducs to umons and employer assoc- 
atrons no longer receive a tan deduction 

More goodies than these the Liberals do not intend to 
offer the voters, sand Westerberg The fact that he raned 
his voece pust at thes moment was surcly mot entirely duc 

to the stormeinds that rattled the megengs om the Trosa 
hot harhor 
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Disturbing Opinion Polly 

Al the press conference he saghed a little over the opimon 
poll figures and the fact that hes party and Carl Bildt's 
have sunk in the polls since they presented thew joint 

cconomn program iast fall. Partly. « can be duc to the 
New Democracy. at least as far as the Moderates are 
concerned, he felt 

Westerberg conceded that he hesitated before going up 
agains! lan Wachimerster on television. “It wall be a very 
difficult debate ~ 

The New Democracy can. lke all new political faces. 

attract with its fresh look. that has not been ined before 
Bul it 1 better to take up the debate than to change 
politics 

“I am convinced that the Social Democrats’ complicte 
about-face on the food tax msuc 6 duc to New Democ- 
racy.” 

Sharp ( riticivm for Secial Democrats 

He also revealed that on a few weeks the Liberal Party 
will present a new proposal on the child care allowance. 

which “I hope will be acoeptablc to all the nonsocialrst 

parties ~ 

Westerberg was unusually Caustic in his chore of words 
when he criticized the Socsal Democrats. He found the 
party S$ arguments dishonest and capressed hes drsap- 
pomtiment over the fact that the party “represents 

rightist politics. on the worst sense of the word.” m 
breaking solidarity with the weakest groups—the sich. 
the refugees. the poor of the Third World 

“Such a desertion 1s unthinkabic for a liberal party ~ he 
sand and guaranteed that the Liberal Party would con- 
tenue to fight for the “forgotten Sweden.” for a dignified 
reception for refugees. for ard to the poor nations 

“Will that get votes” Possibly not. but 1 does not matter 
That « our policy.” he proclaumed stubbornly to the 
sailors and summer visitors 

They also learned that the Westerberg family now con- 
siders itself a resident of Trosa in the summertime It ts 
where he has a rewdence and ut 1 where he intends to 

conduct his summer speeches as long as he 1s leader of 
the party The chowe of place for launching his first 
specch of the 19°) campaign was a good once ht rained to 
the south and north. to the cast and west. before the 

speech and afterwards But for 48 minutes the sun shone 

and the Liberal Party flags Mapped lustily 

* Liberals Doubt F flectiveness 

VIENOTIAC Stadtholm DIGENS NYHETER 

im Swedich 21 Jul Gl p 2 

}Commentary by Svante Nycander “Liberals and Chris- 

nan Democrats: Opponents or Frends on Health Care 

Policy”) 
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[Text] Cancer professor and Christian Democrat, Jerzy 
Einhorn, 1s causing consternation among Liberal Party 
members, especially among county council members. 
The Christian Democrats are sailing forward as the 
health care party. and 11 makes an impression on people 
when an authority like Einhorn asserts that health care 1s 
going to cost more and appeals to the legislators’ com- 
passion, the test of a good health care policy would be a 

higher appropriation. 

The Liberal Party perspective is just the opposite. Health 
care 1s a publkc monopoly which suffers from acute 
systemic failure. It 1s bureaucratized and ineffectual. 
When personal imitiative rs given a freer reign, it will be 
seen that more and better care can be given at a cheaper 
cost. The Liberal Party has from the end of the 1970's, 
when Gabriel Romanus discovered the advantages of the 
family doctor system in England, enriched its health care 
debates with many ideas for changes in the system. One 
of the main ideas 1s to create a place for the private 
alternative. although with collective financing retained. 

(ht ss something like the defense question. For the 
Moderates, the desire to increase appropriations in ail 
spheres 1s illustrated by its disposition toward defense 
spending. while the Liberal Party has a battle on with the 
generals over how resources are being managed by the 
defense department. It 1s a feature of party policy, | 
believe. not to compete against an overbid, which 
requires a good press to focus analysis and argumenta- 
ton.) 

Doctor Sonja Thorburn has seen in Hudiksvall and in 
Umea how even senile old people can take responsibility 
for their lives. At the Liberal Party seminar on restruc- 
turing of health care and social services last Friday. in 
Visby, she asserted that health care often makes patients 
passive and increases the need for care. When Jerzy 
Einhorn came to speak. she created an outburst 

“It 1s awful that he scares people on thes way. He 1s the big 
father figure who rehe ves patients from taking responsi- 
bility for themselves.” 

lt 1s not crystal clear how Eynhorn offended, but the 
rational 1s something like thes A friendly. authoriiative. 
patriarchal doctor can create as large a demand for 
heaith care as he hhes. Patrents have confidence in him 
and become dependent upon him Later. the same doctor 
can point to the wasting lines for health care and. using 
his considerable authority. demand more resources 

The Christian Democrats’ tender feelings for health care. 
on the party leadership level. unctuous and pathetic, 

could be a hindrance to a more cerebral approach to 
health care policy If the demand for increased resources 
is emphasized. i will play into the hands of the preser- 
vationist forces in the county councils and the Municipal 
Workers Union During an election campaign it suits the 
Social Democrats. quite simply. to pit health care against 
tax reductions and to skip the awkward facts concerning 
overuse of resources within the public health care sector 
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Before the election of 1988 | followed a portion of Bengt 
Westerberg’s campaign and was amazed that he devoted. 
in My Opinion, an inordinate amount of his speech and 
tume during visits to the workplace on the private alter- 
native to health care. His electron Campaign Came across 
as nonpolitical, and the public response was not over- 
whelming. 

The problem was that he was ahead of his time. To run 
a campaign around private initiatives in health and 
social services, with telling examples, was in reality to 
level a general attack on our ineffective, but ideologically 
unassailable public service monopoly. The issuc was 
nonpolitical simply because no party until then had 
understood its explosive potential. 

Westerberg made it difficult for his opponents to take the 
counter-offensive with the theme “the Liberal Party 
wants health and social services to be managed for 
profit.” Those organizations, often started by nurses or 
pre-school teachers, which he described in his speeches 
cannot be depicted as a manifestation of commercialism. 
All understand that the driving force 1s not the potential 
profits but the joy of making the work independent. 

In just a few years the attitude has changed. Now 
discussions deal not with the individual merit of mar- 
ginal facilities, but with the whole health care system. 
Nothing 1s taken for granted, not even the county coun- 
cils’ role as directors or even their very cxrstence. The 
ideological hindrances, in what concerns public service, 
has lessened. 

At his press conference in Trosa on Saturday, Bengt 
Westerberg was in good humor. He counted the Chris- 
tian Democrats and Jerzy E:mhorn as Liberal Party 
confederates in health care policy. That 1s just a little bit 
odd considering Einhorn’s criticism of the Riksdag par- 
ties, including the Liberal party. for the reduction of the 
government subsidy to health care by 34 bilhon kronor 
during the 1980's. 

* Former Army Chief Questions JAS Program 
VIENOTOIC Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 20 Jun 91 p 3 

[Guest commentary by Lt. Gen. Nils Skold: “Reevalu- 
ate the JAS Project””] 

[Text] In an opimon article in DAGENS NYHETER on 
14 June Defense Minister Rowe Carlsson maintained 
that an increase in defense appropriations 1s not pos- 
sible. On that same day the commander in chict of the 
armed forces submitted the armed forces’ program plans 
to the government. With an unchanged level of funding 
he anticipates that the Army must be reduced to 10 
brigades. The decisive question must now be whether 
such an army 1s cnough to defend our entire country 
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The war in the Persian Gulf recently demonstrated a 
mancuver strategy im accordance with the US. doc- 
trine-—Aur Land Battle 2000. The UN alhance employed 
many large army units in order to accomplish that task. 

The Soviet Union has designed a corresponding stratcgy. 
in which one attempts with operational mancuver 
groups—OMG—1o penetrate deeply into the opponent's 
terrmtory and disorganize the defense 

How to defend against an attack of thes type has been the 
subject of a detailed discussion im recent years im the 
international strategic debate. A general opinion 1s that if 
airfields, bridges, communications nodes, cic. can be 
defended in depth, the attacker cannot obtain the 
mobility and speed which he desires and will become 
vulnerable to countermeasures. 

It 1s such a strategy which we must aim for. If we are 
attacked, it 1s necessary to be able to meet the attacker 
wherever he comes, and we must anticipate that the 
attack will be launched into the depth of our territory 
from the beginning. This requires a thick territonal 

After the attacker has been delayed and if possibic 
temporarily halted, sufficient numbers of mobile armed 
forces must be gathered toward the threatened directions 
in order to counterattack. The goal must be to defend the 
main part of the country and to gain time. Retaining 
freedom of action 1s of decisive importance By so doing. 
the preconditions are created for political measures and 
help from outside. 

These operational tasks cannot be solved by few and 
small Army units, as some contributors to the debate 
seem to think Ten brigades are completely insufficient 
even to accomplish a so-called threshold effect. Large 
gaps will occur in our vast country, gaps which an 
attacker could utilize. The risk 1s great that he could 
easily reach his targets and that the defense could rapidly 
collapse. This does not help maintain peace. 

How, then, did this situation develop’? A thought- 
provoking editonal here in DAGENS NYHETER (16 
June) discussed the development costs of the defense A 
very significant factor was omitted, however, namely 
that of the cost increases within the JAS system 

Now we seem to have gotten the “cuckoo effect” which 
| warned against before the 1982 development decision 
The Army's problems are extensively linked to the fact 
that the commander in chief has shifted 7 billhon from 
the Army to pay for the JAS. 

This makes it urgent to evaluate the need for aircraft 
Strategic and military-technical motives also argue in 
fax or of such an evaluation. 

With our policies it 1s out of the question for us to 
imitiate a war. It 1s the attacker who chooses the time, 
place and modus operand: for hes attack. He will cer- 
tainly try to surprise and fool us. Thes 1s true above all in 
the area of acral war 
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and israci did the same in 1967. 

The Swedish fighter aircraft are normally grouped into 
mine bases. These are well known and measured with 
great precision. If we are attacked, we must cxapect the 
enemy to deploy more units, to some extent with greater 
technology, than we have available. There os then great 
risk that our air combat units will be knocked oul very 
quickly. 

We need modern fighter aircraft in peacetime in order to 
monitor our air space 

But for this task « 1s enough to have four or five 
squadrons and sufficiently many pilots. All efforts in 
excess of incident preparedness units could be just a 
waste of moncy in the event we are tested. 

Gulf those turned out to be effective (for cxample the 
Patriot) as well as difficult to defend against (for example 

A continuing review of the organization of the military 
defense and of rationalization measures 1s necessary It 1s 
possible that we are facing mayor structural changes. The 
number of JAS aircraft must be limited in order for us to 
achieve a balance within the defense as well as the Air 
Force 

On the other hand, with respect to the tasks of the 
Swedish defense and the development in military tech- 
nology there 1s reason to invest im many Army units with 
modern equipment adapted to our conscription system 
This. 1m turn, requires the state authorities to allocate the 
necessary resources to the Army instead of reducing the 
organization so much that the operational tasks cannot 
be accomplished 

* Saab-Scania Offers JAS Gripen to Finland 

VIENOT024 Stockholm DAGENS NYHETER 
in Swedish 16 Jul 91 p 6 

{Article by Anders Hellberg “JAS Plane Offered to 

Finland” | 
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Swedish aurcraft 1s regarded as an outsider un the mam- 

sinks expressed it on Monday In plarn words this means 

influence the deal 

Swedish Draken and Soviet MiG-2 t's 

U.S. Plane Favorite 

The orginal intent was for the Finnish Au Force to buy 

But the Defense Ministry in Helsenk: has now reconsid- 
ered and wants information on whai « would cost to 
replace practically all the Au Force planes at one ume 

This also means that the old principle adhered to m 
neutral Finland that one-third of all weapons purchased 
for the armed forces must come from the East. one-third 
from the West and. if possible one-third from domesin 
industry has now been ahandoned 

Since Finland does not manufacture any fighters of its 
own on thes case half would come from the cast and half 
from the west 

“But thes principle no longer has much sgnificance. we 
buy the plane that suits us best and which has the best 
proce.” says Hanno Strang at the Defense Ministry mm 
Hetsink: 
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According to information given to DAGENS 
NYHETER, « would be surpresng of the order went to 
anyone other than the two 1S. manufacturers. ht 
prmarily the General Dynamas F-16 that the 
favorite. sence the F-18 from McDonnell Douglas too 
tag a two-cngine plane for the Finnish aceds 

Saab may contend that JAS « a smaller. higher and 
cheaper plane than those of the competitors. at the same 
tume as it 1s the most modern The long delay whach has 
affected the JAS proyect sence the crash of the first icst 
aircraft makes «t harder for Saab to compete. however 

Finnish Defense Minister Elisabeth Rehn recently statcd 
at the aur show om Paris that there must not be any more 
delays if Saab 1s to take part on the competetron 

Saab has now promised to begin delivering the aurcraft in 
1996 As carly as next year the Finnish gowermment will 
make a decision regarding who will get the large aircraft 
order 

Ome condition for the Finnarsh dea! to work owt rs that the 
Defense Materne! Agency im Seeden contenucs procure- 
ment and orders the | ¥) planes of the scoond partial 
senes 

“(ntherwise there will be no deal with Finland.” says Rolf 
Erichs 

* Major Defense Firm Announces Job Cuts 

* Lacertain Defense Outlook 
VIE NOO81 Stadholm DAIGENS NVHETER 

in Swedish 2° Jun 91 p DI 

[Article by Thortyorn Spangs “Threat of More Lay. 
Offs} 

[Text] The weapons factory, Swedish Ordnance. 1s gong 
to reduce its work force by 1.685 and « ms choseng its 
facilites on Vingaker and Londesberg At the Zakrisdal 
factory mm Karlstad. where more than 850 people are 
employed today the work force will be reduced by more 
than S) percent 

“Without entering ito details about the reduction pro- 
gram. the decison 1s necessary and dewrable ~ says Jan 
Nygren. state secretary om the Ministry of Defense. to 
DAGENS NYHETER (DN) 

Jan Nygren also expects that there will be further reduc- 
thoms on other arcas within the Swedish defense indusin 

He feets that to be equally desirable 

Bert Solin. head of Swedish Ordnance captained during 
a press conference last Wednesday. that the decrwon to 
lay off close to 1.700 of the company's 6.000 emplovees 
will now be enough 

“More lay-offs might become necessary when the futurc 
seems thes uncertam.” saves Bert Spohn 
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Mere Lay Off, pass through the gates fr the vers last tome | do not 
_ in he ‘. coractusa plan fer ee re lee eee 

Seedrt (rdnance imiludes an ov ernice of the dev chop 

ment part (70) peopic). the ecapoms and ammunition = Ths was sand by Inga-Lll Palmavist at Lindeshers 
part (about > 20) as well as cers woe and marketong | 1*)) industry AB. LIAB. m the Bergsiagen tren of Lindes 
When that task 1s accomplished. more lay-offs could be == herg. Together wath her husband. Lennar\ her brother 
expected Lasse Berg and her sster-in-iae Eva-Lena she 1 one of 

the 1.685 people who well low thee pots ehen Secdish 
Secdrsh (Ordnance and other Secdrsh dctemee indusin 
are warteng for the newt defense decrwon | noertamty 
about the mmternatronal situation wcll mmto the 1990's. ns 
mading the politnsans douMtul and a decrwon on how 
much ell he ventured on defense 1s not capected until 
February of next year 

In order to keep is now above water om the short term 
the management has presented the government ith a 
“wrsh-int” of what « would prefer to sce acoomplnhed 

The manufacture of and other caplosises rs 
at the top of ths iret follow the dev clopment of the 
anti-aircraft mrvssk Bamec the accomplishment of the 
French cooperative proyect ACTA. the production of the 
target-seckong missile Str. as well as the start of pro 

duction of the Bonus-mivsilc 

Will Not Come Te Paw 

Seedrsh (Ordnance 1s the result of a pount action hetecen 
the FFY (Defense Factor, Works) Ordnance and 
Bofors. An equal part of the company « owned by the 
Mate through Fora and Nobel Industries 

When Swedish (Ordnance was formed at the beginning «1 
the year, the management figured mm its prognows that 
the result would be profits of | $200 milhon kronor 
Thes «ill not come to pass According to imformation 
given to DN. profits are well below 7S millon 

In order to adapt the activity to current reality manage- 
ment has decided to clowe production on Lindesherg and 
Vingaker Furthermore. $40 of 850 job openings will 
drsappear at the Zakridal works wm Karlstad (ne hun- 
dred and seventy pots «ill duappear in Esirlstuna and 
120 on Motala Personne! at Karlstrona ail! be reduced 
by 61) out of a total of more than 4.10%) 

Al the same time the concentration of the manufacture 
of ammunition and cxaplosives will Create 200) new pots 
The only divesson not affected will be the small-bore 
activity om Eskelstuna and Karlsborg 

* Impacts | ocal t conomics 
VIE NOOVOR Sew dtoten DOOENS NDHETER 

im Seedrh Jun 2° Ul pp DI? 

[Artecle by Thorsten Engman “Hard To | nderstiand 
( lowng | 

[Test] Londesherg—"I cannot beheve os true ons a 
decison that cannot be accepted of understioad until vou 

Al actewets at LIAB. oath a work force of 210. well be 

closed down Thrs ell take place in a town what already 
has 61) unemploved and ©) poh openings of which only 
one ns industry-related 

(eld Shower for t mples ces 

The closeng of the factory at Lindesherg. the only onc mm 
the country that nm converting ofd hive ammunition to 
traning shells for the defense did not Come as a surprise 
to the management unron oF cmpbovces 

From dixcussoms carned on at Seocdrsh (ordnance the 

last couple of weeks. evervone has had the feclong that a 
total closing would be decided upon Last Wednesday + 
decrwon still came as a cold shower for most of them 

“You tude from reality. vou do not want to accept the 

decrwon even though vou underviand that it might be 
necessary Deep mde there m abeays the hope that 
something postive will happen. that the factory could 
keep gorng om some fastron says Lennart 

Inga-Lill who has Been emploved hy the Company since 
19°). adds 

“We thenk eth our hearts The company, might havc had 
a better chance of we had been independent first we 
were bought by Bofors and after Swedish (Ordnance was 
created everytheng has gone so fast — 

No one m the Palmavist and Berg families has yet to 
thon about the future or rather thoughts of the futurc 
have been suppressed All of them hope to continuc to 
we and work om Lindesherg and prefcraty then at 
LIAB 

Mach ( riticrm 

“Hf thongs are really against ws. Gur “hole private 
coonoms will fall apart How are we goung to manage 
mentally when both of us are at home unemployed = says 

Inga-Lill, while she dismantics fuses from | 2m shells 
tor grenade throwers 

“No jobs are to be had here on Lindesberg and wc cannot 
ymagine moving” says Lennart. who moved to Lindes 

berg in 197) after 25 years in Stockholm 

(on the part of the wnron. there 1s 2 jot of criticrm of the 

decrwon to close the factory—partly because affected 

umon shops have not had the chance io parti ipate in the 

structural analvens and parth because | Question 



He contenucs “The best thong would have been for LIAB 
to live its own life and to deliver the bag of profits once 
a year We have demonstrated that we. with our taslor- 
made organization can accomplish low-cost production 
for the customer ~ 
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Vasilion Meets With Ledsky, Makes Statement 

NOO7U8I5 3591 Nicoma Cyprus Broadcasting 
Corporanon Radw Network on Greek 1500 GMT 
bel lug v/ 

[Excerpt] Nelson Ledsky. US. special coordinator on the 
Cyprus problem. had another mecting with President 
Vasihow this afternoon lasting approximaicly two hours. 
In a statement to the news media following the mecting. 
the Republic's president said no predictions can be made 
and that everything will depend on the Turkish position. 
For thes reason, he sand. | am neither optimistic nor 
pessimistic, 

President Vasihou also stated that the Greek Cyprot 
position remams clear It supports the convening of a 
conference on the Cyprus problem. but on condition that 

The pressdent also sand that the National Council will 
convene in late August or carly September, depending on 
developments. Responding to questions, Vasilhou sand 
Ledsky has not come to negotiate or mediate between 
Turkey and Cyprus. [passage omitted] 

Denktas: Greek Cypriots Given Priority by U.S. 

7 40708202491 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radio 
in Turkish to Cyprus 1930 GMT 7 Aug 91 

[Excerpts] Nelson Ledsky, US. State Department special 
coordimator for Cyprus, brought a letter from Secretary 
of State James Baker to Pressdent Rauf Denktas today 

[passage omitted] 

Speaking to reporters today follow ing his sec ond meeting 
with Ledsky, President Denktas sand that the message 
was first brought to the Greek Cypriots and then to the 
Turkish Cyprots. Describing thes as a petty game being 
played by the Americans, Denktas said that it was done 
to show that priority « being given to the Greek Cyp- 
nots. He added: We can assess thes. This 1s being done to 
one side. The last drop can come at any minute. They 
should not do things lke that. We do not expect such 
humiliating treatment from frends or from those who 
clarm to be our frends. 

Denktas sand that at the meeting he told Ledsky once 
again that the Cyprus question came about because the 
Coreck Cyprot partners in the Cyprus state occupied the 
common posts, illegally ruled Cyprus, and colonized the 
Turkish Cyprnots. It a serrous human nghts and 
freedom question, Denktas sand, adding: This problem 
cannot be solved by writing a new constitution. lt a 
matter of intention. It 1s a matter of establishing the 
partnership once again and under clearer terms. We have 
always tried to do that: The problem remained unsolved 
because the Greek Cypnots continued to be treated as 
the legitimate Cyprus Government 

Denktas pomnted out that another important top dis- 
cussed at the mecting was that the guarantees agreement 

CYPRLS © 

cannot be amended. He sand Were « not for the 1960 
guaranices agreement and the alliance agreement of for 
Turkey's mght to unilatcrally mtervenc. the Turkish 
Cypnots could not have been saved. The sland would 
have been destroyed. We told thes to Ledsky once agai, 
sincerely and scrousty 

Denktas stressed that he «rl! defend these principles with 
UN officials Fersecl and Camihon with the same sin- 
cerity. Denktas stressed We have never shunned 
defending our mghts and we «ill never sacrifice our 
rights. | thenk that we found Mr Ledshy more under- 
standing today He brought us a mcssage from Mr. Baker 
that was semular to the onc sent to Vawhow Of course, a 

came late In the diplomatn language. it showed that we 
are not considered at the same level wath the Grock 
Cypnots. However. we are not gong to sce ourselves, our 
rghts. or our cause behind that of the Coreck Cypnots 
because we are berng treated thes way We capect respect 
for the nghts of our people: We do not want anything 
We are determined to protect our mghts 

Before his meeting with Ledsky. Denktas was asked to 
comment on reports that Turkey agreed to make a 
territorial concesson of 7 to ¥ percent on Cyprus. He sad 
that the territonal concesson allegations are mancuvers 
to hurt the morale of the people He stressed thal nt ns 

impossible for Turkey to make any terrtonal conces- 
wons without hes. that m. without the Turkish Cyprot 
people's, knowledge He san that reports about territo- 
nal concessons are part of thes cold war, mancuvers to 
hurt morale and to check the people's reactron He sad: 
When I say I do not know of any territonal concessions, 
1 mean the Turkish Cyprots do not know of that. 
Consequently, 1 do not beheve at all that Turkey made 
such a terrtonal concession The rato «= a rato the 
United Nations rs trymng to sell to us. They are trying to 
convince us to Negotiate between the two percentages. 

Asked to comment on the allegatrons that three of the 
sides will be invited to the quadnpartite surnmuat directly 
while the Turkish Cypriots will be enveted mdirectly, 
Denktas sand According to the White House statement, 
two nations and two (*communitics) will be there How- 
ever. the invitation will be catended by the UN secretary 
general He has not yet sued the invitations 

Denktas on Sep Talks, Proposed Federal System 

7 40 °U8 163891 (Clandestine) Barak Radw 
in Turkish to Cyupres 1TS30GMT ~ tue 9! 

[Text] Pressdent Raut Denktas has send that no results 
will be reached at the talks to be held om September 
unless the Greek Cyprot ode « told that 1 6 pot the 
government of the entire rsiand and that 11 has no nght to 
speak on behalf of the Turkish Cypriot people 

Denktas received today a group of students from the 
Univeruty of Cologne Ansecring a student's question, 
Denktas recalled that the Greck ( yprots conteneed to 
pose as the Cypriot Crovernment after « abandoned the 
Negotiations, which had been gorng on wince 1968. If the 



He continued: The Greek Cyprots are decenveng the 
world by portraying cur resestance against them as a 

revolt against the iegitemate Cypriot Government. We 

Pownting out that 1 1s stall mot certain that the talks eal 
be held on September, Denktas sand The Greek Cypriots 
say that they well not sit at the negotiating tabic unless we 
agree thal they are the genuine Cs priot Government 

Ansecring another question, Denktas noted that there rs 
no gucstion of minorities and majorities in federal 
systems He stressed that equality will not he requested 
tm Wl fhelds and that the Turkish Cypriot ude will have 
M) percent of the seats on the parhament and 8) percent 
of the seats in the senate whech eill represent the two 
wedes. This 1s the way federatroms function. he concluded 

Erogly Rejects ‘Even One Step’ Backward 

7 40808080891 (Clandestine, Bayrak Rady 
im Turkish to Cypress O00 GMT S tue 9 

[Excerpts] Powteng out that no agreement has been 
reached with the Greek Cypriots so far on any of the 
erg! pornts within the framework of the proposed agree- 
ment. Prime Minister Dervis Eroglu sand that a federal 
solution 1s out of the question if the Crreckh Cypriots and 
certain other countnes comtenuc to mest on then current 
stand We declared that the Turkish Republi of 
Northern Cyprus [TRNC] determination regarding its 
survival 1s as strong as ever. and he called on the citizens 
to become the owners of then lands by striking roots 
there 

In an addrews to villagers on Abdogan yesicrday on the 
first leg of a regronal tour FE roghu stressed that the clarms 
about territonal conceswonms are unfounded He con- 
tenued The Repubhcan Assembly is the only authonzed 
organ that will decode on thes matter There has not vet 
heen 4 parhamentary resolutbon on tha wiyect We 
cannot retreat even one iep on the msuc of territory, We 
will nol sign agreements that will force our people to 

become refugees once more Neither we nor Turkey have 
promised any territonal comcewon Turkey has always 
declared that is for the Turkesh C yprots to decade on 
thes nswe A psy chologecal war rs herng «aged against us 
We ell not be taken in however by these intrigucs and 
tactics: [pavsage omitted] 

In response to questions from citizens Eroghy renterated 
that no Greek Cypriot eel be allowed to return and hive 

among Turkish Cyprmot. With the implementation of 
the agreement on the exchange of populations [rn 1497S) 
the rssues of Moommunality and bizonality were sctthed 

should the summut fad. the Greek Cy 
the 

side. Eroghu sand We will not bow to such tricks Rights 
accorded to the Greek Cypriots should also be accorded 
to us [passage omitted] 

Opposition Leaders Meet Ledsky. Stress FE quality 

7 40°08 140391 (Clandestine) Bavtak Radw 
m Turkish to Cyprus 1030GM) * Aue 97 

[Text] Nelson Ledshy. US. State Department special 
coord:mator for Cyprus. 1s contenumng hrs contacts on the 
Cyprus mswe Ths morning he met separately with 
Socual Democrat Party leader Ergun Veh. Free Dem- 
octratx Party leader Iemect Kotak. Republican Turkish 
Party leader Ovker Orgur. and Communal Liberation 
Party leader Musiata Akincs 

In & Statement after the mecteng. Vehth sand that the 
planred September conference eas discussed with Led- 

the other to the level of community Veh sand that be 
also told Ledeky that hus party ap . nr Turkey's 
effective guaranice, bronality. ‘y. and 
equal politecal status. which are may. nm ples for 
the Turkish Cypriots 

in bes statement. Kotak cxplamned that Ledshy Dricted 
them extensively on the latter's comtacts im Ankara and 
other centers On the bass of thes information. Kotak 
noted. be can say that the wdes can meet in September 
within the framework of UN Securty Counce Resolu- 
tron 649 Kotak declared that although mm general he « 
not on favor of unchuding Turkey and Cireece im negotia- 
thom concerneng the Cyprus protiem. he bebewes that a 
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quadnpartite mectong will be beneficial because the talks 
arc highly advanced and may be fruitful Kotak sad that 
he conveyed to Ledsky bes party's veces on cqualrty. 
territory. and the other nghts of the Turkish Cypriots 

Speaking after the mecteng. Orgur declared that he told 
Ledshy that he veews the planned ( yprus peace confer- 
ence on September as a very powtive icp. Expressing the 
bebe that thes conference well lead the ( yprus problem 
mite the peace process, Ozgur sad We have, however. 
underlined the necessity to grant cqual representation to 
both communities at the conference Ozgur remarked 
that he attaches great emportance to equality, which 
actually a requrwte of the UN procedure 

Also speaking after meeteng Ledshy. Akonc: cxplamned 
that veews were exchanged on the Cyprus problem. 
whoch has reached a delicate stage Expresseng brs party's 
comvictron that the Turkesh and Greek Cypriot comme- 
nitres will be politecal equals on a federal solutvom. Akinc: 
said A federation without polrtecal equality rs mmconcers - 
able Anyway equality has cxrsted w far on the mmtercom- 
munal talks. The same must be valid for the four-way 
summt. A conference. mm which Vasihow well be the 
prevdent of Cyprus and Denktas the icader of a commu- 
nity.  unacceptatic Answermg «© cucstron, Akinc 
cupressed the belt that the (Cyprus profiem has now 

reached the resolutpon stage becaws of the new under. 
Manding that resulted from the changes in the world and 
m Europe 

Bush Role Welcomed ta Search for Solution 
VC (808087991 Necoma ALAIN SEST on Terkot 
6 twee Vip’ 

[C ohumn by Esref Cetunel: “Should We Be Hopeful ™] 

[Excerpts] Political proflems always have mediators 
and it seems that Presedent Bush has now assured this 
role om the case of the Cyprus problem The Presdent 
embarked on this road wemmediately after the Crulf war 
when the U nited Mates announced initiatives to Convene 
a Middle Eavt peace conference and to resolve the 
(Cyprus dispute, which has become a Cireck-Turkrsh 
problem as well 

We were sheptical at first, as we feared tha’ mm view of the 
less than fnendly approach Prewdent Bush took toward 
Turkey and the Turkish Cyprrots before the Calf war 
and the unfluence brought to bear on him by the Creek 
and Armeman lobtves on the U ated Mates, hes mvolve- 
ment could pave the way for developments that would 
not be on the omterests of the Turkish ( ypreots 

CYPRUS a 

Thes os the fear that prev asied om recent months. the fear 
that prompted a number of officials ied by Rauf Denktas 
to portras Bush as pro sreck prror to hes veset to Ankara 
Events have shown. however that the fear was 
untounded 

Present Bush's very wee approach enabled hem to 
acherve bes first success om bes efforts to convene a 
mecting on Cyprus im September, when he persuaded 
Athens to “sooept” =the wéca of a “quadrepartitec 

Yes. Presedent Bush has managed to persuade all wdes. 
even the Greek and Greek Cypret wides. to attend a 
fowr-party conference on ( yprus 

resumption of talks rs Mot CmoUgh to solve the problem 
UN Securty Councd Resoduteon 649 will be on the table, 
and the Turkish (\preot sde's demand for politnal 
equality and the Greet € ypreot wde's clanm that the mseue 
8 actually one of minority and mayority nghts and that 

Turkey 1s an occupying power will have to be addrewed 
Furthermore the land msuc remains a potential mayor 
stumbinghiock and «rll not allow gunk or casy solu. 
vom There « even more The sume well have to 
address the Turkish ( ypreot wde's demand that Turkey's 
effective and de facto guarantce he mammtamned and the 
Coreek Cypriot wde's effort to place thes guarantee within 
an international framework 

How will all these protierms be solved” 

When Denktas and Vashrow met under the auspices of 
the UN secretary general on New York for the first and 
only me om 1989. Vawhow walked out of the meeting 
when Denktas raned the mewe of selfdetermination 

serious efforts are mow under way to avond a 

swermilar breakdown by having the wdes agree im advance 
on what will be discussed at the summit there mo way 
to tell what will happen when talks actually start 

Stull, we can say we are generally optemetn. The mam 
pownt we wish to make though. 1s that the Creek Cypriot 

sede must mamta a reasonable approach at the Sep- 

tember summit—assumeng. of course it goes ahead— 
and help faciiitate progress Hf thes ns not dome our earher 
predictioms may well come truce Farure will only cause 
the sedes to dig in ther heels to defend the status quo 
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New Government (nnewnced, Secarnng- la Scheduled 
VOU UR DIUS WO! Nicoma Cyprs Broadcasting 
Corporanen Radio Network in Greek 2000 GMT 
” ue 97 

[Text] The mew compowtion of the government under 
Prome Moinister Konstandinos Mitsotakis was 
announced om Athens tomght. Andonos Samaras 
remarms as foreagn menster. Current Deputy Miniter 
Nekolaos Kintos  appomted moniter of the micnor 
The minmters of defense national ecomomy. and finance 
remam the same Andreas Andrianopoulos was 

were replaced m the acw minmterial council Dora 
Bakoyiannrs. deputy minister to the prome minrsicr and 
daughter of Metsotakss, will not partecepate mm the ocw 
gov crament 

The swearmg<n of the new ministers well take place 
tomorrow at noon before Presdent of the Republic 
Konstandinos Karamanirs 

* Vounger ND, PASOK Deputies Interviewed 

* Credibility Lows 

VIE SOOOO4 tehens 1 AATHIMERINI on Greek 

Mju Vipil 

[Interview with New Democracy Deputy Konstandinos 
Karamanins by Yrowh Zitoumati, place and date not 

given] 

[Text! f you are called Konstandinos Karamaniis and 
you are an ND [New es Se you have 
mevitable mmcreased responsibilities. The sequence of 
events are automatec. Notonety s unavoidable Nev er- 
theless. or perhaps exactly because of that, Konstandinos 
Karamanins pumor rs a man of few words preferring. as 
he says, acheewements to a lot of talk. Up to the time of 
hes clecthon to the Chamber of Deputies he was mainly 
known om party corctes for the former 

Now. mm an exclusive interview with | KATHIMERINI 
he reviews the ND's one year im government and deter- 
mines that rts credybelity has been hurt 

( redibility Hert 

|7towmat:| Ome year after it came to power the govern- 
ment = herng critcized for not gowerning. for taking 
measures which it subsequently revokes after pressure 
has been appleed. and for not promoting even those 
things it has spetied owt in its program 

|[Karamanivs| That 1s perhaps exaggerated but the gov- 
ernment 1s moveng from a real base | cannot agree that 
the government 1 breaking its word as far as major 
meues are concerned but | do admit that there have been 
retractoms and hesrtatron with the result that not only 

do 
failure om governeng and how do you think mt can over- 

ters thal constitute presuppositions for the improvement 

often not respected 1 do not attribute it to had intentions 
but on politics t os effectiveness that 1s pudjed. 

There 1s also another maticr Questions are being rarsed 
to what extent the overall or the overwhelming majority 
of party cadres has become aware of what responsibil 
tees we have assumed and what program we have been 
called on to umplement. It was a given fact that there 
would be politecal costs. If, however, we want later on to 
have them evolve emto political benefits the question 
raust be cleared up Anyone who wants to make mnova- 
trons will run into opposition and distrust. The matter. 
however, to what extent he beleves thal what he 1 

doug will have med-term beneficial results so that he 
might promote it with lesser hesitation It seems that we 
have not become aware of that sufficrently 

[Zvtowmats| Is t only a matter of awareness or 1s 1 also 
mtraparty clashes or perhaps some kind of madequacy” 

[Karamanin] It could be all of that but u a big 
question. | do not want to talk about the madequacy of 
persons In every group of people there are both the good 
ones and the average ones: We should be more sparing im 
our anticipated proclamations. It 1 worthwhile 
informing the public about something only when it has 

sufficrently. For a people who are greatly 
drvtrustful, especially after so many traumatic exper 

ences. words alone do not suffice. perhaps they also have 
a negative reaction, at whach tome we once again end up. 
from a different perspective thes tome, om the govern- 
ments creditulity berng hurt. So, stricter control over 
words and aches ements 

{Z:towmat:| Does the party critecize the government” 
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{[Karamanlis] If we are talking about the party grass roots 
and the party organizations, they do criticize but often 
iS NOt rationalistic. It has more to do with a repayment 
for a partisan gift. We cannot, however, get involved in 
politics with the sole prospect being avoiding criticism. 

[Zitouniati] Do you find criticism exercised by the 
“hberal forum” more rationalistic” 

{Karamaniis}] They are not separate circles. They are 
superimposed. Simply put, the “forum,” without that 
meaning that | completely agree, starts out from a 
healthy base. It considers that we have a program based 
on some principles. There are always small deviations 
from theory to practice but at the same time there 1s the 
question whether perhaps the deviations are not so small 
or whether they might turn out bigger in the future. 

From this aspect | consider the existence of the “forum” 
or any other “forum” that might come up as being 
beneficial promoting a system of ideas and opinions 
which, of course, belong ideologically and politically to 
the broader liberal arena. | believe in beneficial results 
from both criticism and dialogue. The logic that we 
should be viewed as one man makes one think of a 
Prussian grenadier landing force. We are talking about a 
free society whose strength 1s to be found in the clash of 
opimons. And not only intraparty ones. Even though. 
because of my character and upbringing, | prefer a low 
profile | am afraid that perhaps consensus, despite its 
unquestionable positive results, might be converted into 
some kind of bazaar. This country does not need com- 
promises but clearness of opinions, upright intentions 
and rationalistic consensus. 

[Zitouniati} Is there a so-called modernistic trend in the 
ND also” 

[Karamanlis] This business about modernistic tenden- 
cies seems a little fetishistic to me. | do not doubt that 
some people im each and every party have a driving 
attitude or are bolder but we should adopt a wait and see 
altitude to see how things turn out in fact. Because many 
people have played with the slogans of modernization 
and revisionism in the past and also the present, in 

contrast to some supposed retrogressive types, and we 
have often had big disappointments. Let us not forget 
that Andropov too came to power as a modernist. | am 
afraid that most of the time all of these things are mere 
symbolism for internal games of power. lt offers a 
position that rallies and it could create opposition to the 
leadership from a basis of opinions and not of personal 
ambitions 

* Modernization Stage 

VIESOQGOOB Athens 1 KATHIMERIN? in Greek 

M4 Jul Vi pil 

[Interview with Yiorgos Papandreou, PASOK deputy 

and former minister, by Yioulh Zitouniats, place and date 
not given] 

GREECE 51 

[Text] A supporter of intraparty democracy, Mr. Yiorgos 
Papandreou, PASOK [Panhellenic Socialist Movement] 
deputy and former minister, in an exclusive interview 
with | KATHIMERINI, engages in self-criticism of the 
PASOK’Ss term in office and feels that the party still lacks 
collective functioning abilities. He also defines a “mod- 
ernized PASOK™ of the future. 

[Zitouniati] How do you view the penod we are going 
through as far as the PASOK 1s concerned” 

[Papandreou] It is a transitional period, the shaping of a 
new program, a revision or confirmation of certain old 
views and also organic restructur.4g in view of the 
responsibilies we have as a major government opposi- 
tion party and also in view of any possible new elections. 

[Zitouniati] Do you also feel that elections must be held 
right now” 

{Papandreou] | would say that they would be a way out 
for existing problems. The Chamber of Deputies today 
does not reflect social realities. In a year’s time the 
government has created new impasses and has caused a 
split in society. To the contrary, 1 should have boldly 
attempted shaping a national strategy for domestic prob- 
lems and a policy of social consensus at home. 

{Zitouniati] Nevertheless, the ND [New Democracy] 
atiribuics to the government opposition both the lack of 
a political consensus for the repeated demand for elec- 
tions as well as a lack of social consensus for instigating 
strikes. 

[Papandreou] The ND 1s contradictory in its criticism 
vis-a-vis the mayor government opposition party. On the 
one hand 1 says that i does not exercise Opposition as 
such and on the other nand it says that it 1s shaping the 
government opposition climate by instigating strikes. 
Elections are not the purpose, they are the means. We 
merely say that there are problems that have not been 
resolved, that the situation has become aggravated and 
that the government 1s staggering between anarchy and 
despotism. Clearly clections do not depend on the 
PASOK. We can only exert pressure. 

[Zitouanti] Nevertheless, intraparty clashes have been 
noted in this prolonged “preelectoral” tactic by the 
PASOK. To what extent does this slogan echo the views 
of the party cadres” 

{Papandreou] There are differences within the PASOK 
with regard to this slogan and they are related to the 
demand by many cadres that we stand for the PASOK 
ideal, something which we all desire. For two years now 
the PASOK, through self-criticism, revisions and con- 
tacts with the people, that did not exist as much as i 
should have when it was in power, have significantly 
renovated its thoughts so that it would now constitute a 
qualitatively different government from what it was in 
1989 

{Zitouniati] What are the basic points of this self- 
criticism” 
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{Papandreou] First of all, the style and character of 
power was not what was in keeping with a socialist party. 
It has, however, now become conscientious just as it 
needed to have constant contact and dialogue with the 
ciuzenry. Another poimt was the state's excessive inter- 
ventionism even in the case of the welfare state where 
very often and despite good intentions i operated in a 
bureaucratic manner suffocating any initiatives by the 
grass roots. Therefore, lesser state interventionism. We 
must also get away from the policy of favoritism toward 
the voter, something that plagues public life, but we 
should unhesitantingly promote meritocracy. We too 
were misled by conservative logic that for years now has 
tormented our country and that identifies the state with 
the party. At the same time, the PASOK's internal 
functioning falls short of that which should have pre- 
vailed tor us to be credible. Small-time personal matters 
and disputes that will always caist should not prevail. 
Thus 1s also a demand by the PASOK’s grass roots. 

{Z:tounsati} As for a change of personalities and bodies, 
as well as the scheduling of some succession process— 
when that does come about—do you believe that more 
should have been done” 

|Papandreou} The need for more collective functioning 
inside the party on all levels 1s imperative. Discussions 
about succession 1s only a stopgap factor but. of course. 
I feel that legislating rules and regulations that would 
ensure renovation on all levels and unity at the same 
time 1s indispensable today 

[Z:tounsati| How are you promoting this view within the 

party” 

[Papandreou]} Insofar as there are institutions for dia- 
logue, | 100. submit my views. To the extent that they do 
NOt cxrst it 1s logical that these views are heard only by 
the news media 

[Zitounmiati}] How do you see the PASOK in the future” 

[Papandreou] Collective leadership docs not disprove 
the existence of a primus inter pares [first among equals} 
Politics in Greece, because of a lack of institutions, has 
become identified with authority (dependence, develop- 
ment, or shaping of authority). Everything moves from 
the chair. This 1s a tradition that has corroded political 
life. Rules must cxrst so that we might escape from 
haggling. And that means a party with a different form of 
logic. not above the people. as the authority on ortho- 

doxy or wisdom bul as a catalyst im society with an 

educational and instructive role 

| Z:tounmat:] How do you classify yourself in the PASOK” 

[Papandreou] | do not like labels but | would say that | 

come trom an older trend. identified with the meaning of 
self-management. It 1s within thes form of logic that ! 
evolve and reevolve politically. Now, if that means 

modernization or something cise it 1s a formality and | 
do not know if it echoes reality 
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[Zitouniats] Do you think that your coexrstence with the 
so-called “Avrianists™ [term derived from the name of 
the newspaper AVRIANI, a staunch. even virulent 
PASOK supporter] could in the future create problems 
for you in the party” 

[Papandreou] Differences do not frighten me. That is the 
meaning of pluralism. It 1s the cultural element thai must 
be recognized by all segments of Greek society and not 
only by the political parties. Once this 1s recognized by 
someone who 1s called “populist” | have no objection in 
living side by side with him nor do I believe that any 
problem will be created in the future. 

* National Character, Aspirations Assessed 

YIESOR7OA Athens ELEVTHEROTIPIA in Greek 
11 Jun 91 pp 14-18 

[Article by Dimitris Koumantaros. “Research Who Are 
We? Where Are We Going” Society Without a 
Vision....”} 

{Text} Greece: A country which takes up one-quarter of 
a one-thousandth portion of our planet and «hose inhab- 
itants form a two-thousandth part of mankind. A 
country which 1s the navel of the earth. In comparison to 
other countries, it 1s newther the first nor the last in the 
world, one that produces multitudes of shipowners. 
doctors, but also tax evaders. This 1s the basic conclusion 
of yesterday's initial report on the problem “Where Is 
Greece Today and Where Is u Heading” 

Yesterday we presented the UN's most recent analysis 
that shows our country’s record in all sectors (cconomy 
education, health, national defense. cic.) un comparison 
to other European countries and to the rest of the world 

The readers can see the basic conclusion of this report in 
the tables which we are publishing today [not reproduced 
here}. These tables show the international rank of our 
country according to cach sector 

We are also publishing today the mutial basic conclusions 
of our discussions with three cconomuics professors 
Doctors Nick Vernardakis. Tasos Yiannitses, and Maria 
Konstantopoulou as well as associate professor of com- 
puter scrence at the University of Crete. Dr. Manolis 
Katevenis and the president of Greek Exporters Assoc. 
ation, Mr. Nick Gatos. The “five” express their opinion 
about the present situation in our country We will 
publish their proposals for the future tomorrow 

Of special importance are their remarks about the men- 

tality of getting fast money and casy profit which pre- 
vails in Greek society. the prevalence of corruption and 
favoritism and its restraining role on the country’s 
development, about mismanagement and shoddy work- 
manship, but also about the absence of infrastructure in 
the Greek state 

Of greatest importance 1s probably their confirmation 
thal we are a Country without a vision, a country thal 
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does not know what it wants, and walks blindly without 
planning. Worth mentioning are the words of the 
director for regional policies of the EC, Mr. Goutenzi, 
that were sent to us by professor M. Konstantopoulou: 
“You do not know what you want. | do not think there is 
any written evidence which shows whal your country 
wants to become im 20 years.” 

As well as the remarks of professor T. Yiannitsis on the 
same topic: “As a society, we do not have any vision: The 
Germans and the French have a vision. We have no basic 
element of coherence. We don't say for example: “! want 
to be slapped less.“ 

Let us now follow analytically the basic observations of 
interviewees 

We are a two-thousandth part of mankind and we live in 
the sunniest one-quarter of our planet. Among 160 
countries, we are: 

¢ 24th in the UN's General Index of Human Develop- 
ment 
17th in observance of civil nghts 
1 Mth in average life expectancy 
33d in |per capita) income 
39th in education 
6th in [pumber of) doctors 
Ist in [size of] national deficit 
2d in shipping 
3d in traffic nowse 
Last in suscides 
6th in [size of} military 
29th in military expenditures 

105th in educational capendiures 

19th in economic development, 1965-80 
$8th in economic development, | 980-88 

We also have two Nobel prizes in poetry among $98 and 
have won the basketball Eurocup... 

oa Eeaeee Sagem Taste Cytsten Adent Ge Cesneas 
and the Future 

ahaa | ee, 

We are intelligent but not wealthy people. There is no a 
prion reason for us to claim thal we can or cannot 
accomplish something better than others. Everything 
must be proven by action. To begin with, we have to try 
and cxperiment in order to see what our possibilities are. 
(M. Katevenis) 

A large proportion. of the population does not have the 
work ethic. In the traditional agricultural sector many 
Greeks were and are still working one hundred days per 
year. (N. Vernardakis) 

It i not true that we are lazy. Take a look at the 
self-employed and those holding two jobs. The incen- 
tives are missing. If the incentives were there everybody 
would be prepared to roll up their sleeves and work. (M. 
Konstantopoulou) 

GREECE s3 

Get Rich Quick Schemes Without Sacrifice; Merit and 
Corrupt Favoritism 

Shoddy work and the pursuit of quick wealth without the 
proper effort 1s our biggest affliction. (N. Gatos) 

The mentality of opportunism and scheming insicad of 
attaining goals through work 1s a wide spread phenom- 
enon. What 1s worse, this behavior 1s rewarded by the 
public while merit 1s ignored (M_ Katevenss) 

Corrupt favoritism 1s the rule. Merit 1s the exception. We 
are a society which officially denies merit and accepts 
nepotism, that 1s partiality towards relatives. One could 
even talk about the necessity of “revolution by those 
responsible “ (N. Vernardakis) 

We seduce and fool our young people systematically by 
teaching them that the dominant principles are scheming 
and casy profit, There 1s a vicrous circle consisting of the 
following: The pursuit of quick money. working over- 
tume and moonlighting. crude and raw quality of work. 
reduction of competitiveness and therctore profits, rep- 
ctition of pursuit of quick money (M_ Konstantopoulou) 

Waiters and Scientists 

There are expert screntists who become tax: dinivers and 
barmen because ether they cannot find a job. or they are 
not paid satisfactorily. of they do not permit favoritism 
for themselves. (T. Yiannitses) 

A waiter who works m Gilylada carns more than a 

university professor (N. Vernardakis) 

The National W hining 

Greece has no long term policy. Insicad of studying. 
planning, and creating. energy 1s wasted in quarreling to 
prove the ignorance of political opponents (TY :annit- 
sis) 

We are losing incredible amounts of time in conversa- 
tions without substance without using the dialoguc pro- 
ductively. Not everything 1s satrsfactory in this country 
Among the things that are bad, 1s the unbehevable 
complaining about everything that happens. without 
doing anything about the problem. We are officially a 
country which constantly complains about riself. The 
feeling of dissatisfaction 1s wide spread. However i! we 
continuously criticize ourselves and say that we always 

mess things up—without this criticism being followed by 
a proposal or an action—then we will begin believing in 
our incompetence, we will become \tisapponted, and 

will continue staying inactive (M_ Konstantopoulou) 

Without a Vision 

“You don't know what you want. I do not think that 
there is any written evidence waich shows what your 
country wants to become in 20 years.” affirms Mr 
Goutenzi, director of the {6th Administration for 
Regional Policies of the EC. (M. Konstantopoulou) 
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AS a society, we do not have any vesson. The Germans 
and the French have a visron. We have no basic clement 
of coherence. We do not say for example: “! want to be 
slapped less.” (T. Yiannatses) 

scives om thousands of small projects, cuther becouse 
some of us aim al carning more votes or im order to 
satssfy some personal or collective interests. The cxrst- 
ence of a main goal or other special objectives as well as 
long term planning and a consensus on certain basic 
principles can create motives for the population and 
bring social tranquility Examples of mail objectives 
could include our desire to become an educational center 
or a center of medical excellence We have to realize that 
the imposed changes will last for many years. Such a 
vision however could unste all from the political left to 
the conservative nght (M_ Konstantopoulou) 

The greatest restraint to our cconomy ws the general 
organization of the Greek state. the state engine The fact 
that the public corporations and cooperatives in Greece 
have fasled 1s not only. or mainly, duc to thew propri- 
clary Satus—there are such corporations clsewhere in 

the EC —but it 1s due to the way they are bevng misman- 
aged by Greeks. (N. Cratos) 

Each state of the EC has its own industrial and techno- 
logical policy and its own objectives as to which sector of 
imternational division of labor «t will clanm. In our cave 
we reyect the planning and targeting using the argument 
that “the marketplace will decode “ Thies 1s a joke for 
countries where indeed the marketplace works well 
Those who would exorcise the robe of the free market. as 
well as those who would do so to the role of the siate are 

already history (N. Vernardakis) 

We cannot see the problems of the Gireck coonomy by 

using provertial sayings such as. “The state 1s finished 
Everything belongs to private enterprise © Other coun- 
tines have solved this problem more systematically In 
Cireece the private sector caused the mdusinal cries 
Due to thes crisis the state was compelicd to intervene 
However this intervention proved unsuccessful In many 
countries such as Spain, Korea, etc. there is very vig 
orous and successful state imtervention which guides 
coordinates, and supports the private sector's activities 
The state replaces the sector when it does not function 
properly (T. Yrannitsis) 

( lmate and Infrastructure 

If we want to make our life casver and create favorable 
conditions for the development and the efficient perfor- 
mance of the economy. we need basic infrastructural 
projects which will satesfy ail of us and not only some 
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portions of the clectorate These projects will also 
demand that everyone pay thew share (M_ Konstanto- 
poulou) 

Correctly we say that our favorable climate would prob- 
ably attract world class screntests and would icad to the 
development of corresponding activities. We remember 
Cahforna, in the Unnted States, whech attracted mm tome 
high technology centers from the North to the South We 
only forget that they had a perfect infrastructure What 
can we attract with such muscrable red tape. airports. 
telecommunications, architecture. and environment” It 
one wants. for cxample. to get a computer disketic 
through customs it takes an infinite amount of time (M 
Katevenis) 

We lag behind but we can correct problems of standard- 
wation and umely dchvery of our exports. To do so. we 

need to know exactly) what the demands of the con- 

sumers of the foreign market arc. especially mm the 
transportation sector (N Cratos) 

Due to the current situation fs very difficult. if not 
impossible, to make mvesiments (ine reason is the very 

high loan imteresi rates that reach 35 percent. Another 
reason 1s the burcaucracy and the mesirust of the sate 
We need for thes purpose onc, and only onc. authority 
who will pudge investments by permanent and predetcr- 

mined criteria 

The European Prefecture 

In Goreece the mnstitutvonal framework changes al! the 
tume with every government change Rules do not cart 
(ine never knows if one docs things legally of illegally A 
good result of our admission into the EC is that we are 
going to have a stable institutional framework that our 
politicians will not be able to change on demand This 
change might make the voters clect thew politicians 
according to thew qualifications and not according to 
political promises to satesfy “pecial interests by legis 

lating special privileges. With thes pomt of view of os 

good that we are goung to become a European viate (M 
Konstantopoulou) 

Put an tad to (Cheap Labor 

In carher tomes we offered low labor costs Thies was a 
competitive advantage im cxaporting New competitors 

from the East and the Middle East. such as Turkey and 
Egypt. now have thes advantage more than we do In 
Coreece today. one cannot rely any more on low wages 
That would result in low performance The bow of the 
advantage must be balanced on the one hand with a 
more rational organization for the production and dis 
tribution of a product and. on the other hand. with its 

better quality (\ Cratos) 

Competitiveness and Lechnotogy 

Our competitiveness os falling everywhere. im industry 
services. education. the environment While at the wame 
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ume we are excluded from the high technology sector wc do not have a specefic strategy The creatson of a higher 
do not lack manpower of specialized wientisis 19 Com- technology infrastructure will help in the overall organ:- 
parison to many countries However we do not use them zation of production. both in technological and in ncw 
efficrently. we don't reward them satrefactonly. and we sectors. (T Vianmetess) 
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Armed Forces Attack Bandits’ Across Iraq Border 

Vilmas Statement 

7 407°U8 14409) Ankara ANATOLIA om Turkish 
1410GMT ~ Aue 9! 

[ Text} Ankara (AA}—-Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz has 
confirmed the “over-the-border™ operation carned out 
by the Turkesh Armed Forces. He sand: “ The operation ts 
successfully berg carred out in hght of the intelligence 
information we have received and within the framework 
of a plan drawn up by our military authorities. It will 
achieve tts goals in a very short ime.” 

In a statement today following a five-hour meeting of the 
counct) of munssters. Prome Minister Yilmaz discussed 

the “over-the-border operation.” He sand: “As you know, 
a certain escalation was observed in recent months in the 
terrorist activities of the separatrst bandits against our 
people's security and our country’s peace and stability 
The attack on a border pole station in Hakkar and the 
murder of nine of our soldiers was the last link on this 

chain of events 

“Our assessmeni of the situation—to which our govern- 
ment has given priority trom the day came to power— 

shows that the main reason for this 1s that, cxploning the 
lack of authority created om northern Irag in the wake of 

the Gulf war, the bandits have found the opportunity to 

settle and organize im thes arca so close to our borders 

“Acting on this assessment. our government found i 
appropriaic to carry out an operation to purge this arca 
of the bandits and gave the necessary instruction to the 
office of the chict of the gencral staff 

“The operatron 1s berg carned out successfully on hight 
of the mntclhigence mformation we have received and 
within the framework of a plan drawn up by our military 
authorities It will achieve its goals on a very short while 

“From now on, our government will resolutely take all 
the necessary measures to keep thes arca purged of the 
bandits | 

92 Sorties Carried Out 

1407081 71091 Ankara TRI Televinon Network 
m Turkish 1000 GMT > Awe 9! 

[Statement by the Secretanat General of the General 
Staff dated 7 August 1991) 

[Text] As the public well knows. a group of separatist 
terronsis sipped through the border from a neighboring 
country and attacked the Samanlh gendarmerie border 
Mation—which was sect up 2 long time ago in a valley 
right on the border for the prevention of smuggling— 

between (500 and OSM) on 4 August. They martyred 
mine soldiers and a village guard. and wounded onc 
officer. five noncommissioned officers. and soldiers 

(n the same day. following this incident. a mecting was 
held under the prime minister and with the participation 
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of the chief of the general staf. Instructions were 
received t start the operation the next day. on the 
morning of 5 August. The intelligence reports we have 
from the Armed Forces—and which have been con- 
firmed repeatedly —on the separatist terrorists’ activ ties 
and settlement arcas in northern Irag were assessed once 
again. and the reports that a group of bandits set up 
camp in Dury. some 8 to 10 km from the border and that 
some 600 to 700 terrorists were in this area were con- 
firmed once again by reconnaissance flights carned out 
on the same day 

The concerned units were given the necessary orders to 
implement some of the plans against the bandiis’ 
training camps in these areas im order to teach the 
necessary lesson to the murderous bandits who trom 
tume to time—due to the well-known geographical char- 
acteristics of the region—infiltrate our country, where 
they orgatize various activities and commit inhuman 
crimes, and in order to show our determination to those 
who might have similar intentions. 

As of the morning of 5 August. the Air Force Command 
carned out imtensive air raids on these targets from 
various directions and caused great damage to the pre- 
determined targets. Furthermore. new targets uncovered 
during the operation were also bombed. 

According to information received from reconnarssance 
flights after the air raids, the bandits in the target arca 
suffered extensive damage and their installations have 
been destroyed. 

(% 6 August, ar rads by the Au Force and armed 
hehcopters continued. In coordination with this opera- 
thon that was carned out mainly in Dury. commando 
teams supported by armed helopters raided certain 
bandit camps in other areas. These were also destroyed 

Early im the morning of 7 August, a regiment of com- 
mando teams. supported by armed helicopters, artillery. 

and the Air Force. resumed operations to clean up the 
remaining bandits and took the hills that look down on 
the operation arca The clean-up operation is continuing 
So far. the Au Force F-4 and F-104 fleets have carned 
out 9) sorties. The F-16's are ready and waiting 

ht should never be forgotien that, as in thes case. the 
Turkish Armed Forces will always be ready to punnsh— 
most resolutely and siolently—those responsible for 
attacking or betraying the cxrstence and unity of our 
country. or the peace and security of our lofty nation 

TPP Leader Views Operation 
1 107U8 180991 Ankara TRI Televison Network 

m Turkish PPOOGMT * Aue 9! 

[Excerpt) True Path Party [TPP] leader Suleyman 
Demure! has said that the operation being carried out on 
the Turkish-Irag: border region should not be assessed as 
proof of the government's power, The important thing 
he sand. 1s to achieve results on preventing terrorism 
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said 

[Begin Demure! recording] By crossing the border. the 
government docs not gain deterrent power. It 1s very 
good that i crossed the border—good for the govern- 
ment, bravo—but it must find the terrorist areas and 
prevent terrorism. Who was nght, those who were indsf- 
ferent to the terrorist incidents or we, who said that it 1s 
a shame and that terrorism must be prevented” fend 
recording] 

Demirel pointed out that crimes are committed 400 km 
inside the Turkish border too. He said: The government 
must first solve the terrorist problem inside the country. 
and then the one outside the border. [passage omitted] 

PKA Setting Up Base in Iraq With Saddam's Help 

NC 0708125091 Istantul TURAIYVE in Turkish 
3 Auge Yipil 

[Report by Huseyin Tannkulu: “Saddam Is Playing 
With Fire by Opening bis Borders to the Separatist 
Organization, the Workers Party of Kurdistan Is Estab- 
lishing Itself in Northern Iraq”) 

[Teat] Information has been received that the bases of 
the terrormst Workers Party of Kurdistan [PKA), which 
has been shedding the blood of mnocent people im 
southeastern Turkey for years and which 1s based outside 
the country. are being moved from Syna and al-Biga’ to 
northern Iraq. 

Iraqi dictator Saddam Husayn, who was greatly dis- 
turbed by the policy Turkey pursued during the Gulf 
war, has apparently ordered that every assistance should 
be provided to the PKK to establish itself m lrag 
following its ousting from Syna and to support i im 
carrying Out its terrorism against Turkey 

In keeping with an agreement reportedly reached with 
the United States, Syna. which sided with the alles 
during the Gulf war and even sent troops to the Saud 
front, 1s working to gradually oust the PRK. which is 
engaged in acts of terror and separatist activities against 
Turkey. For this reason, the PAK militants have set up 
new camps in northern Irag and, under the new name of 
“the Political Struggle Organization” [Siyasal Mucadete 
Orgutu], they are planning new crimes and treachery 
with the assistance of the Iraq: Government 

According to information obtained from various 
sources, the PKK will gradually end its operations in 
Syria and will reorganize in Irag. Iraq: dictator Saddam 
Husayn 1s trying to capress his malice and enmity toward 
Turkey caused by its cooperation with the allies during 
the Gulf war by covertly providing substantial assistance 

to thes organization 
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It 1s beung indicated that Saddam was ver) pleased when 
PKA leader Abdullah Ocalan cxpressed suppor for Irag 
during the Gulf war and promised to assist thes organs- 
zation after the war At Saddam's instructions. the PKK 
will restructure itself so as to be used as a factor of armed 
pressure against the opposing Kurdish organizations in 
northern Irag. According to thes treacherous plan. the 
Iraq: leader will in this way gain benefits similar to those 
he obtains from supporting the Moyshedin< Khalg 
Organization (MAO) under Mas ud Rajav: 

It has also been learned that under this new treacherous 
plan. Saddam Husayn will set up a icles rsson station for 
the PAA that will be recerved in the southeastern parts of 
our country. semilar to the one he has sect up for the 
Iraman opposition group MAO). which broadcasts m 
Fars: from irag to Iran. and that he has decided to 
provide the necessary support to assist thes bloody ter- 

rorst organization to sicp up its hostility toward Turkey 
and enhance the PKA’s status under its new name of 
“Political Struggle Organization ~ 

It +s also indicated that the Kurdish terrors! organiza- 
tron led by the new puppet leader in northern Irag. C emul 
Bayik. 1s expanding its activities at the mstructions of 
PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan and with the help of Irag 
It 1s giving armed traning to the pro-Saddam Kurds who 
mostly live on the rural arcas and 1s making preparations 

to enhance the PAAK’s strength 

Nevertheless. according to a report from Washington. 
the so-called human nights organization “Helsemk: 
Watch.” which condemns US. assistance to Turkey. 
clams that while Dev-Sol [Revolutronary Left) which 1s 
constantly engaged in bloody operations against the 
State, 1s a “terrorist” organization, the PAA is an orga- 
mization engaged in “political violence © 

lt «s beheved that thes organizatron’s report secks to 
exonerate PAK as a terrors organization by repre- 
senting i as an organization engaged im political vio 
lence. Thus, any moves by Turkey to put an end to the 
PKAK's activities in Irag would be depicted as unjustified 
before world publ opimon and before mmternatronal 

legitomacy. It was agreed at the meeting between Prew- 
dents Oval and Bush during the latter's viet to Turkey 
that the United States and Turkey will never allow an 
organized separatist action against Turkey from 
northern Iraq 

PKK’'s Ocalan on Relations With Iraqi Kurds 
VO 070812049! Beorwt AL SHIRA in trate 
‘ lue y/ pp 59.96 

[Interview with Abdullah Ocalan. secretary general of 
the Workers Party of Kurdistan, PAK, by ‘Abbud 

‘Ativah, “in the border arcas of Kurdistan.” date not 

given] 

[Excerpts] [passage omitted] [Ocalan] The Kurdish 

problem has become one of the mayor Middle East 

issues, especially in hight of the attempts to establish a 



new order im the regron There are two ways of solveng 
thes protiem The firvt approach cntars subservience to 
the United Mates and Turke, and takes the form of 
autonomy. as 1 the case of Iraq: Kurdestan The scoond 
course « the complete independence we scck. ehach 

entails confronting the | nvted Mates and Turkey 

[Atyyah}) Docs than mean you take a dom wicw of 
autonomy tor Iraq: Kurdrstan’ 

[Ocalan] We are oot agarest negotatoms and talks or 
autonomy in tray hul wc beheve the present approach rs 

mappropriatc in tat the Kurdesh profiem must be 
solved first in Turkishn Cuped northern KRurdrstan as it 
constitutes “S$ percent of Kurdrstan and 1s its geographic 
and demographn conicr [pavsage omitted] 

[ Atyyah] What « vour melttary strength” 

(Ocalan) We have some § 000 regular fighters and mem- 
bers spread throughout the cites and village of Kurdb- 
stan and a popular has cvtimated on the milhons 

[ Atsyah) And in the opposite trench’ 

[Ccalan| About two-therds of the Turkish Army. that ns 

half a million solders as well as 40.000 of 40.0000 village 
guard agents and collaborators. the local poloe forces. 
and various paramilitary forces [passage omitted] 

[ Atsyah] To return to the question of autonomy for lrag 
Kurdistan, «hat do you otyect to about the ongorg 
talks’ 

[Ocalan] We have otwerved a very clear tactical move to 

shift the burden from Turkey to brag Every thong that has 
happened recent!) indn ates that they want to resolve the 
Kurdish probiem by Contronting Saddam The proposed 
solution 1s 1m fact favorable to Ieract the UL avted States. 
and Turkey [passage omitted) 

The Turkish rogeme vrolates human mghts Its claus 
about protecting the Kurds m trag are baseless and 
aimed at covering wp ots real poly mesicading public 
opimon and comcaling its actroms on northern Kurdrs- 
tan. Things have now started moving m several direc- 
trons and they arc lowng control and will no longer be 
able to conceal thongs 

[ Atsryah] Turkey may be tryeng to benefit from what « 
happening m ‘ke sowth bul your sand toward Irag’s 
Kurds scems to mdnate something much deeper at 
work 

fOcalan) Turkey os try eng to emcite the Kurds om the south 
agains! us in a bed to block our advance We have sought 
to Sop thew cooperahen eth and subwerveence to 

Turkey. and accordingly we held mectungs with some 
officials from frag: Kurdistan We are not capectong 
much from them «ec arc not capectong anytheng lke an 
alhance. bul we are trying hard to lumet the dangers of 
any action they may take s that they do not find they 
have reached the pownt of no return with us and. wmul- 
tlancously. « that we can wee the southern Kurdistan 
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arena as a rear front. ()n the other hand. we support the 
struggics un southern Kurdistan that develop along the 
correct lenes 

[ Atyyah}] With ehech southern Kurdish figures did vou 
met” 

[(xcalan) We met with Jalal Talaham. who accepted al! 
our proposals with hes words bul 1 serveng Turkey with 
hes deeds. lt seems that Turkey well try to get hem on its 
wide. and against ws. and m cupecting greater services 
from hem. We capect Turkey to ask hem to take some 
measures to Mop the Kurdish movement I ell prohathhy 
send hem to us again 

[ Atevah) What did you discuss at your last meeting with 
Talaban:” 

(Ocalan) The last tome I met Talahan, he sad that the 
Turkish Government «= propowng that the Workers 
Party of Kurdistan abandon ms armed struggle and 
devote itself to polrtecal actrv ity (unilaterally of course) 
He sand that the Turkrsh Groowernmment asked him to 
comves thes proposal when he visited there on Junc 

| Atryyah| What about Mas ud Barzani” 

(Ocalan) Barzam has been a Turkish agent for ©) years 
He hermmectf has sand that bes relatrons eeth Turkey are 
very close. although he «= well aware of what Turkey « 
doung to the Kurds Thes means that these relations are at 
the expense of the Kurdish people mm Turkey's Kurdrs 
tan His positron 1s very precarious. much more sw than 
Talahbanm's Hence our struggle agarmst hem may inten. 
wfy m the comung stage We will try all our bewt to 
prevent any conflict through a dialogue but if they (the 
Kurds of Iraq) are determined to carrying out Turkey's 
orders. then a confrontation will fhe inevitable | pavsage 
omitted] 

‘bormula Reached for turkish ( ypriet F quality 
NC 0WR1 220201 Iecanted HU RRIVET on Teri 
‘ive Vip le 

[Ar U than report “Sogn and Be Equal With Vawhouw”) 

[Excerpt] Ankara Lefhoss [Nicomal (HU RRIVET)— 
Turkey has drawn up a persuasive formula to allay the 
concerm of Rauf Denktas. prewden’ of the Turkish 
Republi of Northern Cyprus [TRNC] who has 
demanded that the Turkish Cyprot wdes “political 
equality” with the Greek Cypriot wade be recognized 

before a political sectilement « found to the ( yprus 

problem 

l ander the formula. whech eas drawn up aficr almow a 
month of secret diplomat contacts with Crreece the 
l nited States. and the UN Creneral Seorectarat. “the 
Turkish Cypriot sede well garn full polrtecal equality with 
the Greek Cyprot wide” through a document to be 
wigned at the end of the “quadripartite surmmat that will 

he held on the t avted States om September 
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Rau! Denktas and Yoorywos Vawhow well mect m the 
| anted Sates as the leaders of the “two Communstics in 
(Cyprus Denktas ell assume the tithe of the ~ prewdent 
of the Turkish Cypriot Federal Republic” as soon as the 
first document of the summit » signed The document. 
whch well call for the establishment of Turkesh and 
Crreck Cyprot federal republics un Cyprus. well refer to 
V coryeos Vasshow as the “pressdent of the Grech ( yprnot 
tederal republic ~ As such. Denktas and Vashow well 
assume anew cqual status beyond the equality they had 
a the “leaders of the two communities” during the 
intercommunal aegotiations 

The evtabirshment of two equal federal republics ell he 
required by the procedure that eill be put into effect to 
rewive the Cyprus problem after ths document « 
wugned and thus all future negotiations will be haved on 
the full equalsty of the Turkesh and Cireck Cypriot sdes 
The UN secretary general, who well organize the “quad. 
repartee summer” and the Goowernments of Turkey and 
(ereece. the two countries directly concerned with the 

(yprus dnpute will guarantee the maintenance of the 

new order that will be established m the document 
Meanwhile the 6 8S) Admunistrancon which has made an 
eflective contribution to the cflorts to find a solution 
will “aserst” om masntanneng the equality between the two 
sides established in the document 

Sale Girey Will Vind the TRING 

Foregn Moenwter Safa Gorey will wet the TRNG on 

1416 August The weet, tes first inp abroad wnce 
assuming hrs post will have special politn al segnifn ance 
Corey sand “My weet to the TRING whech well be my 

first veset owtwde Turkey will hughhght Turkey s support 
for the pust cause of the Turkesh ( yprots ~ 

In bes talks woth Raw! Denktas. Crray well caplam the 
assurances Turkey has received from Cireece. the | nited 
Mates. and the UN General Secretanat regarding the 
proposed formula Furthermore Gora, ell ash Deniktas 
to support the formula so as to demonstrate that he « 

“neads for reconcehation™ before the UN scoretary gen- 
eral submits bes “Cyprus repert™ to the UN Securrty 

Council carly on September [passage omitted] 

U.S. Part im Greek- Turkish Relations Supported 
VC 0°08 14290] Ietanhal TURATYVE on Turdoet 

Jul Vi pp 19 

Commentary by Valoun Over “Our Lack of ( ommon 
: “| 

jtxcerpt] The tS) Ambassador to Ankara Morton 
Abramowitz left Turkey vesterday He 1s reterong and will 

become a director im a private company Hrs substitute 
Richard Berkeley [name as published) eill take up bes 
office on September 

Betore leaving Abramowrt gave a news conference The 
ambassador who served many years in Turkey touched 
on the Turkish) S. relatonshup during bes term and 
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It we evaluate the Matement of the |S ambassador mm a 

reasonabic manncr we could correctly ascertam certam 

Ponts 

The ( vprus problem ns not cwentially the U aited Mates 
protiem There «m no benefit for the United States of 
( yprus «= annexed either to Turkey of Crreece Bewdes. 
for almost the last quarter of a century. Cireece and 

Turkey have fasied to find a sound hase for reconciha- 
thon Therefore. both wdes need a therd country that can 
reconcile them Before 1974 Brutamn played that rote 

(Britarn was openty sedeng with the Crrecks |) Now would 

the mnvolvement of the U arted States emstcad of Britain 
not be more conducive for us” To thenk otherwnse would 

mean to confirm the status of thes dl-mendednew That 
would be detremental to Turkey mm view of the fact that 
the Goreck Cypriot ude = moving ahead. whereas the 
KATC [Turkesh Republic of Northern Cyprus] « only 
gcttong yearly assrstance from Turkey s budget. ict alone 
attarning self. suffhcrency 

The same apples to the the Gulf stuation Egypt has 

LS. Request for Radio Station Rejected 
1 40808 10049! Ankara ANATOLIA on Eneiot 

Ot” OMT S tue 9! 

[Teat) Ankara (AA}—Turkey has reyected a US Govern. 
ment request to set up a radio station for US coizem 

here. « was reported on Wednesday [7 August) AA was 
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told the US Government made a recent application to 
the Foren Moenestry to set up 2 radso Staton at a pout 

Turtish-l S detense insiallation 

The monestry on turn sent the application to the Supreme 
Radw and Teles rson Board for a recommendation bul a 
board offical told AA thal the regucst contradicted 
Article 133 of the Consttuthon and thal permimwon 
should not he given for the radso station 

“The US Government currently carrying out closed 
corcust radvo and TV broadcasts at yount defense plan 
Thess applcatron «= anmed at establishing open cor... 

statoms.” the officeal sand “In our response we sand thrt 
wader Artule 133. radwo and TV statrons could only & 
set up by the state In fact of such permisson were giver 
to the tS. seomelar requests from other countries would 
also have to be accepted.” he added 

Foregn Minwtry officals also told AA that the US 
Grovermment had been officially notified that the request 
had Been reyected 

LA Official \ isits Incirlik Base, Silopi 

7 90808 10079! Antara ANATOLIA om Engiik 
mena ‘ fue v/ 

[Text] Ankara (A Ab+—Bretaen’s Armed Forces secretary 
and avemtant defence secretary. Arche Hamilton. 
departed Turkey on Tuesday [6 August] after a one-day 
Mopover sre 

Speaking to pournainsts before hes departure Hamilton 
sand be had carned out obser. ations at the southern hase 
of Incorhk and southeastern Silop: township. where a 
multinatronal force ms deploved 

Hamilton sand he was not briefed by the Turkish officials 
he contacted about reports that Turkey 1 conducting a 
crows-border operatron agarmst the camps of separates 
terrorists on Irag 
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Responding to remarks by Soviet officials last week that 
the cartence of a multenateonal force in Turke, should 
be supported by a LN decrwon. Hamilton sand a UN 
resolution eas mecemsary for a powibic operation if Irag 
refuses to abolish its nuctear ecapoms He also sad Iraq: 
Preesdent Saddam Husayvn had not vet adequately 
explained Irag’s chemacal stocks 

Foreign Minister Receives \ ugesiavia’s | oncar 

7 40608 1 S49! Ankara TRI Televimon Networ 

om Turkeh 1 WOGMT 6 tue 9! 

[Text] The afternoon. Foregn Minster Safa Gray 
recerved Budumer Loncar V ugosiay federal secretary of 
forergn affairs who 1s on Istanbul to addrevs the Islamic 
Conference Orgamization foreign ministers: meeting on 
behalf of the nonahgned Countries 

Foregn Moenrstry spokesman Murat Sungar sand that at 
the meecteng Loncar bricted Guray on the latest situation 

and dev clopments in brs country Guray sand that Turkes 
1s ready to do all « can to help im connection wrth the 

situation on \ ugosiavia 

Loncart pounted out that the Turks m hes country const. 
tute a unifying and stabulizeng clement 

Yilmaz importance of Newt Election, Limetable 

7 008 10009) tnhara TRI Telesiwon Neteort 

m Terioh 1 WOGMTIO tue 9! 

[Excerpt] Motherland Party leader and Prome Monester 
Mesut Vilmas has sad that the newt clecthons will be 
vitally omportant for Turkeys Me sand We are deter- 
mined to take Turkey to clectroms maybe before the end 
of thes veat. or maybe om the spring of carly autumn of 

neat vear 

Vilmaz was speaking at the party headquarters to dete. 
gatrons from Konya's Akseher District and from Kasta- 
monu's Incholu Distinct [passage omitted] 
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